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I.
1.

INTRODUCTION
At the outset, the Defence considers that Mr.Oneissi's trial was not fair. Since the

Chamber cannot be a judge of its own fairness, the Defence reserves its rights and related
arguments that will be developed in an appeal, if necessary.

II.
2.

ASSESSMENT OF THE EVIDENCE
The Prosecution contends that when the evidence linking each of the Accused to each

other and to the alleged crimes is considered in its totality, the only reasonable inference is
that they are responsible for the alleged crimes. 1
3.

Holistic fact-finding should not be an excuse or a reason for making findings beyond

a reasonable doubt on the basis of a collection of weak evidence. To analyse evidence
holistically means that the evidentiary weight of individual items of evidence should not be
determined in isolation, but rather in conjunction with other relevant evidence.
4.

What matters is how strong and convincing the totality of the relevant evidence in

relation to a particular fact is. Analysing evidence holistically cannot cure the weakness of
individual items of evidence and a number of weak arguments for a proposition do not and
cannot ever combine into a strong reason for accepting it. 2
5.

Even if the Chamber were to adopt a 'holistic' approach to the evidence, it does not

preclude it from carefully examining and assessing the weight to be afforded to each piece of
evidence, in isolation. If the Chamber pulls at the threads, the case against Mr.Oneissi will
quickly unravel.
6.

The Prosecution attempts to circumvent the countless reliability issues raised by each

and every piece of evidence adduced to support its imprecise allegations against Mr.Oneissi
by referring to the notion of 'circumstantial evidence', which the Chamber is invited to
interpret extensively. Further to the Prosecution's approach, 'circumstantial evidence' would
be treated as an elastic system designed specifically for the assessment of the evidence,
whereby the evidence of a series of vague circumstances could be stretched to adjust the
particular needs of the Prosecution's case if addressed globally. This unprecedented and
1

PFTB,para.73.

2

ICC,Bemba,AJ,Sep.Opinion,para.15.
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incorrect approach, unacceptable as prejudicial in any criminal trial, would result in an even
more serious prejudice to the Defence in this case, where such 'evidence' is used to draw
specific inferences in support ofvague allegations.
7.

'Circumstantial evidence' is used to prove a fact by provmg other facts. Each

particular fact must be supported by evidence solid enough for the trier of fact to find it has
been proved. The individual assessment of the weight of each piece of evidence is a crucial
part of this exercise. The Prosecution attempts to alleviate its burden by pretending that 'no
distinction exists between the assessment of direct and circumstantial evidence ' 3 is meritless.
8.

By definition, drawing inferences from circumstantial evidence only adds uncertainty;

if the factual basis of the circumstantial evidence is weak, the inferences drawn from it will
be even weaker. 4 As a rule, inferences must be reasonable and narrowly construed. 5 Where a
factual finding is based on an inference drawn from circumstantial evidence, the finding is
only established beyond a reasonable doubt if it is the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn
from that evidence - i.e. the circumstantial evidence upon which that finding or inference is
based- and nothing more. 6 Ifthere is another conclusion reasonably open from the evidence,
and which is consistent with Mr.Oneissi's innocence, he must be acquitted. 7 By extension,
where the Chamber infers criminal intent from circumstantial evidence, it must be the only
reasonable inference based on the evidence. 8 Likewise, the Chamber should reject any
inferences based on a series of inferences. 9 Findings of fact cannot be based on a pyramid of
inferences; an inference made from direct or circumstantial evidence must be reasonable and
narrowly construed. 10 Drawing inferences from a series of inferences carries with it a grave
risk of a verdict based on conjecture and speculation.

3

PFTB,para.33.

4

ICC,Bemba,AJ,Sep.Opinion,para.12.

5

ICTY ,Hadiihasanovic&Kubara,ludgement,para.311.

ICTY, Galic,AJ,para.218;ICTY ,Prlic,Al,para.1994;ICTY ,Krajisnik,ludgement,para.196;ICTY ,Krstic,AJ,para.76
7

JCC,Bemba et a/.,AJ,para.868;ICTY,Mucic,AJ,para.458.

R

JCTY,Popovic,AJ ,para.1369 ;JCTY,Sainovic,AJ,para.995 ;ICTY ,Stanisic&Zupljanin,AJ,para.3 7 5.

9

ICTY ,Hadiihasanovic&Kubara,ludgement,para.311.

10

ICTY ,Hadiihasanovic&Kubara,ludgement,para.311.
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9.

It is worth recalling that in another case where the evidence adduced, unlike this case,

included more than one viva voce witness for the alleged acts and conduct of the accused, the
ICC Appeals Chamber held, 'the Prosecution's narrative must not only be the best possible
explanation of the evidence that is in the case record, it must be the only plausible
explanation. As long as there are other plausible explanations, taking into consideration what
the evidence has proved and what is still unknown, it is not possible to enter a finding
beyond a reasonable doubt' . 11
10.

In any case, any ambiguity or doubt must be resolved in favour of Mr.Oneissi, m

accordance with the principle of in dubio pro reo. 12 The Chamber must be guided by this
principle when appraising the evidence, as well as when assessing the ultimate question of
guilt. 13

III.

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EVIDENCE- ATTRIBUTION, THE ALFA
EVIDENCE, AND PRINCIPLES OF CELL SITE ANALYSIS

11.

Telecommunications evidence forms the backbone of the case against Mr.Oneissi.

The Prosecution must prove first that 3598095 ('095') is attributed to Mr.Oneissi, and that on
each phone call/SMS relied on by the Prosecution, Mr.Oneissi was using that mobile. It must
then prove, through cell site analysis, the physical location of 095 at certain locations at
specific times relying on evidence - specifically, call data records ('CDRs') and cell site
evidence - from Alfa, the Lebanese telecommunications company.
12.

In any event, the attribution of 095 to Mr.Oneissi has not been established beyond a

reasonable doubt. Similarly the Prosecution not proved that cell site analysis or the Alfa
telecommunications evidence can be relied upon to establish the physical location of 095 on
the basis of its CDRs.

A. The attribution of 095
13.

The attribution of 095 is a 'fact indispensable for entering a conviction'; it must

therefore be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 14 By extension, the Prosecution must prove,

11

ICC,Bemba,AJ,Sep.Opinion,para.12.

12

ICTY,Delic,Judgement,para.24;ICTY,B/agosevic&Joki6,Judgement,para.18;1CC,Bemba,Judgement,para.218.

13

STL,Applicable-Law Decision,para.32.

14

20170919- STL-11-01 T T395 - OFF- PUB- EN- 75:19-20.
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to that same standard, that Mr.Oneissi was using 095 on each call/SMS relied on by the
Prosecution.
14.

To that end, Prosecution Analyst DONALDSON conceded that he could not attribute

every phone call made by 095, nor could he determine who actually used 095 at a given
.

pomt.

15

1.
1.

The weight of DONALDSON's evidence

DONALDSON lacks expertise in mobile phone attribution, and his work was not
reviewed by PHILIPS

15.

DONALDSON's lack of expertise in cell site analysis- which includes attribution 16 -

'naturally limits the probative value of any opinion he can express thereon' . 17 DONALDSON
had no formal training in attribution techniques. 18 He had never testified in relation to
attribution of mobile phones before; nor had he ever written an attribution report that was
used as evidence. 19 Virtually all of his experience in attribution comes within the context of
the investigation into Hariri' s assassination and this case. 20 His ability to attribute mobile
phones is here being tested for the first time.
16.

The Prosecution made the strategic decision to not have DONALDSON's Attribution

Reports peer-reviewed by the Prosecution's only Cell Site Analysis Expert PHILIPS, despite
DONALDSON's manifest lack of expertise in attribution. 21 For PHILIPS, the Prosecution's
policy of deliberately isolating him from the work of other Prosecution employees such as
DONALDSON was 'quite strange'. 22 It is akin to the Prosecution relying on forensic DNA
analysis conducted by a non-expert Prosecution analyst, while not allowing its own
independent forensic DNA expert to see, let alone review, that analyst's work. The Chamber
must ask itself why the Prosecution would have deliberately shielded DONALDSON's work

15

20171005 - STL-11-01 T T406- OFF- PUB- EN - 17:12-16.

16

P00549,paras.10.4.1-10.4.14.

17

F3172,para.70.

18

20171003 - STL-11-01 -T-T405 - OFF - PUB - EN 34:24-35:3.

19

20171003 - STL-11-01 T T405 - OFF- PUB- EN- 35:10-15.

°F3172,paras.40-41 ;P01947,D0316876-D0316877.

2

21

20150824- STL-11-01 T Tl83 - OFF - PUB - EN - 18:8-13.

22

20150824- STL-11-01 T Tl83 - OFF- PUB- EN - 18:8-13.
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from the scrutiny of PHILIPS, and whether such a policy is consistent with the Prosecution's
statutory duty to assist the Tribunal in establishing the truth. 23
DONALDSON's non-expert opinion evidence should be disregarded

11.

17.

Much of DONALDSON's Attribution Report and related testimony compnses

opinion evidence, including conclusions. For example, in the Attribution Report, it is stated
that '[095] is attributable to Hussein Hassan ONEISSI from at least 09-01-03 until 16-0205';24 while in his evidence, DONALDSON stated, 'What I would seek to do is [ ... ] suggest

that Mr. Oneissi had control of 095 during the attribution period. ' 25 DONALDSON's nonexpert opinion evidence and conclusions must be disregarded, in accordance with
international tribunal case law. 26
18.

The ICC Lubanga Trial Chamber relied on non-expert opinion evidence; however that

case is highly distinguishable, as the relevant evidence did not come from a Prosecution
employee. 27 DONALDSON is not only employed by the Prosecution, he is immensely
invested in this case: he has worked on this investigation and case since 2007, 28 and the
Attribution Report for 095 is the culmination of work that began since 095 was provided to
DONALDSON in 2008.
DONALDSON's pro-Prosecution bias was evident

111.

19.

The Chamber must 'exercise caution' in evaluating DONALDSON's non-expert

opinion evidence in light of his association with the Prosecution. 29 This is not a case of an
investigator summarising facts. Attribution is analysis work, and involves interpreting
evidence and drawing conclusions therefrom. It is therefore susceptible to confirmation bias.
Further, the Prosecution case is entirely dependent on the attribution of these phones, which

23

Rules,R.55(C).

24

P01949,para.l.

25

20170825 STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF - PUB - EN- 27:7-9.

26

ICTY ,Milosevic,para.17; SCSL, Taylor ,para.27.

27

ICC,Lubanga,Judgement,para.645.

2R

P01947.

29

ICTY,Tolimir,Judgement,para.38;ICTY,To/imir,AJ,para.77.
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places immense pressure on DONALDSON to attribute 095 to Mr.Oneissi, in accordance
with the theory provided to, and adopted by the Prosecution. 30
20.

DONALDSON's pro-Prosecution bias- whether conscious or otherwise- negatively

affects his credibility and by extension, the reliability of his evidence. In response to a
question regarding the possibility that 095 was shared between Mr.Oneissi and his wife,
DONALDSON stated that, if such were the case, her name 'should be on the indictment' 31

-

a clear demonstration of his prejudice against Mr.Oneissi.
21.

While DONALDSON presented himself as a neutral compiler of evidence, stating, 'I

don't have a dog in this fight. I am just trying to show the evidence that exists' ,32 it is
apparent from his evidence that he was anything but. He was repeatedly accused of having
wilfully omitted evidence, or having been selective in the evidence presented to the
Chamber. 33
22.

DONALDSON purported to seek to 'highlight' missing information, and to 'present

both sides of information' ?4 The falsity of this claim was demonstrated in his evidence
regarding the alleged residence of Mr.Oneissi. Initially, DONALDSON was unequivocal,
stating that Mr.Oneissi 'purchased [Plot 233] while he was a renter', and that it 'may have
been later [than October 2002] that he actually purchased it' .35 Yet the suggestion that
Mr.Oneissi rented, purchased, owned or resided in Plot 233 is directly contradicted by official
Land Registry documentation. When this was put to DONALDSON in cross-examination he
backtracked, incorrectly claiming, 'I believe my statement was he received the funds to
purchase it, and that is on the basis of the application to Saderat Bank Iran' .36 Not only did
DONALDSON mischaracterize the evidence, and fail to highlight the Land Registry

30

20170919- STL-11-01 T T395 - OFF- PUB- EN - 75:19-20.

31

20171018 - STL-11-01 T T410- OFF- PUB- EN - 80:13-16.

32

20170928 - STL-11-01 T T402- OFF- PUB- EN - 57:14-15.

33 20170921_STL-11-01_T_T397 _OFF_CONF_EN_95:25-99: 11;20170928 STL-1101 T T402 - OFF- PUB - EN- 34:23-25.

34

20171003 - STL-11-01 T T405 - OFF- PUB- EN- 33:11-17

35

20170621_STL-11-01_T_T371_OFF_PUB_EN_84: 11-12;85: 14-15;P01949,pp.23-24.

36
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documentation - according to him, the 'best' source of residence locations 37

he actually

-

actively removed this documentation from his final Attribution Report. 38

2.

Documentary evidence

1.

23.

The 'attribution evidence'

Contrary to the Prosecution Brief, the 'documentary evidence' does not link 095 to

Mr.Oneissi beyond 20 September 2005 - i.e. over three months prior to the indictment
period. 39 The fact that a number is listed against a name in documentation is not conclusive
evidence of attribution. DONALDSON alluded to the possibility of documentation pointing
to one user, and SMS content pointing to a different user, 40 which appears to be the case in
relation to a phone apparently used by Mr.Oneissi in the period 2005-2008.
SMS review

11.

24.

The SMS review of 095 conducted by DONALDSON was limited to analysis of 34

out of 552 non-service SMS - i.e. a mere 6% of 095's non-service SMS 41

-

of which

DONALDSON found only one single SMS to be relevant. The sender of that SMS was not a
common contact of 095: the SMS was the sole recorded contact between the two
telephones. 42 It was received by 095 over six months prior to the indictment period. 43 There is
no evidence of any outgoing SMS that could assist in identifying the user of 095. 44
DONALDSON admitted that he did not have the 'full picture' of this phone. 45
25.

The SMS evidence, in isolation, does not rule out the possibility that 095 was used by

more than one person. 46 One of the 34 SMS analysed by DONALDSON (but not included in

37

20170621_STL-11-01_T_T371_OFF_PUB_EN_82: 1-4;83:6-7.

3R 20170825

-

STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF - PUB - EN- 72:21-73:9.

39

PFTB,para.165;4D00384;PO 1949,para.23.

40

20170919- STL-11-01 T T395 - OFF- PUB- EN - 78:25-79:2.

41

20170825 - STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF- PUB- EN - 84:20-87:10.

42

P01949,Annex-A,D0532615,#3761245.

43

P01949,para.25.

44
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45
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46
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his evidence) was sent from what would appear to be a lingerie store to its customers. 47 The
Chamber agreed that it was 'more likely than not' that such an SMS would be sent to 'a
female customer or a female who has given her number as that' .48 That SMS was sent within
the indictment period, unlike the SMS relied on by DONALDSON. 49
111.

Contact profile
The 'contact profile' is similarly inconclusive. The top 30 known 'Third Party

26.

Contacts' of 095 is comprised mainly of Oneissi and Bachir family members, 50 and only two
are non-family members: Bilal Khayreddine and PRH067. 51 For 13 of the 27 non-service
phone numbers on the top contacts list, DONALDSON has not sought to establish a
relationship with Mr.Oneissi. 52 These 13 numbers could have been used by people who do
not have a relationship with Mr.Oneissi, and by extension, would not fit the contact profile.
Likewise, the vast majority of the contacts of 095 remain unattributed and unknown. 53
Conspicuously absent from the Third Party Contacts of 095 is Mr.Oneissi's wife, Hala
Hassan Bachir. In the 'Attribution' section of Philip's Cell Site Analysis Report ('CSA
Report'), 'spouse' is listed second in a list of typical 'contacts which [a given user] would
call both frequently and regularly' .54
1v.
27.

Geographic Profile
Contrary to the Prosecution Brief, the fact that SFEIR2 and BRAJNE2 were the

second and third most frequently used cell sites of 095 (on the basis of incomplete data) does
not mean that the user of 095 resided within the theoretical coverage of these cell sites. 55
Furthermore, the Prosecution has not established the location of Mr. Oneissi 's residence.

47

P01222,D0132818,SMS:No.0013.

48

20170825 - STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF- PUB- EN 88:17-21.

49

P01222,p.1,SMS:No.0013.

50

20170825 - STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF- PUB- EN - 55:19-22.

51

P01949,para.31;P01950,D0518883.

52

PO 1949,para.31 ;Phone numbers,Nos.4-5, 15-18,20,22-24,26-28.

53

P01949,Annex-A.

54

P00549,para.10.4.11.2.

55

PFTB,para.176.
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•
28.

The cell site data set relied on by DONALDSON is prohibitively incomplete
Cell site data was missing for all incoming calls, all outgoing SMS, and all incoming

SMS prior to 1 August 2004, as was all end cell data prior to 1 October 2004. 56 The data set
was incomplete for 82% of the attribution period, and for 46% of calls/SMS, the cell to which
095 connected remains unknown. This incomplete data set was the basis for DONALDSON's
geographic profile for 095 - namely, the table of frequently used cells, the analysis of the
day-time use versus night-time use of 095; and the map comparing the alleged home address
of Mr.Oneissi, with 095's 'Most Frequently Used Cell Sectors'. 57 The data set is missing
enough cell sites to fill in the top five places in DONALDSON's 'Table of Most Frequently
Used Cell Sectors' .58 It is possible that those missing cell sites were not in fact in the area of
the alleged residence of Mr.Oneissi, 59 and that 095's top five most frequently used cell
sectors, in reality, are nowhere near the alleged Oneissi residence, therefore not fitting
DONALDSON's geographic profile.
•
29.

Even at its highest, the geographic profile of095 is weak and inconclusive
The geographic profile is dependent on establishing that the two locations relied upon

-the alleged Oneissi residence and the 'Service Provider' location- are within the actual, not
merely theoretical, coverage of the cell sites. 60 This has not been established.
30.

Further, 'the more points and the more diverse the geography of the points, the greater

the relevance of the profile. ' 61 The geographic profile of 095 is limited to a mere two
locations. 62 In isolation, the geographic profile of 095 is inconclusive, and does not narrow
the user of 095 down to Mr.Oneissi. 63 DONALDSON knew 'very little about the specific
area covered by the top ten cell sites of 09 5'. 64

56

20170825 _STL-11-01_T_T388_OFF_PUB_EN_10: 13-17;4D00324,1DT4-1720.

57

P01949,paras.36,39-40;20170825 _STL-11-01_T_T388_ OFF_PUB _EN_9: 1-6.

58

P01949,para.36;20170825 _STL-11-01_T_T388_ OFF_PUB _EN_12: 17-13:15.

59
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•

31.

The Prosecution has not established that 'Plot 233' was Mr.Oneissi 's residence

DONALDSON compared the alleged residence of Mr.Oneissi ('Plot 233 ') with the

frequently used cell sectors of 095 and claimed that the geographic profile of 095 supports
the attribution of095 to Mr.Oneissi. 65
Plot 233
32.

In 2011 and in 2013, the Prosecution sent Requests for Assistance ('RFAs') to the

Lebanese Land Registry seeking to link Mr.Oneissi and Plot 233. They failed to do so: the
2011 RF A Response indicated that Mr. Oneissi did not own any property in Lebanon, 66 while
the 2013 RFA Response indicated that Mr.Oneissi had never owned Plot 233, nor had he ever
taken out a mortgage to purchase it. 67 No evidence exists of any rental agreement entered into
by Mr.Oneissi in relation to Plot 233. 68 ABBAS -the owner of the building in which Plot
233 is located - did not recognise the name of Mr.Oneissi, 69 and the Chamber can infer that
he did not possess any files in relation to him at his offices. 70
33.

To link Plot 233 with Mr.Oneissi, DONALDSON relies on a letter received from the

Special Investigation Commission, stating that the sender of the letter was informed by Bank
Saderat Iran that a financial transaction 'for buying [Plot 233]' was operated on 21 July 2003,
and repaid 'on the bank account of Mr. Hussein Hassan Iss a'. 71 The evidentiary weight of this
document is negligible. It is a letter from the Commision Secretary (who is not a Prosecution
witness) in which he reports on information obtained from Bank Saderat Iran - it therefore
comprises (at least) double-hearsay documentary evidence. On the Title Deed for Plot 233
attached to the loan file, Mr.Oneissi is not listed as an owner. 72 While 'Hussein Issa' is
handwritten across the top of the page, the Prosecution 'do[es] not know who wrote that

65

P01949,paras.32-40.

66

4D00380,60242636.

67 4D00381,60290874-60290876;compare, where mortgage taken out in 2006 by Hala Hassan Bachir is
recorded on the Real Estate Register,6029087lcont'd.
68

20170825 - STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF- PUB- EN - 47:3-6.

69

P00645,para.20.

70

P00645,para.21 ;20170825 _STL-11-01_T_T388_OFF_PUB_EN_47:13-48:7.

71
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72
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name', 73 and DONALDSON agreed that this did not 'represent transfer of ownership to [him]
in any way' .74 The Loan Application Form is incomplete: there is no application number, or
date, and the requested loan amount is unspecified; 75 likewise for the Loan Guarantee Form. 76
The letter's text in relation to the purchase of Plot 233 is uncorroborated: DONALDSON
conceded that he did not have an 'alternative independent document that supports this RF A
[response] '. 77
Written addresses
34.

The five written addresses listed against Mr.Oneissi's name, which DONALDSON

suggests is 'consistent' with Plot 233, are prohibitively imprecise, to the degree that it is
'difficult to discern the exact location of [such] an address'. 78 The common elements of the
five written addresses are 'El/Al-Hadath', 'El/Al-Jamous Street', and 'Ahmad/Hassan Abbas
Building'. 79 Hadath is an urban area in south Beirut, and El/Al-J amous Street has a length of
1.3 km. 80 Nor does 'Ahmad Abbas Building' provide any precision: ABBAS has sold over
3,000 apartments since 1990, in buildings 'all over Beirut', with 'most of them [ ... ] in the
south Beirut area'. 81 DONALDSON explained that the impreciseness of Lebanese written
addresses was the very reason why he 'sought for all of the defendants ... to utilise land
registry plots which we find to be much more precise and are unique values ' 82

-

which he

failed to do in relation to Mr.Oneissi.
35.

In fact, DONALDSON initially had placed the location of Mr.Oneissi's alleged

residence in what he later found was a different 'Ahmad Abbas building', with seven floors,
on 'Jamous Street', in 'El-Hadath'. 83 That location was provided by a witness who had also
listed his address as 'Hadath, El-Jamous Street, Ahmad Abbas building': a consistent, if not
73

20170621 - STL-11-01 T T371 - OFF - PUB - EN - 87:20.

74

20170825 - STL-11-01 T T388 - OFF- PUB- EN - 40:1-5.

75

P00641,60276504-60276504cont'd.
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77
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identical, written address to those allegedly listed by Mr.Oneissi. 84 This initial alleged
residence ofMr.Oneissi did not fall within any of the 'Most Frequently Used Cell Sectors' of
095, 85 and therefore did not match its geographic profile. 86 DONALDSON asserted that this
initial location was 'established as being incorrect', which is clearly incorrect, given his
failure to establish the actual location of Mr. Oneissi 's residence. 87
v.

PRH067 ('further attribution point')
The evidence of PRH067 regarding the attribution of 095 is limited in temporal scope

36.

to 21 August 2004, the date of the last appointment between Mr.Oneissi and PRH067: over
four months prior to the indictment period. 88 PRH067 did not see Mr.Oneissi subsequent to
that date. 89 All calls between PRH067' s offices and 095 subsequent to that date - which calls
PRH067 did not make himselfJ 0

-

were incoming to 095. 91 The calls, which may have been

answered by someone other than Mr.Oneissi, 92 are therefore consistent with someone other
than Mr.Oneissi using 095 subsequent to 21 August 2004, and by extension, during the
indictment period.

3.
37.

The Chamber can infer that 095 had multiple users

DONALDSON approached his attribution work on the presumption that every phone

is a single user phone. 93 The Prosecution's attribution case in relation to 095 is compromised
by this bias.
The investigation sought only to confirm the hypothesis given to the Prosecution

1.

38.

Mr.Oneissi was identified as a possible user of 095 by a source external to the UNIIIC

or the Prosecution. 94 DONALDSON admitted that he merely sought to corroborate this
84

4D00385.

RS
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theory that he was provided. 95 This confirmation bias is evidenced in the manner in which the
'documentary evidence' was obtained. All seven documents were received by the Prosecution
in RF A responses. 96 There is a fundamental bias in the phrasing of these RF As, in that the
Prosecution only sought information in relation to Mr.Oneissi, and not in relation to 095, the
'suspect number' itself. In other words, and as conceded by DONALDSON, the RF As were
phrased in such a manner that, if the addressees were in possession of documents or
information that indicated that 095 had alternative users, the Prosecution would not have
received them. 97 This confirmation bias was also present in at least 12 additional RFAs that
were sent by the Prosecution in relation to Mr.Oneissi, for which no positive responses were
received. 98 As previously held, this presents an 'incomplete picture in terms of analysis,
which could ultimately impact the attribution' of3598095. 99
n.
39.

There is a real possibility that 095 had alternative users
DONALDSON observed phone-sharing among husbands and wives, even whole

families, in Lebanon during the period of time in question. 100 PLATT also stated that phonesharing among family members was a 'practice used throughout Lebanon' . 101
40.

There is evidence that Mr.Oneissi and his family members shared use of mobile

phones. DONALDSON stated he 'would never rule out the possibility that somebody else has
used [095] '. 102 In one set of documents, a phone number allegedly attributed to Mr.Oneissi's
mother is listed against Mr. Oneissi' s name. 103 In two other sets of documents, a phone
number ending in '795' allegedly attributed to Mr.Oneissi's brother- Ahmad Hassan Oneissi
- is listed against Mr. Oneissi 's name. 104 That same number is in fact subscribed to another

94
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brother of Mr.Oneissi: Abbas Hassan Oneissi. 105 As late as 2010, the Prosecution believed
that Mr.Oneissi's brothers 'may have access to the telephone' attributed to Mr.Oneissi. 106
41.

Furthermore, 095 may have been shared, at the very least, between Mr.Oneissi and

Ms Bashir. No telephone number is attributed to her in DONALDSON's report, and
DONALDSON was not aware of a number attributed to her before or during the Indictment
Period. 107 DONALDSON was taken to a Prosecution Investigator's Note regarding a phone
number ending in '755 ', listed in multiple documents against Mr.Oneissi 's name, with
subscriber period 26 October 2005 - 29 December 2008. 108 From the content of SMSs sent
and received by 755, it would appear that it was also used by Ms Bashir. 109 DONALDSON
agreed that, given the indications that Mr.Oneissi and Ms Bashir shared 755, 'it would be
difficult to rule out the possibility that the same happened with 095 at an earlier stage' . 110
42.

In fact, the 'attribution evidence' in relation to 095 is entirely consistent with 095

having been a shared phone. The Prosecution was only interested in finding documents listing
Mr.Oneissi's name, and not 095. The contact profile is predominantly made up of Oneissi
and Bashir family members, and Ms Bashir is conspicuously absent from it. The SMS review
is extremely limited in sample size, and it includes an SMS probably sent to 'a female
customer'. The existence of an SMS addressed to a person could indicate that the person is an
occasional user of the phone. 111 The geographic profile would be consistent with shared use
of 095 between Mr.Oneissi and his wife, given its dependence on the alleged Oneissi
residence. As DONALDSON himself stated, 'many people will share a geographic profile if
they live in the same area' . 112 Likewise, the 'additional attribution point' is based on only 65
out of 8140 calls/SMS, 113 and in no way rules out shared use of 095.

105
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B. The Alfa telecommunications evidence is unreliable

1.

PRH707's evidence in relation to the Alfa telecommunications evidence
should be excluded

43.

Pursuant to Rule 149(D), the evidence ofPRH707- the 'Alfa representative'- should

be excluded. Any probative value that PRH707's evidence has is substantially outweighed by
the inability of the Defence to test his evidence.
PRH707's evidence has no probative value

1.

44.

PRH707 started working with Alfa in April 2012 - over seven years after the Hariri

assassination. 114 He could only provide remote hearsay evidence (if the degree is known at
all) in relation to the majority of Alfa telecommunications data used in the EPE - including
all Alfa coordinate and azimuth information, and the primary source of Alfa theoretical
coverage maps - as it was received from Alfa while he was not even employed at the
company. 115 In preparing for his testimony, he asked questions to 'a few' of his 300-strong
team, and 'these few people might also have asked other people' .116 He did not speak directly
to Alfa technicians- who presumably would have been responsible for producing the databut only to those with whom he had a 'direct hierarchical relation' . 117 When asked for names
of those he consulted, PRH707 stated, 'If I give you a name and then you ask about that
person, then, yes, I did deal with that person, but that person also dealt with another
person.' 118
45.

Even with the assistance of his colleagues, PRH707 was not in a position to verify the

reliability of most, if not all, of the Alfa evidence. He could not answer questions in relation
to the accuracy of the data, and stated that the only way to verify it was to see whether the
responses provided by Alfa 'seem[ ed] logical in terms of dates and numbers' 119 Setting aside
the fact that PRH707 was not at the company when the evidence was provided, this is clearly
an impossible task, considering the quantity of data provided to the Prosecution. When asked
114
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115
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116
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what steps he had taken to satisfy himself as to the accuracy of the evidence, he conceded that
he '[couldn't] say it is accurate for sure', and merely stated that he had to 'trust the people
. our company ' . 120
who work m
n.

The Prosecution's reliance on PRH707 as the sole Alfa witness resulted m a
violation ofMr.Oneissi's fair trial rights

46.

The remote hearsay nature of PRH707's evidence also has the effect of nullifying

Mr.Oneissi's statutory right to examine witnesses and evidence against him, as the Defence
was simply unable to test PRH707 's evidence in relation to the Alfa data relied on in the
EPE. 121 This prejudice to Mr.Oneissi's fair trial rights resulted from the Prosecution's
strategic decision to rely on PRH707 as the sole 'representative' for Alfa.
47.

Due to the complexity of mobile networks, it is 'very difficult to find one person who

is an expert with regards to all the components of [the Alfa] network'. 122 PRH707 had never
used the Assert Aircom software, which was used by Alfa to create the theoretical coverage
maps relied on by the Prosecution. 123 He did not know whether Alfa had a clutter model, used
in Asset Aircom, dating to 2004-2005. 124 Likewise, he was insufficiently knowledgeable in
the practices of Alfa's various departments. He candidly stated that his involvement in the
preparation of Alfa' s responses to RF As was 'quite limited'. 125 He admitted that 'of course'
he had to consult with multiple departments in relation to his evidence. 126 For example,
PRH707 had to consult Alfa's Billing Division in relation to the billing system and the CDRs
provided to the Prosecution, because he did not have access to Alfa's billing system. 127
48.

The Prosecution made the strategic decision not to call witnesses who could have

given direct, or at least less remote, evidence in relation to the Alfa data - i.e. employees
from the Billing Division (responsible for CDR generation and extraction), or the Radio
Planning Department (responsible for Alfa network coverage and theoretical coverage maps).
120
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For example, the current head of Alfa's Radio Planning Department would have been in a
position to give direct evidence on a number of important issues in relation to the reliability
of the theoretical coverage maps relied on in the EPE: e.g. on the identities of those he has
tasked with the work; their experience in creating such maps; and what Alfa data sources he
instructed them to use. 128 Instead, none ofthis information is before the Chamber.
111.

49.

Conclusion: PRH707 's evidence should be excluded
The Chamber should exclude the evidence of PRH707, pursuant to Rule 149(D). The

ICTY Tadic Trial Chamber considered the admissibility of hearsay evidence, and held that
under Rule 149(D)'s ICTY equivalent, the Chamber could exclude hearsay evidence that had
been previously admitted as relevant and having probative value. 129 PRH707's evidence has
no probative value, as it comprises remote hearsay evidence in relation to Alfa data that was
produced at, or orginated from, a time when he was not even working at the company.
Furthermore, PRH707's evidence was unable to be tested, due to its remote hearsay nature,
and PRH707's lack of direct knowledge.
50.

In the ICTY case of Martie, the Trial Chamber, in a decision upheld by the Appeals

Chamber, outlined factors to be considered when determining whether to exclude evidence
where there has been an impediment an accused's right to cross-examination. 130 These factors
include a) the importance of the evidence; b) whether evidence of the same value was
reasonably available in some other way; and c) the existence of evidence corroborating the
.
'
.
131
witness
testimony.
.

51.

The Chamber should consider each of these factors. The importance of PRH707's

evidence to the Prosecution case cannot be overstated. The Chamber expressly relied on it to
admit the Alfa cell site evidence relied on in the EPE. 132 The Chamber had previously held
that if the cell site evidence is not admitted, 'the Prosecution cannot continue with its case'. 133
Evidence of the same value was reasonably available via other Alfa employees, but not called
by the Prosecution. By contrast, the Chamber will recall that the Prosecution elected to bring
128
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evidence of no less than five different witnesses from Ogero, another Lebanese
telecommunications provider, - each one a representative of different departments within the
company. 134 Instead, the Prosecution's failure to bringing appropriate witnesses from Alfa
has the effect, unintended or otherwise, of shielding from any meaningful examination the
manifest deficiencies in both the evidence of PRH707 and the Alfa data relied on. By
extension, there is no evidence corroborating PRH707's testimony.
52.

If the Chamber is not minded to exclude PRH707's indirect evidence, the Chamber

should afford it little or no weight. In accordance with established international criminal
jurisprudence, it is submitted that the Chamber must proceed with caution in the assessment
of the probative value and weight ofPRH707's hearsay evidence. 135

2.

Alfa's telecommunications evidence is manifestly unreliable, and should
be excluded

53.

Even if the Chamber is not minded to exclude PRH707's evidence, or to afford it little

or no weight, the Alfa telecommunications evidence itself is manifestly unreliable and should
be excluded pursuant to Rule 149(D). Its lack of reliability means its probative value, if any,
is substantially outweighed by the prejudice suffered by the Defence resulting from its
inability to cross-examine the Alfa employees who produced and/or provided this evidence.
Preliminary Issue: the 'business records' category of admissible documentary

1.

evidence
54.

The Chamber has previously held that 'Business records are considered to have the

necessary indicia of reliability if produced in the normal course of business of the relevant
organisation or workplace'. 136 In the case of Forbes Engineering, cited by the Chamber in
that Decision, the Federal Court of Australia cited the following: 'Routine business records,
made before any legal proceeding arises or is contemplated [ ... ] have an inherent likelihood
of reliability which outweighs the common law's aversion to hearsay evidence where the
maker of a statement cannot be tested by cross-examination.' 137 It is submitted that the
'inherent likelihood of reliability' of business records is contingent upon two elements: that
134
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135
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the document was produced 'in the normal course of business', and that it is 'made before
any legal proceeding arises or is contemplated'. Indeed, these two elements are expressly
provided for in the laws of evidence of two common law legal systems cited by the Chamber
itself. 138
55.

The primary and secondary sources of azimuth and coordinate information relied on

in the EPE (P00775 and P00778) were tendered by the Prosecution as 'business records', and
admitted by the Chamber as such. 139 Yet neither were produced in the normal course of
business; instead, both were produced for the express purpose of litigation. 140 By admitting as
'business records' documents that were produced not in the ordinary course of business, but
for the express purpose of litigation, the Chamber stripped this category of the protection
afforded in its definition, thereby creating a dangerously prejudicial precedent.
56.

The Chamber should reconsider its erroneous decision to admit P00775 and P00778

as business records, pursuant to Rule 140. 141 This decision occasions significant prejudice to
Mr.Oneissi, as unreliable evidence of fundamental importance to the Prosecution has been
improperly admitted and might be unsafely relied upon by the Chamber. 142 At the very least,
the Chamber should expressly consider the fact that P00775 and P00778 do not constitute
'business records' when assessing their weight.
n.

The Alfa telecommunications data is unreliable, and should not be accorded any
weight

•

The A/fa coordinate and azimuth information used in the EPE is unreliable and does
not reflect the A/fa network as it was in 2004-2005

57.

The coordinate data (i.e. the geographical locations) of Alfa cell sites relied on in the

EPE, and azimuth value data (the 'centreline of the bearing of the antenna') 143 that was used

138 F2552,fn.58;in Canada: Canada Evidence Act R.S.C., 1985,c.C-5),s.30(1 ),s.30(1 O)(a)(i)-(ii);in
Australia: Evidence Act 1995,s.69(1 )(a)(i),s.69(3)(a)-(b ).
139
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140
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in the EPE to indicate the direction in which each Alfa cell site antenna points, was derived
from two 144 sources: P00775 (the primary source) and P00778 (the secondary source). 145
Most of the Alfa data relied on in the EPE was produced and provided to the Prosecution
prior to the establishment of a centralised database
58.

P00775, P00778 and Alfa theoretical coverage maps (P01123 and P01124) relied on

in the EPE were produced and provided to the Prosecution prior to the establishment of a
centralised database of cell site information in 2014. 146 The lack of a centralised database was
a recognised 'weakness' in Alfa's working method with respect to the company's RFA
responses. 147 The alternative to a centralised database is multiple databases, each managed
individually, rather than in a centrally synchronised manner. Azimuth and coordinate
information was not stored centrally, and was found on a PC belonging to an anonymous
former employee in Alfa's Radio Design Department. 148
59.

The accuracy of the information within a given database necessarily varies according

to the extent to which it was accurately maintained and updated. The danger inherent in
relying upon an anonymous individual's personal database was made clear during PRH707's
cross-examination. PRH707 was shown 39 discrepancies in recorded azimuth values found in
two Alfa cell site lists received by the Prosecution a mere four months apart. 149 PRH707
explained that the discrepancies could be a result of 'differences depending on which
database the engineer used' when extracting the values. 150
60.

The lack of a centralised database negatively affects the reliability of P00775 and

P00778, as they would have been extracted from individual databases in relation to which the
Prosecution has failed to lead any evidence. Because it was not centralised, the database
relied on could have been mismanaged, out of date, or out of use. Nor has the Prosecution led
evidence as to the Alfa employee(s) that were responsible for updating these databases at the

144
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time: their identity, position within the company, training, experience, their working practice,
or why their employment may have been terminated.
Alfa could not provide azimuth and coordinate data from 2004-2005, and changes to
azimuths were neither 'minor' not 'infrequent'
61.

Alfa did not keep a record of changes in azimuth values over time. 151 As such,

P00775 and P00778 do not reflect azimuth values of the various cell sites in 2004-2005, but
in 2010 and 2007 (at their highest, respectively) when they were produced and provided to
the Prosecution. 152 PRH707 stated that 'the farther we go from 2005, the preciseness of the
information [as reflections of 2004-2005 values] would be less' .153 Generally, the older the
values, the less accurate they are, 154 and information in relation to 'a period that is maybe five
or more years ago [ ... ] is not that accurate' . 155
62.

The fact that these azimuth values are considerably out of date is also significant

because azimuth values of cell sites change over time, for various reasons. 156 Sometimes Alfa
would modify azimuths in response to customer complaints regarding weak coverage. 157 The
extent to which these modifications occurred is unknown, as Alfa did not maintain records of
such complaints. 158 The building of new cell sites close to existing stations can also result in
azimuth modifications .159 Weather events - i.e. storms - can change azimuth directions, and
if the change was sufficient, the coverage would be reduced in a given area, and customers
would complain, thereby notifying Alfa of the azimuth change. 160 Logically, however, a
weather-induced azimuth change could result in a different cell site 'filling in' the resulting
gap in coverage. In such a case, customers would have no reason to complain, because
customers are not concerned with which particular cell site provides coverage in an area, but
151
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whether or not they get coverage in an area at all. This would mean that the azimuth change
would go unnoticed (and unfixed) by Alfa.
63.

The Prosecution submission that 'changes to azimuth directions have been minor, and

during the relevant time period [i.e. 2005-2010], were infrequent' is both unestablished and
demonstrably incorrect. 161 The Prosecution selectively quotes remote hearsay evidence of
PRH707 162 (who was not even employed at Alfa during 2005-2010) but it fails to mention
that since 2005, Alfa had added 'maybe tenfold the number of stations that existed in 2005 ' 163
(which could result in azimuth modifications) or that the Alfa network had 'changed
substantially' in the decade since 2004-2005. 164 It also relies on Prosecution Analyst FAHEY,
who is obviously not in a position to give reliable evidence on the stability of Alfa azimuths
in the period 2005-2010. 165
64.

It also cites to documents containing Alfa azimuth values which directly contradict

this submission. 166 When the Prosecution tendered P00776, which listed 20 discrepancies in
azimuth values between P00775 and P00778, it misleadingly claimed that it demonstrated the
'stability' of the network over the period 2007-2010. 167 Yet this document does not compare
like with like, as P00775 is missing over a quarter of the cells listed in P00778. 168 As such,
any comparison between them cannot be a reliable indication of the extent of azimuth
changes over the period 2007-2010. In any event, supposed 'stability' in the period 20072010 cannot be extrapolated to the Alfa network since 2005, especially given the 2006
bombing of Beirut and the resulting damage to the network. 169
65.

P00776 also shows that the majority of known changes in azimuth values were not

'minor', and instead constituted what PRH707 described as 'radical' changes: i.e. changes of
more than 20 or more degrees. 170 Only four of the twenty discrepancies consist of differences
161
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of less than 20 degrees. For twelve of the discrepancies, the difference is between 20 and 99
degrees, and for four of the discrepancies, the difference is 100 degrees or greater. Also
contradicting the Prosecution submission is 4D00556, which showed 39 differences in
recorded azimuth values found in two Alfa cell site lists received by the Prosecution a mere
four months apart - demonstrating that azimuth changes were not infrequent, and that the
Alfa network was not even stable within 2010. Furthermore, the differences in 4D00556 were
even greater than those listed in P00776. Only six of the 39 discrepancies showed differences
of less than 20 degrees; 23 of the discrepancies showed differences between 20 and 99
degrees, and 10 ofthe discrepancies showed differences of 100 degrees or more.
Specific deficiencies:P0077 5
66.

P00775 is not a business record; it was produced m 2010, for the purposes of

litigation, in response to a Prosecution request. 171 Its provenance is not properly established.
The accuracy of the coordinate information in P00775 'could' be confirmed by manually
measuring the coordinates of each cell; 172 however, no evidence that this was done has been
led, and the coordinate values remain unconfirmed. The accuracy of the azimuth values in
P0077 5 could not be confirmed. 173 The values in P0077 5 had been manually entered in the
database, and one 'need[ s] to take into consideration the margin of error of this human
intervention that is treating and processing these kind of values and this quantity of
information.' 174 A comparison between P00775 and P00778 showed that 14 cell sites present
in P00778 were missing from P00775, at least two of which appear to have been erroneously
included. 175
Specific deficiencies: P00778
67.

The Prosecution has not established the provenance of this document. Prior to being

shown P00778, PRH707 was asked 'which department was able to supply' the information

171
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contained therein, and replied that Alfa's radio planning department was able to do so. 176
Once PRH707 was actually taken to P00778, however, he stated that he 'had no information
about the drafting of this document' .177 He stated that Alfa did not 'have the records that
prove the main source or origin of these values' .178 Later, PRH707 repeated that Alfa was
unable to find the source of the values in P00778, having 'tried to find the files in [Alfa's]
systems, and that 'the basis' of this document was therefore unknown. 179
68.

P00778 is not a business record; it was produced by Alfa in 2007, for the purposes of

litigation. 180 It has not been established that P00778, or the specific values contained therein,
were used in the ordinary course of business. PRH707 stated that it was Alfa's radio planning
department that 'uses these values the most', but could only speculate as to the origin of the
values, saying that it would be 'normal' or 'natural' that the document originated from that
department. 181 There is a clear distinction between the fact that azimuth and coordinate values
normally are used in a certain department, and that the specific values in P00778 were used
by that department. The latter has not been established. The accuracy of the azimuth values in
P00778 could not be confirmed. 182 It was 'normal' that the geographical coordinates were
inaccurate by up to 50 metres, and that there may be another 40 metres between the
geographic coordinates and the antenna itself. 183
•

The A/fa theoretical coverage maps used in the EPE are unreliable, and do not reflect
the A/fa network as it was in 2004-2005

69.

To produce theoretical coverage maps, Alfa employees would input information,

including coordinates, antennae height and type, azimuth and vertical tilt of antenna, and
frequency, into Asset Aircom software. 184 Using that information, as well as pre-set
modelling tools - for example, the clutter model, which takes into account the ground area
176
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type (e.g. water, forest, urban, dense urban)- the software performs algorithms, and produces
theoretical coverage maps. 185
70.

The primary source for Alfa theoretical coverage maps relied on in the EPE is

P01123, while the secondary source is P01124. 186 Neither are reliable representations of the
2004-2005 Alfa network, as they suffer from 'an important margin of error' 187

-

both by

reason of general limitations of the maps, as well as specific deficiencies - and are
fundamentally flawed, to the extent that it is manifestly unsafe to rely upon them.
P01123 and P01124 constitute an outdated patchwork of Alfa data, and the source, let alone
the reliability, of most of its underlying data is unestablished
71.

P01123 was created in and received in 2010, while P01124 was created and received

in 2013, both in response to Prosecution RFAs. 188 As Alfa did not maintain historical network
information, it was impossible to reproduce the Alfa network as it was in 2004-2005. 189
Instead, P01123 and P01124 are products of 'reverse-engineering'. P01123 was created by
selecting data in relation to those Alfa cells which were on air at the end of 2005 from a
'working site database' dating to 29 January 2007. 190 The same methodology was relied on to
create P01124- however these values used did not come from the 29 January 2007 database,
but the 'working site database' .191
72.

However, Alfa does not synchronise information in relation to the installation and

dismantling dates of cells in a centralised database. 192 PRH707 initially suggested that it was
'most probably' 193 the document entitled 'Security Main' 194 (which lists installation and
dismantling dates of Alfa cell sites) that was relied on; however in re-examination, he stated
that he could not confirm that it was 'Security Main', and not a different database, despite
185
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having reverted to his working team on this issue. 195 There were a number of discrepancies
between 'Security Main' and P01123 - i.e. cell sites that were missing from, or should not
have been included in, P01123. 196 These discrepancies could be a result of human error.
Equally, they could indicate that 'Security Main' was not used to create P01123. The
erroneous inclusion or non-inclusion of cell sites in P01123 renders inaccurate not only the
theoretical coverage of cell site in question, but also the theoretical coverage of the
neighbouring cells. 197
73.

Alfa '[couldn't] actually confirm who were the persons [sic] who worked on the

coverage maps'. 198 PRH707 did not know the identity ofthe person who created P01223; he
did not even ask. 199 Nor did he know the identity of the engineer 'responsible for verifying
[Alfa] coverage' in 2010, when P01223 was created. 200 In terms of creating accurate
coverage maps, the person inputting the information into Asset Aircom and conducting the
'primary analysis to know whether the result is satisfactory' plays a bigger role in the
creation of the maps, in comparison with the software itself. 201
74.

The Prosecution has also failed to establish the reliability of the data used to create

P01123 and P01124. The underlying data, as well as the clutter model, necessarily post-dates
2004-2005, and are therefore inaccurate representations of the Alfa network of that period. In
2004-2005, 'not every adjustment on a day-to-day, week-to-week basis[ ... ] would have been
recorded' in the Alfa databases. 202 As such, real-life adjustments to these underlying values
may not have been reflected in the data eventually used to create P01123 and P01124. This
inaccuracy could result in discrepancies between the theoretical coverage and the actual
coverage. 203 The Chamber heard (remote hearsay) evidence that 'some of the information' in
P00775 was relied on to create P01223; 204 the deficiencies in the former (outlined above)

195
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therefore necessarily negatively affect the reliability ofP01223. 205 However, P00775 does not
contain all of the information needed to create PO 1223 - for example, the antennae height or
tilt values - and the anonymous person who created it would have needed to draw on other,
unknown

sources

of

data. 206

The

sources

of

the

data

used

to

create

P01224 are also unknown. Each cell site's antennae height was 'very important information'
that needed to be input into Asset Aircom 'to produce an acceptable coverage map' ,207
however it was impossible to confirm the accuracy of the antennae height values for 20042005. 208 Likewise, the tilt - i.e. the vertical orientation of the antenna - was one of the 'most
important' elements of a cell site configuration that if altered, could 'significantly affect' the
coverage of a cell site. 209 Similarly, the accuracy of Alfa's historical tilt values could not be
confirmed. 210 PRH707 stated that while tilt values do change over time, they do not undergo
'major change' ,211 and that 'a change of five to seven degrees doesn't really affect the
coverage' .212 However this is in direct contradiction with PHILIPS, who stated in his report
that 'the extent and strength of coverage is reduced considerably simply by the application of
T of downtilt' .213

75.

What is known is that neither P01123 nor P01124 were created using azimuth and tilt

values contemporaneous to 2004-2005. 214 Instead, the Chamber heard (remote hearsay)
evidence that the azimuth and tilt values used to create P01223 date to 2010, 215 while those
used to create P01224 date to 2013 216

-

five and eight years after the Hariri assassination,

respectively. As stated above, there are a number of reasons why azimuth and tilt values
would change over time, and azimuth changes were neither minor nor infrequent in the
period 2005-2010. PRH707 stated that 'the longer the period of time [between the creation of
205
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the coverage maps and the period 2004-2005], the more serious possibility of having nonregistered changes in values'. 217 Variation in azimuth and tilt 'could change the coverage' of
a cell site. 218 PHILIPS confirmed that 'of course' a change in tilt or azimuth could 'create
substantial impact upon the real coverage' of a cell site. 219 A change of 20 degrees or more in
azimuth values would change the coverage of a cell site 220

-

which was confirmed by

PHILIPS. 221
76.

The Alfa network had 'changed substantially' in the decade smce 2004-2005. 222

PHILIPS stated that changes will occur even in a 'well-established network' .223 To this end,
he stated,
[A] network is by no means a static thing. [ ... ] It's dynamic. Cells will be
added and removed on an ongoing basis. Not massively because networks
don't want to keep changing the configuration, but there will be new housing
built, there will be new hot-spots that occur, there will be buildings that have to
be demolished or renovated, whatever example, and a cell site will have to be
removed. That happens inevitably. 224

77.

Compounding the outdatedness of the values, and therefore the reliability of the

theoretical coverage maps, is the changing urban topography of Beirut. PRH707 expressly
stated that 'between 2005 and 2010, the changes were really radical regarding the number of
buildings in Beirut' 225 and that in that period, he 'always noticed the new buildings, and[ ... ]
some others buildings that were completely demolished and sometimes neighbourhoods that
were completely demolished. ' 226 As PHILIPS stated, 'wherever you are, changes in buildings
over a period of time will affect the absolute best server coverage' ,227 and if newly
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constructed buildings are 'different buildings to where they were before, different locations,
different heights, they would reduce the best server coverage. ' 228
78.

The construction of new buildings was one reason why azimuths values would be

modified over time. The construction of a new tall building next to a cell site would have a
'direct' and 'strong impact' upon that cell site, and would require modification of the location
and/or height of the antenna. 229 Changing topography also affects the accuracy of clutter
models: the use of a 2010 clutter model would not reflect Beirut's building complement in
2005, and would therefore not be 'wholly appropriate' .230
79.

Furthermore, between the Hariri assassination and the creation of the theoretical

coverage maps, the Alfa network was directly affected by the 2006 Lebanon War, during
which areas of Beirut were 'completely destroyed' and 'many [Alfa cell] stations were
affected, others were lost' .231 The most affected areas of the network were in South Beirut,
which was 'really damaged' .232 Logically, such widespread destruction would affect the cell
sites themselves - including the azimuth, tilt and height of the antennas - however it was not
taken into account in creating the theoretical coverage maps in 2010 and 2013. 233 For a clutter
model to be 'absolutely valid', it must be 'current as the building profile, certainly in dense
urban areas, and will inevitably vary with time' ?34 The precision of topographic data fed into
the propagation models is a 'determining factor for the quality of [a] theoretical coverage
map ' 235 , and if the models themselves were inaccurate, the overall accuracy of the theoretical
coverage maps necessarily falls. 236 Alfa's theoretical coverage maps, created using clutter
models dating to 2010 and 2013 237 are therefore rendered inaccurate not only because of the
changing building profile, but also because of the extensive damage and rebuilding that
Beirut experienced during and after the 2006 war.
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80.

In relation to the impact of using non-contemporaneous shape files, PHILIPS stated

'Generally[ ... ] we have to say the precision of the predicted location is reduced'. 238 This is
an unconvincing euphemism that he repeatedly relied on to mask the fact that noncontemporaneous shape files are simply inaccurate. In any event, there is no probative value
in this comment, as the Prosecution did not disclose to him the various and myriad
deficiencies in the data outlined above. 239
The Prosecution did not lead evidence of drive tests or other field surveys conducted to
confirm the accuracy ofP01123 and P01124
81.

Asset Aircom was used by Alfa to plan new cell sites. 240 Alfa did not invest in

'high[ly] accurate plans or maps' as they are 'very, very costly' .241 Asset Aircom's
theoretical coverage maps - like those relied on by the Prosecution - 'do not reflect the
reality of coverage in great accuracy' .242 Alfa's practice was therefore to conduct field visits
and drive tests to verify that the cell sites were providing coverage as planned. 243 Drive tests
were 'the best way to confirm and verify the coverage of a specific area'; such tests were
'better' than the theoretical coverage maps because the testing device used 'put[ s] itself in the
shoes of a[ ... ] phone user', which is 'why these types of test drives reflect accurately the
situation on the ground'. 244 Alfa has 'two or three teams working on these types of
measurements' on a daily basis, and drive tests are 'continuous and daily work' .245 PRH707
further stated, 'Drive tests would often show that some areas were not covered according to
the estimates of the tools used. That's why we have a margin of error between the predicted
coverage and the drive tests. ' 246 PHILIPS confirmed that generally, drive tests were
conducted following the installation of a cell site, and to allow 'modif[ ication] of [its]
operational parameters'. 247 He added that in situ coverage tests 'would appear to be a sensible
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thing to do' for a telecommunication company, as opposed to merely relying on initial
theoretical coverage predictions. 248 Alfa was unable to conduct drive tests of the theoretical
coverage maps provided to the Prosecution. 249 In other words, P01223 and P01224 have not
been subjected to the customary second level of review of their accuracy. They are unfit for
use in the commercial domain, let alone for forensic purposes.
P01123 and P01124 were not appropriate for the purpose for which they were relied on by
the Prosecution
82.

Theoretical coverage maps were not produced m the ordinary course of Alfa's

business; they were created upon request, and even then, they were used for marketing
purposes rather than for practical (i.e. technical) purposes. 250 The production of such maps
was not the purpose of the company or its engineers. 251 Likewise, the production of historical
theoretical coverage, like P01223 and P01224, was not done 'in the regular course of work'
of Alfa. 252
83.

While the Asset Aircom system itself was used in the 'planning phase', theoretical

coverage maps such as P01123 and P01124 were only created to generate maps according to
requests or for marketing. 253 The Chamber must be careful not to conflate the use of the Asset
Aircom 'system' generally, and the production of theoretical coverage maps of the Alfa
network. Theoretical coverage maps were generated differently than maps generated for
technical purposes, because 'when you do marketing, you're interested by form, colour,
rather than accuracy in terms of coverage', and compared to maps produced for technical
purposes, the maps are 'not as accurate' .254 Instead, Alfa's radio planning engineers would
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use different maps that showed signal strengths of each cell site, which

IS

the 'most

important' element for an engineer. 255
84.

The limitations of the Alfa theoretical coverage maps relied on by the Prosecution

(which do not show signal strengths) were demonstrated during cross-examination. As
detailed below, PRH707 repeatedly stated that he could not draw conclusions on the location
of a mobile, or on the coverage of a cell site, on the basis of the maps.
85.

PRH707 was taken to an example of discrepancies in the EPE that indicate that a

mobile phone traveled between two cell sites in an impossibly short time, and was asked to
comment on the location of the phone. 256 He stated that it was impossible to ascertain the
location of the mobile, that it could be 'anywhere', and that in order to locate the mobile the
signal strength of the cells must be examined. 257 He added that the theoretical coverage maps
as depicted in the EPE were 'incomplete', and that at Alfa 'we do not work on such maps'; 258
and that they were insufficiently clear so as to be able to be categorical as to the location of
the mobile. 259
86.

In relation to the theoretical coverage maps of two cell sites as depicted in the EPE, he

stated, 'They are not enough, in my opinion, to confirm or not a certain location [of a mobile
phone] or any point you are trying to make. To be able to do so, we would need to look at the
entire coverage of the two stations. The cells in this map do not reflect the reality on the
ground. ' 260 He added that he did not believe that the cell site in question - ETOILE2 provided coverage as is depicted in the EPE. 261
87.

When taken to an exhibit demonstrating discrepancies between the theoretical

coverage of certain Alfa cell sites with the results of drive tests, PRH707 reminded the court
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that 'you must use a map which

IS

of better resolution to see the real coverage of the

station. ' 262
88.

In relation to another exhibit, he repeated: 'the coverage on the maps in front of me is

not accurate and does not reflect the real coverage of the stations [ ... ] You cannot say
definitely what is the coverage using this type of map. You need to have another type of
. . of coverage. ,263
pre d1ct1on
89.

Similarly, when asked whether the coverage of the cell site AUHI was correctly

represented by the theoretical coverage depicted in the EPE, PRH707 stated: 'Honestly, no.
That is not correct. The red squares that you see here - and I'm repeating myself here, maybe
it's the tenth time I repeat this - it does not reflect the accuracy of the coverage. ' 264 When he
was taken to discrepancies between the theoretical coverage of AUHI and the results of a
drive test, he repeated that the theoretical coverage 'does not accurately reflect the coverage
of AUHI cell' .265 He added that he needed to see the signal strength of AUHI to accurately
determine the coverage of AUHI, adding, 'To confirm or deny [the accuracy of the
theoretical coverage], I cannot do that with this type of map [ ... ] What I need is to go more in
depth into the information, or maybe I will need different coverage maps than those used
here. I apologize but I cannot answer you because what I see in front of me does not allow me
to give you a real answer, yes or no, a definite answer. ' 266

3.

FAHEY's evidence on the EPE and comparisons of Alfa data should be
disregarded

90.

FAHEY's evidence concerned, inter alia, the manner in which he selected among

various sources of data to depict the Alfa network in the EPE, 267 and a comparison between
various cell site information sources received from Alfa.
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1.

•
91.

Preliminary Issue: the weight of FAHEY's evidence
FAHEY's conclusions usurp the function of the Chamber and should be disregarded
In the Milosevic case, the ICTY Appeals Chamber found that conclusions of a

Prosecution analyst - i.e. factual conclusions based on events seen or heard by witnesses were inadmissible, as they fell within the Chamber's function of fact-finding. 268 The
Chamber will recall having disallowed Prosecution Analyst DONALDSON from giving
conclusions in relation to the co-location of mobile phones, which determination was held to
be for the Chamber's alone. 269
92.

FAHEY's evidence included his conclusions regarding the degree to which the Alfa

cell site evidence (azimuth values, mast locations and theoretical coverage) relied on in the
EPE matches that found in an Alfa theoretical coverage map received in July 2005
('2D00073 '). He concluded that the Alfa cell site evidence in the EPE represents 'to a very
large degree' the 2005 Alfa network. 270 These conclusions fall within the Chamber's factfinding function; they should not be relied upon.
93.

The Chamber's decision to allow DONALDSON to provide opinion evidence on co-

location of mobile phones was based on DONALDSON's experience in analysing call data
records and other cell site evidence. 271 FAHEY does not have corresponding experience in
comparing cell site information. He is not a cell site analyst. He has never used Asset
Aircom, 272 nor was he familiar with algorithms it relies on, as this was 'not [his] field'. 273 He
had never worked with clutter, propagation, or terrain models. 274 He was unfamiliar with cell
site planning and their installation; the adjustment of sites after installation; and the impact of
the installation of new sites, or the removal of old sites, on existing sites. 275 His opinion
evidence regarding the Alfa cell site information has no probative value and should be
disregarded.
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•

FAHEY's lack of impartiality- both functional and subjective- negatively affects the
weight of his evidence

94.

FAHEY is a Prosecution-employed analyst, who has been involved with the

Prosecution's EPE 'project' since its initiation in 2011, and has been its Project Manager
since November 2012. 276 The EPE, and the Alfa array depicted within it, has value only if it
can be proven to be an accurate reflection of the 2005 Alfa network (which it is not). The
Prosecution seeks to establish this by relying on the evidence of FAHEY himself- who is
clearly professionally invested in the success of the EPE. The conflict of interest is manifest.
The Chamber must 'exercise caution in evaluating [his] evidence in light of his association
with the Prosecution' and the EPE project. 277
95.

This is especially so, given that much of FAHEY's testimony does not compnse

objective, factual evidence, but qualitative lay opinion evidence. For example, he compared
sources of Alfa theoretical coverage and placed them in subjective categories that he himself
created: i.e. whether they are 'similar'; whether there is 'partial coincidence'; or whether he
found it 'impossible' to compare. 278
96.

FAHEY's pro-Prosecution bias was demonstrated when he directly and knowingly

contradicted the evidence of PRH707 on several occasions - even in relation to the reliability
of Alfa's own data - in his endeavours to prop up the Prosecution case. For example,
PRH707 stated on multiple occasions that the accuracy of historical azimuth information was
impossible to confirm. 279 When this was put to FAHEY, he denied that it was even 'difficult'
to confirm. 280 PRH707 also stated that 'signal strength maps' - i.e. coverage maps that
indicate varying signal strengths of a cell site signal - were more useful for assessing the
extent of coverage of a given cell site. 281 FAHEY, however, stated that such maps 'were of
no interest for [him] in this piece of work' .282 Most remarkably, when PRH707's comment,
that the theoretical coverage map FAHEY relied on in his comparison work 'was of no use at
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the technical level' was put to him, FAHEY stated that '[PRH707 's] opinion of the utility of
this material is of no consequence to me'. 283
97.

FAHEY was also selective in relation to the limits of his 'expertise'. He freely gave

evidence on the effect that installation/removal of cell sites might have on neighbouring cell
sites, 284 despite having no experience in this area. However, when he was asked whether
there was merit in taking Alfa drive test data - the importance of which was emphasised by
both PRH707 and PHILIPS 285

-

into consideration when assessing the reliability of

theoretical coverage maps, he demurred, stating that 'it would be [for] an expert on cell site
analysis that could tell you whether there was any merit in [such an] exercise'. 286
11.

The EPE is not a reliable reflection of the Alfa Network in 2004-2005
Even if the Chamber were to find that the underlying Alfa data is sufficiently reliable,

98.

the patchwork of Alfa data depicted in the EPE - i.e. the array of theoretical cell coverage,
mast locations, and azimuths selected by FAHEY -cannot reasonably be found to reflect the
Alfa network as it was in 2004-2005, contrary to the Prosecution submissions. 287
•

The 'Alfa Network' depicted in the EPE is cobbled together from 10 different sources,
and overlaid on an imprecise map

99.

The EPE Alfa array is the product of FAHEY having selected four types of cell site

information - coordinates, azimuths, theoretical coverage, and cell ID - relying on no less
than ten sources of data, provided to the Prosecution over a ten year period. 288 For all four
types of cell site information, the primary sources of data were either incomplete, or
inconsistent with the secondary source.
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100.

Coordinate information was compiled from three sources, provided to the Prosecution

in 2010, 2007 and 2014; there were seven inconsistencies in the coordinate values between
the primary and secondary sources. 289
101.

Azimuth information was compiled from three sources, received in 2007 and 2010. 290

There were twenty inconsistencies between the azimuth values in the primary and secondary
sources, which Alfa was unable to clarify. 291
102.

Theoretical coverage was compiled from three sources, received in 2010, 2013 and

2014. 292 The primary source was incomplete, and only contained 'two-thirds to three
quarters' of the cell sites in the Alfa network in 2004-2005. 293 There are visible gaps in the
coverage, because 245 of the 11 00 cell sites that were active on the Alfa network in 2005 i.e. 22% - are missing from the final array. 294 There are also areas in the EPE where cell sites
overlap. 295 FAHEY conceded that he was not in a position to determine which cell sites
provided best server coverage in areas of overlap. 296
103.

Cell ID codes were compiled from four sources, received in 2005, 2010, 2007 and

2014; there were sixteen inconsistencies between the primary and secondary sources; even
with the aid of a fifth document, four inconsistencies remain unexplained. 297
104.

Compounding the unreliability of the EPE Alfa array is the imprecision m the

underlying maps purchased from GeoVision SAL. 298 These maps only reflect 'medium
precision with regard to geographic coordinates', and 'were not meant for 'engineering' or
'military' precision or application', for which reason 'no expert engineering-level equipment
or surveyors were involved' in their production. 299
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105.

FAHEY did not seek to discuss 'the feasibility of combining sources [of cell site

information] from different years [ ... ] into a comprehensive map' with anyone with a
'background in cell site analysis or someone from a cellular network' - for example,
PHILIPS. 300 There is no evidence that PRH707 was consulted in relation to FAHEY's
attempt to 'reconstruct' the 2004-2005 Alfa network. His failure to consult two Prosecution
witnesses who were manifestly better placed to assess the feasibility of this 'reconstruction',
speaks volumes about the Prosecution's lack of confidence in reliability of the EPE Alfa
array.
•

106.

The Prosecution has not established the reliability of 2D00073

FAHEY compared the Alfa cell site data used in the EPE against Alfa theoretical

coverage maps received in July 2005 ('2D00073 ') and concluded with a 'very high degree of
confidence' that the Alfa data in the EPE reflects 'to a very large degree' the 2004-2005 Alfa
network. 301 For this conclusion to be valid, it must be established that 2D00073 accurately
reflects the Alfa network as it was in 2004-2005. This has not been done.
107.

The Prosecution submission that 2D00073 'must necessarily have been produced

using Alfa' s contemporaneous records' is a mischaracterization of the evidence, as the
transcript cited to relates not to 2D00073, but to P00779. 302 In any event, this submission is
not borne out: there is no evidence that the values used were 'contemporaneous'. Alfa did not
maintain a centralized database in 2005, when 2D00073 was provided to the Prosecution.
Furthermore, during his cross-examination, PRH707 stated that the existence of 39
discrepancies in azimuth values found in two Alfa sources could be a result of 'differences
depending on which database the engineer used' when extracting the values. 303 His answer
suggests that there were multiple databases, containing differing values, from which such
information could be drawn.
108.

2D00073 is not a business record. It was not even used for marketing purposes. 304 It

was created for the express purpose of litigation. 305 The identity of the person who created
300
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2D00073 was not established. PRH707 was not working at Alfa when the map was provided
to the Prosecution; 306 nor was the current head of Alfa' s radio department, where such maps
were normally created. 307 PRH707 could only assume that the person who created 2D00073
was competent. 308 Clearly, its reliability has not been established.
•

The Chamber cannot find that the Alfa data in the EPE is an accurate reflection of the
2004-2005 Alfa network

109.

Even if 2D00073 is found to be a reliable reflection of the 2004-2005 Alfa network,

FAHEY's conclusion that the EPE Alfa array represents 'to a very large degree' the 2005
Alfa network is manifestly incorrect.
110.

FAHEY compared cell site azimuths and coordinates as depicted in 2D00073 with the

primary and secondary source of azimuths and coordinates in the EPE (P00775 and
P00778). 309 He also compared the theoretical coverage of 63 Alfa cell sites as depicted on
2D00073 and the primary source oftheoretical coverage in the EPE (P01123). 310
111.

2D00073 was not fit to be used for the purpose for which it was relied on by FAHEY.

PLATT stated that, in terms of quality of coverage maps, it appeared to be 30% worse than
those which he was used to working with in the UK. 311 He said those he would work with in
the UK were 'a lot clearer', 'a lot more defined' than the Alfa theoretical coverage. 312
PRH707 repeatedly stated that the Alfa theoretical coverage maps as depicted in the EPE
were not useful or accurate depictions of the Alfa coverage as they did not show signal
strength. 313 FAHEY's comparison work was a 'highly technical exercise' that involved 'a
high degree of precision' ? 14 Yet PRH707 stated that theoretical coverage maps like 2D00073
were 'not of great use for [Alfa] at the technical level', and that 'accurate treatment' by Alfa
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engineers is done 'at the level of the cell sites'. 315 When this comment was put to FAHEY, he
stated that '[PRH707' s] opinion of the utility of this material is of no consequence to me' ?16
This is a remarkable response, considering that the Prosecution relies entirely on PRH707's
evidence to establish the reliability of the Alfa cell site data - including 2D00073. An
examination of 2D00073 confirms PRH707's comments. Of the hundreds of cell sites
depicted on the Beirut map in 2D00073, only three are labelled. 317 It is impossible to know
which cell sites correspond to which, between the EPE Alfa array and 2D00073. For
example, it is impossible to conclude that COLA2 on the (labelled) EPE theoretical coverage
maps is in the same location on the (unlabelled) 2D00073. FAHEY merely assumed,
unsafely, that because a cell site appeared to be in the same location, it was the same cell site.
•

112.

Theoretical coverage comparison

FAHEY lacked the requisite expertise to comment 'on the quality or the level of

agreement as regards coverage plots' relied on in the EPE and as depicted in 2D00073. 318
Despite this, he compared the theoretical coverage of 63 319 out of 1100 cells that existed on
the Alfa network, and 855 relied on in the EPE 320 - i.e. a mere 6% and 7% respectively. Even
if all 63 Alfa cells perfectly matched between 2D00073 and P01123 -which they do notthis clearly would not represent a sufficient sample size to draw any safe conclusions
therefrom.
113.

FAHEY's selection of the 63 cells was purportedly based on 'cells that are of

relevance to the case rather than every cell on the maps'. 321 An examination of the selection
demonstrates that this is not valid. None of the COLA cells were included, in this comparison
exercise, despite them being cell sites of fundamental importance to the Prosecution case. 322
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In fact, only one of the 16 cell sites that provided coverage within a 500 metre radius of the
AUM was included in FAHEY's work. 323
114.

FAHEY's methodology was arbitrary and unscientific. He stated that his comparison

involved examination of whether the 'core area' of the theoretical coverage of each cell site
matched, but he was unable to provide a definition of 'core', stating 'In terms of precise
measurement, if you're looking for a precise definition of that analysis, there isn't one'. 324
115.

He suggested that there was 'partial coincidence' between the coverage of BNPI2 as

depicted in 2D00073 and P01123. Yet upon examination, the black hatching and the yellow
shading plainly cover different areas on the map? 25 This is not 'partial coincidence'; it is
manifestly different coverage. Taken to a different example he had initially described as a
'partial coincidence', FAHEY conceded that in fact it matched only 'a little bit'. 326 He also
listed a number of cells for which it was 'impossible' to compare the sources, which included
BNPI3.327

•

116.

Azimuth and coordinate information comparison

FAHEY's approach is inadequately scientific and unsubstantiated. On 2D00073,

exact azimuth values and mast locations are unspecified. The depictions of the azimuths - i.e.
thick coloured arrows - are imprecise. Of the 500 azimuth comparisons that he stated he
undertook, the Prosecution disclosed only 18. 328 Given his pro-Prosecution bias - also
evidenced in his demonstrably subjective interpretation of 'coincidence' between coverage
plots - the Chamber should not take FAHEY's word in relation to the remaining 482
azimuths, especially where his work has not been shown. He only compared a limited subset
of the total mast and azimuths: 218 mast locations and 500 azimuths of 1100 cells. Again,
this sample size is too small to support FAHEY's conclusion. Furthermore, FAHEY allowed
for arbitrary margins of error - namely, a 50 metre margin of error, in relation to mast
locations, and a 10 degree margin of error for azimuth values. 329 On that basis, he declared
323
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that mast locations that differed by 50 metres were a 'match', and came to the conclusion that
the two sources were a 99% match. 330
C. Cell Site Analysis is not a sufficiently reliable indicator of physical location of
a mobile phone

117.

Cell site analysis cannot establish the physical presence of a mobile phone at given

location to any useful or reliable degree - especially in the present circumstances.
1.
1.

118.

Preliminary Issue: the weight of PHILIPS' evidence

The Prosecution deliberately isolated PHILIPS from the evidence
When working with UK prosecution services, PHILIPS would be 'fully incorporated

within the investigating team', and 'given a total view ofthe case'. 331 He would meet the case
officers and police officers involved, would go through their evidence and the nontelecommunications evidence, 332 and would know where his particular evidence dove-tailed
within the overall evidence. 333 He would be aware of the identity of the suspects, the scene( s)
of the crime, what time the incident( s) occurred; he would be aware of 'salient locations',
such as addresses of the suspect, or addresses of the meeting places. 334
119.

The Prosecution deliberately kept PHILIPS and his work 'in total isolation'? 35 The

information that the Prosecution provided him was 'extremely restricted'; 336 he 'wasn't told
what other people were doing', nor was he 'allowed access to their work'; 337 and while he
'certainly ask[ed] questions, [ ... ] the answers aren't forthcoming.' 338 He was aware that
Prosecution staff were conducting 'allied work' to what he was assigned, from which he had
'deliberately been kept separate from' .339 He was not asked to revise or conduct peer review
330
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of technical reports written by Prosecution staff- for example, FAHEY's work comparing
Alfa data; or DONALDSON's Attribution Report; or PLATT's Chronology Report- which
he found 'quite strange based on [his] previous experience.' 340 His meetings with Prosecution
staff were 'quite limited' and 'very much controlled'. 341 He felt that Prosecution staff has 'a
need to chaperone [him]' while he was present at the Tribunal, 342 and he wasn't even
'allowed [ ... ] to walk around the floors of the OTP knocking on doors'. 343 He stated, 'there's
obviously an intent for me to have blinkers on' ?44 He stated:
[ ... ] I was always trying to get a broader perspective [ ... ] so I could make any
work that I did more relevant. And, therefore, I asked a lot of questions. It was
very obvious that not all my questions were being answered, and I think the
people that briefed me, well, particularly one person, were quite cautious in
what they said.345
120.

As a result, PHILIPS did not have the 'full perspective' of the Prosecution's work. 346

He was unaware of locations of interest in the case against Mr.Oneissi: the area of the AUM,
or the Abu-Adass residence; the Tree; or Mr.Oneissi 's alleged residence. 347 He was not even
aware of the existence of the 'Purple Phones'. 348
121.

He found it 'very difficult' to make professional suggestions - such as visiting

Lebanon for the purposes of his work. 349 In his CSA Report, 350 PHILIPS relied on examples
specific to the UK, as he had not been asked by the Prosecution to make the report relevant to
Lebanon, and he had 'no real knowledge of what had happened in the Lebanon. ' 351 He never
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went to Lebanon in his capacity as a Prosecution expert, nor was it suggested by the
Prosecution that he should, despite the fact that he 'would have liked to have gone' ?52
11.

PHILIPS was not aware of, or misinformed as to, basic information in relation to
Alfa' s data and its deficiencies

122.

PHILIPS was not provided with basic information in relation to the Alfa data he relied

on. He was not provided with information in relation to the software Alfa used to create
theoretical coverage maps, 353 the propagation and clutter models used therein, 354 or the
accuracy of the parameters that were inputted. 355 He was unable to give evidence on the
quality of Alfa' s theoretical coverage maps. 356 He could only assume that the software and
models were 'appropriate' as a matter of commercial principle. 357 However, he conceded that
between telecommunications companies, there 'could be significant differences in terms of
the quality of the [theoretical coverage] [ ... ]and the accuracy of the data that is fed into [the
software]'. 358
123.

PHILIPS put certain questions to Alfa, v1a the Prosecution, in relation to the

propagation tools and other elements used by Alfa to produce theoretical coverage maps, but
had not received a response. 359 This is despite PHILIPS having agreed that, in order to
determine the value of cell site or theoretical coverage information, he would want to know
that the data was relevant for the time-period that he was analyzing. 360
124.

PHILIPS was unaware of, or misinformed in relation to, deficiencies in the data with

which he had worked. When asked by the Prosecution whether he had been provided with
cell coordinates and azimuth values 'contemporaneous to the time of the incident', he
responded, 'That's what I understand. ' 361 This cannot be correct, as Alfa was not in
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possession of coordinate and azimuth information contemporaneous to 2004-2005. 362 He was
unaware of deficiencies in the Alfa theoretical coverage: in 2017, he testified that he had not
been informed that (according to PRH707) the 2005 Alfa theoretical coverage was
'reconstituted' using the 2010 azimuth and tilt values. 363 Nor was he aware that (according to
PRH707), the clutter model used was valid as of 2010, and not 2004-2005. 364
125.

He also mistaken! y believed that FAHEY's evidence in relation to the Alfa theoretical

coverage as depicted in the EPE, 'indicated that in the majority of the cases the same cell
sites were retained', and that 'we have the same or very similar complement of cell sites, and
therefore we're not going to obtain a radical difference in the best server coverage' between
the 2005 Alfa Network and the EPE depiction thereof. 365 Nowhere does FAHEY conclude
that 'the same cell sites were retained'. Nor can such a conclusion be reached from
comparison of 63 of 11 00 cell sites - a mere 6% of the 2005 Alfa network - and of which
only 40 fell into his subjective category of 'coincidence'. Furthermore, nearly a quarter of the
Alfa cells are simply missing from the reconstructed Alfa array depicted in the EPE. Again,
the Prosecution did not correct their expert's misapprehension.
126.

PHILIPS's misapprehensions regarding the reliability of the Alfa data also went

uncorrected by the Prosecution. When deficiencies in the Alfa data were put to PHILIPS, he
stated, 'I wasn't told there were shortcomings' ,366 and had he known about the deficiencies,
'[he] would have asked questions' ?67 He was 'not certain' whether the deficiencies 'have a
significant impact on [his] findings', 368 but added this significant qualifier: 'because I'm not
interested in placing a person at a particular point or potentially within a particular point, the
absolute accuracy of the best server plot is quite insignificant. ' 369 On the contrary, the
Prosecution case against Mr.Oneissi is fundamentally dependent on its ability to establish, via
cell site analysis, Mr.Oneissi 's physical presence at a number of salient locations.
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111.

127.

Conclusion: PHILIPS's evidence should be given little or no weight
It would be reasonable to expect that the Prosecution - or indeed, any prosecution

team - would want their cell site expert to be actively involved in the telecommunications
evidence, to make use of their expertise and experience, to ensure that the evidence is reliable
and cogent, especially in a case so heavily reliant on telecommunications evidence as the one
against Mr.Oneissi. Yet here, the Prosecution employed a deliberate strategy of isolation,
failing even to correct PHILIPS' misapprehensions. PHILIPS' evidence must be assessed in
this light; the strategy of isolation must negatively affect the weight of his evidence, as his
opinions on the reliability of cell site analysis were provided while he was unaware of the
greater context of the Prosecution's telecommunications evidence -

especially the

deficiencies in the Alfa evidence.
128.

This strategy speaks volumes about the Prosecution's confidence in its case. From it,

the Chamber should infer that the Prosecution did not want an independent cell site analysis
expert to scrutinize the Prosecution telecommunications case in its full context. It is evidence
of the Prosecution's concern that, should PHILIPS have become aware of the deficiencies, he
would inevitably have been asked his opinion on it in the witness box by the Chamber and
Defence Counsel. This strategy must not be rewarded or endorsed by the Chamber - which
must ask itself, yet again, whether such a strategy is concomitant with the Prosecution's duty
to assist the Tribunal in establishing the truth. 370

2.

It is not possible to prove the physical location of Mr.Oneissi on the basis

of CDRs and theoretical coverage to any reliable degree
129.

PHILIPS likened cell site analysis to the forensic use of DNA, in that it was 'capable

of providing certain indications'. 371 This is a misleading analogy. Telecommunications
networks are in a 'commercial environment', and are therefore 'not there to provide use with
forensic information'; 372 theoretical coverage maps 'aren't forensic predictions'. 373 The
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Chamber should note that PHILIPS expressly refused to provide an estimation of the
accuracy of cell site analysis. 374
130.

Further, cell site analysis is nowhere near as precise a forensic indicator as DNA

testing, given the countless variables that affect the ability to reliably determine a mobile
phone's location on the basis of its CDRs. PHILIPS stated the following regarding the ability
to use CDRs to 'place a person at a particular point or potentially within a particular point':
To some extent you're second-guessing. You're saying that particular location
is covered by the best server coverage from a particular cell. It depends on a
variety of factors [ ... ] It could be the location's proximity to the cell, it could
be the height of the location relative to the ground, it could be the orientation
of the location relative to the cell site. There are a number of factors that have
to be taken into account. 375
131.

The Prosecution submits that cell co-ordinates and azimuth value are 'all [PHILIPS]

needed to place a mobile phone user in a general location'. 376 This is little more than a
transparent effort to cover its bases, implicit in which is an admission of the unreliability of
the theoretical coverage relied on in the EPE. Furthermore, it is a mischaracterisation of
PHILIPS' evidence. At no point did he state that he could 'place a mobile phone user in a
general location' using coordinates and an azimuth; he merely agreed that he could do 'much
of his [cell site analysis] work' with this information, without specifying which elements. 377
In any event, even if PHILIPS - the sole recognized expert cell site analyst in this case could perform cell site analysis using only azimuths and coordinate information, it does not
follow that the Prosecution or the Chamber are able to do so. If the Prosecution wanted to
rely on PHILIPS' ability to do so, it should have led the analysis of 095 's CDRs through him
and not PLATT, who does not have the requisite expertise.
1.

132.

CDRs can be manipulated
As PHILIPS stated, 'inevitably it's possible to change call data records'? 78

Manipulation of CDRs would fall into three categories: addition, alteration, and deletion of
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CDRs? 79 Manipulation would occur 'most easily' at the mediation stage. 380 The Prosecution
CST for 095 was created by DONALDSON, using Alfa CDRs. 381 Individual mediated Alfa
CDRs could be manipulated by a person with write-access. 382 In order to rule this out, the
individual CDRs must be checked against the binary source data (which cannot be
manipulated); there is no evidence that this was done by the Prosecution. 383
n.

Theoretical coverage must not be conflated with actual coverage, and the
Prosecution has not established, via field surveys, that specific cell sites provide
coverage to specific locations

133.

As PHILIPS stated, 'at the end of the day, [theoretical coverage maps] are

predictions'. 384 He emphasised the important distinction between actual coverage and
theoretical coverage in he following passage (removed from PHILIPS' CSA Report at the
Prosecution's request):
what [theoretical coverage maps] provide is an, and this is underlined,
estimation of the best server coverage which is not the same as the actual best
server coverage and this must not be confused. 385
134.

PHILIPS elaborated on this, stating: 'This is my qualification of best server coverage

plots. I know the limitations. I know the restrictions. I know how and where they should be
used' ;386 and that 'you can't just use them willy-nilly. You have to use them very
carefully. ' 387
135.

To rely on cell site analysis to locate a mobile phone one had to 'see at those locations

whether the cells recorded in the call data records were the ones that were physically
measured at those particular locations. ' 388 As PHILIPS stated:
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If you're going to use a best server coverage plot to undertake that, then you
have to have a reasonable assurety [sic] that the particular location you're
looking at will be covered by that best server coverage plot. My view is that is
quite difficult, and that is why normally I would undertake a survey. 389
136.

The ability to use cell site analysis to establish the physical location of a mobile phone

is contingent upon establishing the actual coverage, as opposed to the theoretical coverage, of
that location. This has simply not been done by the Prosecution. Neither PLATT nor
PHILIPS conducted field surveys at salient locations in this case. 390 In PLATT's experience
with the UK police, conducting field surveys and testing the actual coverage of a location of
interest would be 'a matter ofroutine'. 391 In PHILIPS' experience working as a forensic cell
site analyst in the UK, 'inevitably, [he would] go and do measurements at salient
locations' ;392 and when working with British prosecution services, doing field surveys 'was
the norm'. 393 It would have been 'more helpful' to PHILIPS' work and to the Court, had he
'the benefit of [a] site visit' and field survey, even after 2012, as it would have given him 'a
feel for the topology, where the cell sites buildings [sic] are located, type of building
. ' .394
dens1ty
13 7.

Incongruities in cell coverage can be confirmed by doing field surveys. 395 PHILIPS

had 'quite a lot of experience' in explaining incongruities in cell coverage with the benefit of
field surveys. 396 In his CSA Report, PHILIPS included an example of discrepancies between
theoretical coverage and actual coverage of specific locations in an urban environment. 397
The only way one could discern these discrepancies was by conducting field measurements;
solely relying on the theoretical coverage to establish the coverage of those locations would
have resulted in errors. 398
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138.

The Prosecution's decision to not have PLATT or PHILIPS conduct field surveys is

an indication of the extent to which the Prosecution is concerned that the Alfa theoretical
coverage in the EPE would differ from the actual coverage. PHILIPS himself stated as much:
'I think the interpretation of the surveys would leave somewhat to be desired, and I think
perhaps the Defence would have a lot of ammunition there. ' 399
111.

139.

There are fundamental limitations inherent in Alfa's theoretical coverage maps
PRH707 estimated the 'overall accuracy' of Alfa theoretical coverage maps- i.e. the

extent to which the theoretical coverage matches actual coverage -to range from 60-70%. 400
This is the 'starting point', i.e. the baseline, in terms of margin of error- it does not take into
account the specific deficiencies in EPE Alfa array, outlined above. 401 PRH707 subsequently
qualified this estimation, stating that he considered 70% accuracy to be a 'good' result, and
that 50% accuracy would not be bad, but 'average' .402
140.

It is possible to have ten different cell sites simultaneously providing a usable signal

at a given location, 403 especially in urban areas like Beirut, because cells sites are configured
in such a way so as to create overlapping coverage; 404 in fact, 'adjacent cells will always
overlap'. 405 The Alfa theoretical coverage cannot depict overlapping coverage. Furthermore,
because cell site signals are 'varying' and 'moving in level all the time', the boundaries of
cell sites are also constantly moving. 406 It was very unlikely that in reality boundaries
between cells would exist in the form of straight lines, as sometimes depicted in the EPE 's
Alfa theoretical coverage. 407 The Alfa theoretical coverage maps also depict 'fragments' of
theoretical coverage, which may in reality be located elsewhere, or move, or even not exist. 408
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141.

Theoretical coverage maps cannot accommodate in-building coverage.

One

'can't accurately predict coverage in each individual building' ,409 as coverage depends on
things such as how the building was constructed, or the depth within the building at which the
mobile is located. 410 They cannot accommodate in-car coverage, which will vary according to
the vehicle. 411 Nor can they accommodate above street-level coverage. 412
1v.
142.

Directed re-try affects the reliability of cell site analysis
There are many circumstances in which the 'best serving cell'- i.e. the cell giving the

strongest signal over an area - would not be allocated to a mobile phone located within that
area. 413
143.

Cell sites can be 'overloaded' due to a sudden increase in mobile traffic that is beyond

their normal, finite capacity. 414 This can happen in circumstances involving a large number of
people assembling - a traffic jam or road accident, a concert, a football match, etc. - where
use of mobile phones creates high demand that is 'way beyond the normal capacity' of a
given cell. 415 It can also occur where a cell site fails, or cannot be used for whatever reason,
and the loading of that cell is shared among adjacent cells, thereby increasing their load. 416
Alternatively, a signal can lack quality, rendering its performance inadequate; 417 this can be
caused by both external (i.e. electrical interference, or distortion on the channel) and internal
(i.e. cell equipment malfunction) circumstances. 418 It can also result from problems with the
mobile phone itself. 419 While quality issues 'doesn't occur that frequently', they occur often
enough that networks know they occur and must make provision for it. 420
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144.

In such circumstances, networks allocate the call to 'the next most appropriate cell'

v1a a procedure called 'directed re-try'. 421 The 'next most appropriate cell' will have
overlapping coverage with the problematic cell; however it is not necessarily the closest cell
thereto. 422 It is not even necessarily an adjacent cell, i.e. one within the 'inner halo' of cells
surrounding the problematic cell; 423 It 'could happen' that the 'next most appropriate cell' is
outside the 'halo' of cells surrounding the problematic cell. 424
145.

Directed-retry was an active feature of the Alfa network m 2004-2005; 425 the

prevalence of instances of directed-retry during that period is unknown. 426 At Alfa, directed
retry did not take into account the proximity of the next most appropriate cell, only its signal
strength, 427 in both urban and rural environments 428

-

contrary to the Prosecution

submissions. 429 On the Alfa network, each cell site's 'candidate list' of possible alternative
cells for directed re-try could include up to 20 'neighboring' cells. 430
146.

It is impossible to identify, on the basis of CDRs, whether a given call was subject to

a directed-retry. 431 The CDRs will merely show the cell to which the mobile was allocated,
i.e. the cell that actually serviced the mobile. 432 The consequence for cell site analysis, in
terms of attempting to locate the mobile on the basis of theoretical coverage, is that the
mobile phone will not in fact be within the theoretical coverage of the cell that appears in the
CDRs, but in a different cell. In other words, a mobile can be physically located within the
best server coverage of Cell A, but the network has allocated that mobile Cell B - which
would lead one to mistakenly believe, on the basis of the CDRs and theoretical coverage, that
the mobile is located within Cell B.
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147.

In relation to the impact of directed re-try on cell site analysis, the Prosecution

submits that the user would be 'in a somewhat enlarged area [ ... ] and not a completely
different area' .433 Again, the Prosecution rolls out the transparent 'reduced precision'
euphemism: it is simply downplaying the fact that the location of the phone cannot be
accurately established.
v.
148.

Various incongruities affect the reliability of cell site analysis
Height-related incongruities can cause a mobile phone at the top of a building to

receive coverage from a remote cell site that (according to the theoretical coverage) does not
provide coverage to the building. 434 PHILIPS recounted an example that he had encountered
in which, on the fourth or fifth storey of an apartment block, the best serving signal came not
from a local cell site, but a cell site five or six kilometres away, due to the elevation of the
phone. 435 The mobile's physical location could not be correctly established on the basis of the
CDRs and theoretical coverage.
149.

Mobile networks are inherently dynamic: in an urban environment, a mobile would

'inevitably' be receiving overlapping useable signals from several cell sites, which constantly
vary in strength. 436 Similarly, due to the phenomenon of 'slow fading', cellular signals
constantly change, which could result in a mobile changing cells without the mobile
physically moving. 437 In urban environments cell signals come from multiple directions, as
such, even a truck driving past a person using a mobile phone could affect the signal
allocated to that phone. 438 As a result, a mobile phone's CDRs could show differing start and
cell for a conversation as short as five or six seconds, where in reality that mobile has not
physically moved whatsoever. 439
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v1.
150.

Example of discrepancy: Bashoura A
The fact that cell site analysis is not a sufficiently reliable way to determine the

physical location of a mobile was plainly demonstrated with 4D00360, in relation to the
CDRs of Al-Jazeera Staff #2 (PRH115), who collected the Abu-Adass videotape from the
Tree. PRH115 was physically located 'under the [T]ree' 440 when he sent two SMS- at 15:52
and 15:53. 441 However, when sending the first SMS, his mobile activated Bashoura_A, which
(according to the theoretical coverage) does not provide coverage to the Tree, but to an area
roughly 300 metres due south-west thereof. 442 Furthermore, when PRH115 sent the second
SMS 70 seconds later, his phone activated RiadSolh_ B which, according to theoretical
coverage, provides coverage to the Tree. 443 Shortly thereafter, PRH115 received two SMS
over the span of71 seconds, again activating RiadSolh_B and subsequently, Bashoura_A. 444 .
PLATT conceded that 4D00360 demonstrated that PRH115 was 'not at all in the same area'
as where he would have been located on the basis of the theoretical coverage. 445 To
summarise: on two occasions, over a period of roughly three minutes, PRH115 was not
actually physically located within the coverage of the cell that his mobile phone activated;
instead he was over 300 metres away.
151.

On the basis of CDRs and theoretical coverage alone, it would have been impossible

to discern that on the two occasions that PRH115's mobile activated Bashoura_A, he was not
physically located within the theoretical coverage of that cell site, but roughly 300 metres
away. In addition, the CDRs seemed to indicate that he had moved from one area to another,
when in fact he was stationary. In other words, it is only with the benefit of supplementary
information - PRH115's testimony and SMS content - that his actual location could be
correctly ascertained.
152.

The Prosecution submits that phenomena such as this represent 'exceptional

circumstances' .446 Yet they fail to present any concrete evidence- no statistics from PRH707
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or PHILIPS - as to how often such phenomena occur, beyond this vague, unsubstantiated
assertion. When assessing how 'exceptional' such phenomena are, the Chamber must
carefully consider the fact that, in the sole example of the Chamber having actual concrete
evidence in relation to the precise physical location of the user of a mobile phone, with which
the CDRs can be compared, the CDRs were inaccurate, and cell site analysis would have
failed to correctly predict that user's location, on two of four occasions. This can hardly be
dismissed as an exception, or as a coincidence. Cell site analysis is evidently not a reliable
indicator of the location of the user of a mobile phone.

D. Conclusion: the Prosecution cannot establish via cell site analysis the physical
location of 095, let alone Mr.Oneissi, on the basis of the Alfa
telecommunications evidence
153.

The Chamber simply cannot safely conclude that the physical location of Mr.Oneissi

can reliably be established on the basis of the telecommunications evidence before it.
154.

The Chamber cannot be satisfied beyond any reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi was

using 095 on every call/SMS relied on by the Prosecution. This allegation is based on a
demonstrably biased attribution investigation, led by DONALDSON, a manifestly proProsecution non-expert, whose work was deliberately shielded from PHILIPS, the
Prosecution's only cell site analysis and attribution expert; incomplete, outdated and
selectively presented 'evidence'; and ignores the very real possibility that 095 was a shared
mobile.
155.

Likewise, the Chamber cannot be satisfied with the evidence of PRH707, a witness

inexplicably chosen to single-handedly represent Alfa, despite not even being employed at
the company when the vast majority of the Alfa evidence was created, at the Prosecution's
request. A witness who, as a result, could only provide remote hearsay evidence in relation to
most, if not all, of the EPE Alfa evidence; who prepared for his testimony by asking 'a few'
of his colleagues, who themselves might have asked additional 'other people'. The Chamber
must find that Mr.Oneissi's statutory rights were unduly prejudiced by the Defence's clear
inability to examine PRH707 in relation to evidence created by Alfa employees whose
identities he did not even know, let alone the manner in which that evidence was created.
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156.

The Chamber must not ignore the countless deficiencies in the A1fa cell site evidence:

the unestablished provenance of the azimuth and coordinate values, of which some were
apparently extracted from an anonymous former employee's personal database, while for
others, the origin or source was unknown, and could no longer be found anywhere in Alfa' s
files; the fact that these values post-dated the indictment period by two to five years, and the
fact that changes to azimuth values were demonstrably neither minor not infrequent. The
Chamber cannot be satisfied that Alfa's theoretical coverage is reliable: it too was created by
persons unknown; 'reverse engineered', using underlying data of which the origin is also
mostly unknown; using azimuth values and clutter models postdating the indictment period
by at least half a decade; and created without taking into consideration the changes to the
Alfa network wrought by the destructive 2006 bombing of Beirut. This theoretical coverage
was not even tested, and fell below basic standards for commercial accuracy. PRH707
himself stated it was intended for marketing rather than forensic purposes, incomplete,
insufficiently clear, and did not accurately reflect actual coverage.
157.

It cannot rely on evidence from FAHEY, another clearly functionally and subjectively

biased non-expert Prosecution analyst, who offered conclusions in relation to an area in
which he had absolutely no experience. It simply cannot find that his EPE Alfa array - a
Frankenstein's monster, stitched together from 10 different sources of incomplete and/or
inconsistent data, produced and provided over a ten year period, visibly incomplete in some
parts, with overlapping coverage in others, all laid onto 'medium precision' maps - was a
reliable reflection of the 2004-2005 Alfa network.
158.

Likewise the Chamber cannot rely on evidence led from PHILIPS, the Prosecution's

only cell site analysis expert, who was 'deliberately' segregated from Prosecution staff,
strategy and work product; 'chaperoned' when he visited the Prosecution at the Tribunal; and
from whom the Prosecution strategically hid the myriad shortcomings of the data with which
he worked. It cannot ignore the fact that PHILIPS repeatedly emphasised the fundamental
difference between theoretical coverage and actual coverage, or the fact that field surveys according to PLATT and PHILIPS, the 'norm' and 'a matter of routine' for UK police
investigations -were not relied on by the Prosecution. Nor can it ignore the fact that the Alfa
theoretical coverage maps had a baseline accuracy of 60-70%, and an average accuracy of
50% - a figure that does not take into consideration the specific deficiencies of the Alfa
theoretical coverage relied on in this case.
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159.

The Chamber must not disregard PHILIPS' evidence, that to 'place a person

potentially within a particular point' using theoretical coverage was 'second-guessing' and
that there were 'a number of factors that must be taken into account' -inherent limitations of
theoretical coverage; perpetually shifting cell boundaries; various coverage incongruities s,
and directed-retry. It must dismiss the Prosecution's vague assertion that incongruities were
'exceptional', in light of the real-life, concrete example of the unreliability of cell site
analysis, only discernible through PRH 115 's testimony regarding his whereabouts on 14
February 2005, demonstrated by the Defence.
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IV.

THE

PROSECUTION

HAS

FAILED

TO

PROVE

MR.ONEISSI'S

INVOLVEMENT IN THE DISAPPEARANCE OF AHMAD ABU-ADASS
A. The Telecommunications Evidence: 095 and Activations of the COLA cells

160.

The telecommunications evidence does not establish that Mr.Oneissi was physically

present around the AUM; nor does it constitute evidence of the profiling, identification, and
selection of Abu-Adass.
1.
1.

161.

PLATT's evidence should be accorded no weight

PLATT was insufficiently independent
The Chamber has previously held that the issue of PLATT's lack of independence

'may affect the reliability of his evidence', and that ultimately 'it is a question of the weight
the Chamber should give to his evidence'. 447 The Chamber must 'exercise caution' in
evaluating PLATT's evidence, given his employment as 'Investigator (Communications
Evidence Coordinator)' within the Prosecution since March 2010. 448
162.

It is not merely PLATT's employment senior role within the Prosecution that

negatively affects the weight of his evidence - it is also the inordinate amount of influence
and control that the Prosecution exerted over his evidence. Far from being an impartial
expert, PLATT was little more than a Prosecution mouthpiece - a vehicle through which the
Prosecution could present its theory. Prosecution lawyers expressly disallowed PLATT from
producing an updated version of his 2014 Chronology Report, despite him having informed
them that 'dozens' of calls were missing from it, 449 and that he had noticed 'a number' of
errors therein. 450 The Prosecution deliberately withheld this information, overruling its own
expert in the process, only to later ambush the Defence with them once PLATT had taken the
stand. 451 Similarly, Prosecution lawyers freely made 'amendments, changes or suggested
additions' to the Powerpoint Presentation (which PLATT admitted was a 'joint tool') that

447
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formed part of PLATT's evidence. 452 Even in this 'joint' effort it is clear that PLATT's
wishes were subordinate to those of the Prosecution lawyers: they inserted Prosecutionproduced slides, described by PLATT as 'misleading', into his Presentation, that depicted an
interpretation of 095's CDRs which was 'not the sort of thing that [PLATT] would be
comfortable in doing' .453
163.

PLATT conceded that he was the Prosecution's 'spokesman'. 454 In his evidence,

PLATT repeatedly interpreted activation of specific cell sites as mobile activity 'in the
vicinity' of certain locations- for example, the AUM, the Abu-Adass residence, or the Tree.
According to his Chronology Report: 'When the term 'in the vicinity of' is used, this means
that the predicted best server coverage for the cell activated offers service within 500 metres
of a particular location. Therefore, any activation of these cells is consistent with being in the
vicinity of that location. ' 455 He had never before used this description or terminology when
giving evidence; nor was he aware of any use of this kind of definition by cell site experts
anywhere in the world. 456 In fact, this terminology had been chosen at the express behest of
Prosecution lawyers, who wanted 'words that would give you an idea of how close the
predicted coverage was to the relevant locations'. 457 In other words, the Prosecution wanted
the most prejudicial language possible, and PLATT, the expert, yielded.
164.

True to form, PLATT's evidence did not include evidence that was inconsistent with

the Prosecution theory- namely, the fact that 095 did not activate the COLA cells around the
prayer times on day(s) on which, according to [REDACTED], 'Mohammed' was present at
the AUM. When asked why he didn't include this in his evidence - as an objective,
independent expert would be expected to do- he replied, 'I wasn't asked to do so' .458
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165.

He also conceded that, in drafting his Chronology Report, he did not scientifically

verify the reliability and the authenticity of the Alfa telecommunications evidence he relied
on, and that he merely relied on the data that was supplied to him. 459
n.
166.

PLATT's telecommunications investigation was substandard
Like PHILIPS, PLATT did not conduct in situ surveys of Alfa's cell coverage, despite

the fact that, in his experience with the UK police, such surveys were 'the best way to obtain
[information on] cell coverage'. 460 He did not conduct in situ checks of azimuth values,
which for the UK police, would be 'a matter of routine'. 461 The UK police would 'very
rarely' rely upon best server coverage maps supplied by telecommunications companies, not
even to verify them; instead, they would get 'engineers or [investigators] to carry out
measurements to determine the coverage', i.e. 'a proper cell site coverage survey of the
area'. 462 When they did use pre-supplied maps, they were 'primarily for the purpose of
intelligence', but when the police wanted to use cell coverage information for trial purposes,
they 'would go and conduct a cell site survey because that was the best evidence'. 463
167.

Where the UK police wanted to know whether a given location had mobile coverage

from a specific cell, they would 'go to that location and measure [the coverage] to ensure that
it covered that location' .464 Such surveys would 'normally' be conducted 'as soon as
possible' after the crime was reported. 465 The instant case was the first time PLATT had used
theoretical coverage to this extent, and 'certainly not so long after the event as this' .466
168.

PLATT never once conducted an investigation in Tariq-el-Jdideh. 467 He only 'drove

past' the AUM, once in 2010 and once in 2014, not stopping in the neighbourhood 468 or at the
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Abu-Adass residence- the scene of the alleged abduction. 469 He was unable to 'get a feel for
the neighbourhood' or run any checks that may have proved useful for his Chronology
Report. 470 PLATT didn't even know the name of the neighbourhood of the AUM and AbuAdass residence (Tariq-el-Jdideh), 471 or the name of adjacent neighbourhoods, or the major
thoroughfare of the area. 472 In any similar investigation in the UK, he would have gone to the
neighbourhood to 'get an understanding of the lie of the land'. 473
169.

Likewise, PLATT was unable to recognise the area ofthe Tree (from which the Abu-

Adass videotape was collected) on a satellite image. 474 Even when he was informed that the
image depicted this area, he was unable to correctly indicate the location of the Tree. 475 He
was unused to looking at the area from an aerial angle, and was only used to looking at it
from the EPE mapping 476

-

which is composed of drawings rather than photographic

images. 477 The schematic EPE mapping arguably gave a 'less accurate view of what's
happening on the ground', in comparison to photographs and in particular, aerial shots. 478 As
a result, in his Chronology Report, he was unable to take into consideration the surrounding
buildings and their height, or the topography of this area - all of which being factors
important for cell site analysis. 479

2.

The Non-Covertness of 095 is evidence of lack of involvement, or at the
very least, lack of knowledge of the operation

170.

There is a significant distinction between the 095, 018 and 231 -the so-called 'Purple

Phones'- and the phone 'Networks': the alleged 'Purple Phones' are not 'covert' and instead
'appear to be largely used for personal purposes'. 480 On the contrary, the Prosecution alleges
469
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that Green, Red, Blue and Yellow Network Phones are, to varying degrees, 'covert' mobile
phones. 481
171.

From the non-covertness of 095, the Chamber can reasonably infer two things. Firstly,

that 095 was not used for criminal activity, and by extension, that Mr.Oneissi was not
involved in the alleged operation. PLATT expressly stated that it was 'possible' that the fact
that Mr.Oneissi did not have a covert phone could show that he was not in fact part of the
organisation. 482 The Chamber can also reasonably infer from the non-covertness of 095 that
Mr.Oneissi was unaware of the ultimate aim of the operation, throughout the indictment
period.
172.

The Prosecution submits that Mr.Oneissi was aware of the ultimate aim of the plot,

and possessed an 'advanced level of awareness of covert practices', yet actively chose not to
use a covert phone. 483 Yet the Prosecution is at pains to emphasise the 'fundamental
importance' of the false claim, stating that it was a 'crucial part' and 'essential component' of
the plot. 484 PLATT agreed that the alleged 'claim of responsibility' operation was a 'major'
and 'difficult' operational phase, which carried with it risk of arrest. 485 It is impossible to
believe that Mr.Oneissi would have taken such a risk. In light of this, the alleged use by
Mr.Oneissi of his personal mobile phone is a major contradiction that the Prosecution is
unable to explain.
173.

The Prosecution submits that the very existence of 'covert networks' is evidence of

the criminal participation of the users of the 'covert phones'. Applying the Prosecution's own
logic, the alleged use of 095 - a personal mobile - by Mr.Oneissi in of itself excludes the
possibility of his participation in any criminal acts.
174.

The Prosecution likewise fails to provide any plausible explanation for the fact that

while Merhi - the user of a 'covert' mobile phone - was in charge of supervising the
recruitment of Abu-Adass and the 'false claim', he had somehow forgotten to have
Mr.Oneissi use a covert mobile while executing these elements of the operation. Thus, the
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alleged use by Mr.Oneissi of 095 is, on the contrary, yet another factor that demonstrates
Mr.Oneissi's exteriority to the acts charged.
175.

Contrary to the Prosecution submission, the alleged 'discarding' of 095 on 16

February 2005 is further evidence that Mr.Oneissi was both unaware of covert practices and
of the ultimate aim of the 'false claim' operation. 486 According to PLATT, the
discontinuation was likely to have been the result of an operational risk-assessment. 487
However, the true significance of this risk-assessment lies in the fact that it was only
conducted after the conclusion of the operation, 488 which strongly indicates, purely
hypothetically, that the ultimate aim of the operation would only have become known to
Mr.Oneissi subsequent to the assassination of Hariri.
176.

As demonstrated below, the Prosecution submission that the 'particular demands of

preparing the false claim' and the 'associated low forensic profile' of 095 did not require
covertness is unconvincing, and far from being supported by the evidence, it is contradicted
by it. 489 These novel submissions do nothing to explain the non-covertness of the 'Purple
Phones', which itself represents a significant hole in the Prosecution case against Mr. Oneissi.
177.

The Prosecution suggests that there was no need for use of mobile phones, let alone

covert mobile phones, in the 'false claim' operation. 490 The Prosecution submission is
baseless. The Chamber will note that, in the Prosecution Brief, the suggestion that the
'particular demands' of the 'false claim' did not require use of phones is unreferenced, as
there exists no evidence for it - not even from PLATT, the Prosecution's own expert on
criminal communications.
178.

The Prosecution submission that the forensic visibility of the 'Purple Phones' was

'extremely low' is likewise without merit. 491 First, the suggestion that the discovery of the
'Purple Phones' occurred 'long after the other networks were discovered' is misleading. 492
The Prosecution has not led any evidence in this respect. Evidence of the attribution of these
486
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PUBLIC

phones - as opposed to their discovery - was provided to the UNIIIC in 2008; 493 they
necessarily would have been discovered earlier, as attribution cannot precede discovery. To
this end, evidence of attribution of other phones was received by the UNIIIC around this time
period. 494 The Prosecution's attempt to spin the tardiness of the UNIIIC investigation to its
own advantage should be rejected by the Chamber.
179.

Lastly, the submission that the 'forensic visibility' of 095 was 'extremely low' is a

complete and utter contradiction with the alleged 'intensity' of 095 's COLA activations and
the Prosecution's exaggerated claims in relation to the activations of BNPI3. The submission
is even more contradictory given the Prosecution allegation (made until the Prosecution
Brief) that,

as

'Mohammed',

Mr.Oneissi

was

undisguised

when he

approached

[REDACTED] Abu-Adass with the supposed aim of abducting [REDACTED].

3.

The Prosecution has not proven that 095's COLA activations reliably
establish Mr.Oneissi's physical location

180.

Even if the Chamber were to find that 095 is attributable to Mr.Oneissi, it cannot find

that 095's activations of COLA establish that he was 'in the vicinity' of the AUM or the AbuAdass residence.
Use of terminology such as 'consistent with' in the context of cell site analysis is

1.

misleading and should be disregarded
181.

The UK's Forensic Science Regulator's Codes ofPractice and Conduct (the 'Codes of

Practice and Conduct') states:
The word 'consistent' or phrase 'consistent with' should be avoided, and shall
only be used if alternative scenarios are also considered (for example,
'consistent with being at the scene, also consistent with being anywhere within
the service area of the cell, which may mean the phone was many kilometres
away').495
182.

The Codes of Practice and Conduct cites the following comments of Lord Justice

Hooper's comments: 'Whereas 'inconsistency' is often probative, the fact of consistency is

493
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quite often of no probative value at all. ' 496 As the Presiding Judge stated in relation thereto:
'That's both legal and common sense. ' 497 PLATT conceded that 095's activation of COLA
could be consistent with 'hundreds of other things', and not just with 095 's physical presence
at the AUM. 498 He also conceded that suggesting that activation of COLA was 'consistent
with' being in the vicinity of the AUM 'could be construed' to be misleading. 499
n.

Activations of COLA do not even prove physical presence within the theoretical
coverage of COLA, let alone around the AUM

183.

PLATT expressly stated that one would 'have to factor[ ... ] in' PRH707's assessment

of the reliability of Alfa's theoretical coverage- i.e. that it was only 60-70% accurate- when
assessing the Chronology Report. 500 He conceded that there could always be a 30-40%
margin of error in attempting to establish whether a mobile phone fell within the coverage as
depicted. 501
184.

He stated that there are 'two ways to look at cell site [analysis]': i.e. that the activation

of the COLA cells by a given mobile was 'consistent with being in the vicinity of the
Mosque', or that the mobile 'could equally be located elsewhere within the range of those
particular cells'. 502
185.

He conceded that, according to the theoretical coverage, fragments of COLA3

extended up to 960 metres away from the cell mast itself and that someone could activate
COLA3 from that fragment- i.e. roughly a kilometre from the AUM. 503 He was taken to a
multiple Defence Exhibits and on each occasion conceded that the actual coverage of COLA
could extend beyond the theoretical coverage as relied on by the Prosecution. 504 By
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extension, as PLATT conceded, it is 'feasible' that on the occasiOns that 095 activated
COLA, the mobile was not located in the vicinity ofthe AUM at all. 505
186.

A circle drawn with the COLA mast at its centre, and a radius leading out to the

furthest fragments of theoretical coverage, creates a circle around the COLA theoretical
coverage with a circumference of 6 km and an area of 2.88 km 2 . 506 PLATT conceded that it
was impossible to rule out the fact that one could activate one of the COLA cells from within
that area507 -within which the number of inhabitants could number in the thousands. 508
187.

The specific location and surroundings of the COLA cells creates additional

complications for cell site analysis. On the basis of the theoretical coverage, it is 'feasible'
that each of the three COLA cell sites provides coverage to the multi-lane motorway (Salim
Salam/Camille Chamoun Avenue). 509 As such, one could activate any of the COLA cells
while driving along this motorway. The motorway in question is a 'very busy' motorway
(and was in 2005); on the basis of the theoretical coverage, one could be in a car, immobile in
traffic, and activate any of the three COLA cells. 510
188.

PHILIPS raised the example of football stadiums when testifying regarding situations

where directed-retry could cause incongruities such as directed-retry in cell site analysis. 511
There are three major sports stadiums within roughly 500 metres of the AUM and the AbuAdass residence. The three stadiums (namely, Beirut Municipal Stadium, approximately 100
metres northeast of the AUM; 512 Al Safa Stadium, roughly 500 metres west of the AUM; 513
and Camille Chamoun Sports City Stadium, roughly 500 metres south of the AUM 514 ) have a
combined capacity of nearly 80,000; all three either fall directly within the theoretical
coverage of the COLA cells, or within the 'halo' of cells surrounding the COLA cells.
Sporting events at any of the above stadiums may have caused congestion and therefore
505
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incongruities on the Alfa network in relation to COLA and the surrounding cell sites, on any
of the days on which 095 and 018 allegedly activated the COLA cells.

4.

The CDRs of 095 do not establish that Mr.Oneissi participated in the
'profiling', 'identifying', and 'selecting' of Abu-Adass

1.

•

The 'behaviour' of 095 is not evidence of criminal activity
The Chamber cannot infer that Mr.Oneissi 's presence in Tariq-el-Jdideh was
'exceptional'

189.

Even if the Chamber were to equate activations of the COLA cells by 095 with

Mr.Oneissi's physical presence in Tariq-el-Jdideh, the Prosecution has not proved that
Mr. Oneissi' s presence in that area was 'exceptional'.
190.

The Prosecution allegation amounts to the following: because (on the available data)

095 activated the COLA cells on five days before 22 December 2004, Mr.Oneissi was only
ever in Tariq-el-Jdideh on five days before 22 December 2004. This assertion is clearly
invalid; it is impossible to ascertain how often Mr.Oneissi was present in Tariq-el-Jdideh.
Clearly it is possible that Mr.Oneissi was present in Tariq-el-Jdideh without using a mobile
phone; people do not use their mobile in every neighbourhood they visit.
191.

The Prosecution unsuccessfully persists in its attempts to establish, on the basis of

095's CDRs, that Mr.Oneissi's presence in Tariq-el-Jdideh was 'truly exceptional'. 515
Sometimes the Prosecution simply resorts to falsehoods, whether from Prosecution Counsel
during hearings ('over the previous two years, [Mr.Oneissi] had never used [the COLA cells]
with his phone' 516) or in the Prosecution Brief (stating that the Purple Phones 'had not been
used before' in Tariq-el-Jdideh 517 ).
192.

The Prosecution also consistently mischaracterises the data, stating that 095 'only

connected to a CO LA cell six times in the two years before 22 December 2004 ', 518 despite
repeated warnings from their own expert witness that the pre-October 2004 data was 'largely

515
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516
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incomplete'. 519 To his credit, PLATT distanced himself from the flawed analysis of the
Prosecution, stating that it was 'not the sort of thing that [he] would be comfortable in doing',
and describing the Prosecution-prepared graphs as 'misleading' .520
193.

The Prosecution even mischaracterises the extent to which data is incomplete: 095's

CDRs are missing not only the cell site data for incoming calls (prior to 1 August 2004) and
the end cell data for all calls (prior to 1 October 2004, i.e. 83% of all calls); it is also missing
the cell site data for outgoing SMS and all data for incoming SMS (prior to 1 August 2004),
which the Prosecution fails to mention. 521 As a result, it is simply unknown which cell site
was activated by 095 for 3728 out of a total of 8140 calls/SMS- i.e. no less than 46% of all
of095's CDRs. 522 PLATT was taken to seven calls that activated cells that, according to him,
provided coverage in the vicinity ofthe AUM, for which end cell data was missing. 523 Given
that the cells were 'close to that area', he stated that it was 'feasible' that those calls would
have had the COLA cells as end cells, were the data available. 524
194.

To put this incompleteness further into perspective: 095 activated COLA cells on 19

calls/SMS during the so-called 'COLA Phase'; of those 19, no less than 15 (i.e. roughly 80%)
comprise incoming calls, end cell activations, or SMS - i.e. categories of calls/SMS for
which the data was incomplete. 525 In other words, had those calls/SMS occurred before 1
August 2004, they would not have registered as COLA activations, and instead would be
counted among the thousands of calls/SMS for which the Cell Name is listed as 'N/A' in
095 's CST. 526 Likewise, not one of 095 's COLA activations of 17 January 2005 would have
.
d.527
reg1stere
195.

In light of the vastly incomplete data, PLATT recommended caution in any analysis

of the pre-October CDRs, stating, 'Really, if you want to do it properly, start from

519
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October' .528 Indeed, looking at the calls from October, a different picture from that of the
Prosecution emerges. From 1 October to the start of the Indictment Period, 095 activated
COLA three times- an average of once every 27 days. 529 Even going back further, among the
incomplete data, there are three known COLA activations between January and September
2004. 530 This includes a call on 30 April2004 from 095 to 231, the phone attributed to Merhi.
PLATT was unable to explain the activation of COLA by 095, in contact with the alleged
criminal commander of the 'Purple Phones', nearly eight months before the indictment
period. 531 Clearly this call cannot be relevant to the assassination of Hariri. Yet it is identical
in nature to the calls that according to the Prosecution comprise criminal activity. It is a clear
demonstration of the speculative nature of the Prosecution's interpretation of 095 's CDRs.
•

There is nothing exceptional about contact between 09 5 and 018/2 31 or the so-called
'Purple Associates '

196.

The Prosecution alleges that an mcrease in communications between 095 and the

phones attributed to Messrs Sabra ('018') and Merhi ('231') is evidence of criminal
activity. 532 In so doing, the Prosecution is effectively criminalising phone calls between
longstanding personal contacts, despite the fact that it has no evidence as to the content of
these calls/SMS.
197.

095 is alleged to be a personal mobile phone ofMr.Oneissi, 'largely used for personal

purposes'. 533 It is not anonymous or 'covert'; 534 nor is it alleged to be a 'mission phone'. 535
Likewise for 018 and 231, which the Prosecution alleges were used by Sabra and Merhi to
contact their family members since 2001 and 2002, respectively. 536
198.

Phone contact between 095 and these numbers significantly predates the period of

alleged criminal activity. The first contact between 095 and 018 was 12 January 2003 -only

52 R
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three days into the attribution period of 095 - and predates the start of the indictment period
by nearly two years. 537 Indeed, 095's seventh ever phone call was to 018. 538 Similarly, the
first contact between 095 and 231 was on 25 June 2003. 539 The same is true for contact
between 095 and the so-called 'Purple Associates': 744 and 375. The first contact between
095 and 744 was on 1 April2003. 540 The first contact between 095 and 375 is also the second
ever phone call of 095, and took place on 10 January 2003 - the second day of 095's
subscriber period. 541
•

199.

The Prosecution improperly attempts to link 095 with the 'covert networks'

There is not a single instance of contact between 095 and any of the so-called 'covert

network' phones - the Yellow, Blue, Green or Red Phones. Despite this, the Prosecution
misleadingly claims the existence of 'direct connection and co-ordination between the focus
of the Purple Phones, the false claim and the assassination team' 542 . In a similar vein, the
Prosecution alleges that, on the basis of i.a. the 'inter-related call flows between the
commanding Green Network and the Purple Phones', the Chamber can infer that 'the users of
the three Purple Phones coordinated the preparation and the execution of the entire false
claim plot'. 543
200.

At this outset, this spurious attempt to incriminate 095 is contradicted by the evidence

of the Prosecution's own expert, who stated that the structure of the Green Network was
designed to create a 'sterile corridor', to keep Badreddine 'away from the plot', and that it
was 'important in keeping the two sides of the plot apart [i.e.] the false claim and the attack
side of the plot' .544 To this end, the Chamber should keep in mind that PLATT stated that,
given the lack of contact between Merhi and Ayyash on their alleged 'Green Phones', and the
structure of the 'Green Network', 'Ayyash and Merhi might not have been aware that either

537
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party has a Green Phone' 545

-

which is further evidence of the lack of a link between the

'false claim' and the rest of the alleged plot.
201.

Furthermore, the Purple Phones are not a group- they are individual personal mobile

phones, which PLATT has expressly distinguished from the 'mission phones'. The
Prosecution treats the three phones as though they were a closed network, merely because it
has arbitrarily assigned a colour to them. Any such links must be based on direct
communication, especially in relation to personal mobile phones.
n.
•
202.

The Prosecution's interpretation of CDRs is speculative and unfounded
No inferences can be drawn from telephone inactivity
PLATT expressly conceded that one 'can't draw any inferences or conclusions about

where the attributed user of [a] phone is or what they're doing during [ ... ] periods of nonuse' .546 By extension, where telephone inactivity precedes or follows 095 's activations of
COLA by 095, it cannot safely be inferred that the user of 095 was physically located within
the actual coverage of COLA during the inactivity in question. Indeed, as Judge Braidy
stated, attempting to do so would be 'pure speculation'- as PLATT expressly agreed. 547
203.

PLATT also 'fully accept[ed]' that a gap of 20-60 minutes between calls would

comprise sufficient time for the user of a mobile phone to travel 'elsewhere' and return. 548 He
stated that it was 'feasible' that it could not be known, on the basis of COLA activations on
either side of a one-hour period of inactivity, whether the user of a mobile stayed in the same
location or moved away, during this gap. 549
•
204.

Pent-up texts are not evidence of covert measures
The Prosecution suggests that the so-called 'pent-up texts' received by 095 are

indicative of 095 phones being deliberately turned off, in the context of covert criminal
activity. 550 This is speculation. There are a number of reasons why a mobile phone might
545
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receive successive text messages that do not involve switching off a mobile for purposes of
criminal covertness. For example, PLATT conceded that it was a 'reasonable possibility' that
a mobile would be switched off simply because it is not needed during a particular timeperiod.551 Further, it is 'typical' of network coverage that there are areas of no coverage whether or not those areas appear on theoretical coverage maps. 552 It was 'completely
plausible' that 'pent-up texts' could be received by a phone because it was in 'an area with
poor reception and therefore not receiving a call, which would be a similar pattern [ ... ] to a
phone being switched off'. 553
•

The Chamber cannot infer 'meetings' or any other criminal activity where 095
activates SFEIR3

205.

In the event that the Chamber accepts the evidence of DONALDSON and finds that

095 is attributable to Mr.Oneissi, SFEIR3 activations by 095 could simply represent Oneissi
using 095 in his own residence. 554 PLATT was taken to extracts of DONALDSON's reportnamely, a table demonstrating that SFEIR3 was third in the list of the top (known) cells
activated by 095, and a map showing that SFEIR3 's theoretical coverage extends very close
to the alleged residence of Mr.Oneissi, and conceded that it was possible that SFEIR3 could
be activated from within the residence. 555 Even if the alleged residence is not squarely within
the theoretical coverage of SFEIR3, given that Mr.Oneissi allegedly lived on the seventh
floor, building- or height-related incongruities could have affected the actual coverage of the
residence, resulting in SFEIR3 providing coverage to the residence. 556 PLATT stated, 'So
you can't definitely say a meeting took place [ ... ]because he's on SFEIR3 because, like you
say, of course, it's in an area that he frequents on a regular basis.'
206.

PLATT also stated that he had previously stressed the need 'to be careful where

there's an inference that a meeting took place where people are located on a frequent basis',
and stated that this was 'a good example of that'. 557 He conceded that 231 and 018 also
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frequented the area in question, and that according to the Prosecution, they all lived in the
area, and that therefore 'you'd expect them to activate [the cells in the area] on a regular
C'
•
•
1 purposes. 558
. ' - I.e.
. 10r
bas1s
non-cnmma

111.

•

The Prosecution's criminalisation of095's COLA activations is baseless
The Prosecution has not discounted the possibility that Mr. Oneissi had innocent
reasons to be in Tariq-el-Jdideh

207.

Even if the Chamber were to find that Mr.Oneissi was present in Tariq-el-Jdideh on

the days alleged by the Prosecution, the Prosecution has not discounted the possibility that he
was there for non-criminal purposes.
208.

PLATT stated that, 'as part of the attribution exercise', the investigation team had

examined whether Mr.Oneissi himself had links to Tariq-el-Jdideh, but when pressed, he said
that he couldn't recall being shown any reports or notes in relation to this supposed
investigation. 559
209.

In keeping with the Prosecution's general failure to lead adequate investigations,

PLATT never examined whether Mr.Oneissi's family members or acquaintances were in
Tariq-el-Jdideh during the period in question. 560 This failure to investigate takes on
significance in light of the real possibility that 095 was a shared phone. He was taken to a
CST listing activations of COLA and the MTC cell sites that (according to the Prosecution)
provide coverage to the AUM, and conceded that he wouldn't dispute that Oneissi family
members and associates 'probably, on occasion' used those cells. 561 He was also taken to a
series of maps that demonstrated activations of these cells in the period from December 2004
leading up the Hariri assassination, by phones attributed to Mr.Oneissi family members. 562
This includes two days on which Mr.Oneissi is alleged to have also been in the Tariq-elJdideh area. 563
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•

095 's activations of COLA are infrequent and sporadic, and do not support the
allegation that Mr. Oneissi was 'profiling', 'identifYing', and 'selecting' Abu-Adass

210.

According to PLATT, 095's COLA activations are 'consistent with being in the

vicinity of the Mosque' because of the nature these activations; namely, the 'consistent
activations' of the COLA cells, over nine out of ten days from 29 December 2004 through 7
January; and that the activations were not 'singular activations' but 'calls [ ... ] spread over a
period of time as opposed to just a snapshot in time of three or four minutes'. 564 Yet as will
be demonstrated below, this is a clear mischaracterisation of 095 's COLA activations, which
were infrequent and sporadic.
22 December 2004 (Wednesday)
211.

The Prosecution submits that 'the first use of the CO LA cells' by 095 occurred on 22

December 2004 - again, simply a falsehood. 565 It seeks to attribute significance to this date,
alluding to the alleged fact that this activation 'occurred as the conspiracy as a whole
accelerated', as the 'first surveillance of Hariri by the Principal Six Network users' occurred
the day before. 566 Similarly, it insinuates that this activation is somehow related to a call
between Merhi and Badreddine that took place the day after. 567 Yet the Prosecution
conveniently omits to mention that 095 also activated COLA three weeks prior, on 4
December, as well as in both October and September. 568 However, because these calls do not
fit the Prosecution narrative, they are simply ignored.
212.

095 activated COLA twice on this day- at 14:00 and 15:09. 569 PLATT agreed that 'of

course' 095 could have been anywhere within the 2.88 km 2 area surrounding the COLA mast,
as depicted in 4D00321. 570 He expressly conceded that he could not assert that 095 was
physically within the coverage area of COLA during the period of inactivity between 14:00

564
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and 15:09. 571 Clearly, it is possible that these activations occurred as a result of travel to and
from Central Beirut on the 'very busy' Salim Salam/Camille Chamoun Avenue. 572
213.

PLATT was taken to a timeline of095's call activity on 22 December, and conceded

that 095 did not activate the COLA cells before or after either the noon or dusk prayer. 573
29 December 2004 (Wednesday)
214.

There is no contact between 095 and 018 or 231 on this day, contrary to what is

alleged in the Prosecution Brief. 574 095's COLA activations on this day occurred within the
space of one minute (i.e. 15:26-15:27). 575 PLATT stated that he could not tell where 095 was
located at the time of these activations. 576 He stated that a 'possible explanation' for the 095's
COLA activations on this day was that 095 was 'passing through on a journey from North
Beirut to South Beirut'. 577
215.

In relation to the inactivity of095 between 12:38 and 15:26, PLATT stated that it was

'feasible' that 095 was in downtown Beirut. 578
216.

It was possible that the two service messages received by 095 at 15:26 could indicate

the phone emerging from an area, for example the back of a shop, not covered by the Alfa
network, as opposed to the phone being switched on after having been turned off. 579
217.

095 did not activate the COLA cells on calls/SMS immediately before or after the

noon or dusk prayer; PLATT could not assert, on the basis of the CDRs, that 095 was at the
AUM during the prayers on that day. 580
218.

In relation to a six-hour period of inactivity of 095 in the evening, PLATT was asked

whether one could conclude that 095 was present at the AUM during that period; he
571
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expressly refuted this, and suggested that the inactivity could represent 'something [095] does
on a regular basis'. 581
30 December 2004 (Thursday)
219.

Similar to the previous day, 095's COLA activations on this day occur within a period

of six minutes (18:05 to 18:11). 582 PLATT again conceded that he could not, on the basis of
these activations, state where 095 was located at the time of these activations. 583
220.

Given that all of the COLA activations on this day came within a very short period,

PLATT's comments in relation to the calls reflecting a 'journey' would apply. PLATT also
conceded that he couldn't 'put [095] at COLA' after 095 's COLA activations. 584
221.

095 did not activate the COLA cells immediately before or after the noon or dusk

prayer.585

31 December 2004 (Friday)
222.

095 only activated COLA on a single occasion on this day - at 15:58 - and only

according to the end cell data. 586 PLATT conceded that it was possible that 095 was located
'elsewhere [than in the vicinity of the AUM] within the potential coverage area of COLA' at
15:58. 587 Immediately prior to and following this 15:58 call, 095 activated cells in South
Beirut. 588 PLATT stated: 'within a space of 45 minutes there appears to have been a journey
from the Dahyieh area to the vicinity of the Mosque and back to Dahyieh'. 589 He did not
elaborate as to what kind of criminal conduct this activity could represent.
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223.

095 did not activate the COLA cells immediately before or after the noon or dusk

prayer.590

3 January 2005 (Monday)
224.

Again, 095 activated COLA on a single occasion on this day- at 14:44- and again,

only according to the end cell data. 591 The CDRs indicate that 095 was travelling at the time
of the COLA activation. 592 Twenty minutes prior, 095 had activated a cell in South Beirut
(MIKAEL2), and within 30 minutes of the COLA activation, 095 was again activating a cell
in South Beirut (SFEIR3). 593 This alleged pattern of travel from South Beirut to Tariq-elJdideh and back to South Beirut in a very short period of time, is 'similar' to previous
patterns (see 31 December 2005). 594
225.

Again, 095 did not activate the COLA cells immediately before or after the noon or

dusk prayer. 595 The Chamber will recall the evidence of [REDACTED]. 596 PLATT conceded
that there was 'no correlation' between 095's COLA activation on this day and
[REDACTED] in relation to the alleged 'meeting' .597

7 January 2005 (Friday)
226.

On the morning of this day, 095 activated COLA three times, all within the span of

less than one and a half minutes (from 11:30:22 to 11:31 :43). 598 Two of the activations
involved voice calls with the mobile attributed to Mr.Oneissi's mother; the third activated a
cell south of the COLA cells (OUZAI3), as an end cell. 599 This activity indicates movement
away from Tariq-el-Jdideh, 15 minutes prior to the noon prayer. 600 The Prosecution's

590
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591
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misleading submission, that 095 was 'active around the [AUM] just before the mid-day
prayer' must be assessed in this context. 601
227.

At the time of the two COLA calls involving Mr.Oneissi's mother, the latter was

activating a cell south of the AUM (OZAIMB2). 602 In light of this, and of the southward
movement by 095, PLATT agreed that 'a possible explanation' for 095's activity was that
Mr.Oneissi had received a call from his mother, who was located south of the AUM, went to
pick her up, and took her back to South Beirut. 603
228.

The Chamber will recall that PLATT gave contradictory evidence, initially stating

that Mr.Oneissi 'couldn't have gone' to the noon prayer at 11.34, 604 but subsequently stating
that he could have reversed his southward movement and returned to the AUM for 'a short
period of time' before activated a cell in south Beirut (SFEIR3) at 12:36, 605 but that 'for now
we don't know where he was'. 606 The uncertainty is an indication of the extent to which
PLATT's interpretation of the CDRs amounts to speculation.
229.

095's activity in the afternoon of 7 January 2005 indicate constant movement far

beyond Tariq-el-Jdideh and the surrounding neighbourhoods, and do not support the
Prosecution allegation that Mr.Oneissi was 'profiling, identifying and selecting' Abu-Adass.
According to PLATT, from the subsequent activations of cell sites in Tariq-el-Jdideh and
Mazraa, (in the period 12:54-13:19), it is equally possible that 095 was in the general location
indicated on 4D00337, or that it was in the vicinity of the AUM. 607 He also stated that it was
'feasible' that 095 was located south of the Camille Chamoun Stadium when it activated
OUZAil at 13:19. 608
230.

PLATT erroneously omitted from his testimony the fact that subsequently (at 14:05)

095 activated SIMON3, roughly 2 km southwest ofthe AUM. 609 095's activation ofSIMON3

601
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indicated that the phone was 'no longer in the AUM area at all', as SIMON3 'is not at [in] all
the same area as Tariq-el-Jdideh. ' 610
231.

He also stated that it was possible that during 095's COLA3 activations (from 15:24

to 16:38), 095 was located in a coverage 'fragment' north of COLA3, in the Mazraa
neighbourhood and 'far from the vicinity of the [AUM] ' 611 , given that 095 subsequently
activated MSAYTB2 (at 16:41), also in the Mazraa neighbourhood. 612
•
232.

The usage of095 is inconsistent with the Prosecution allegations
The Prosecution and PLATT tie themselves into knots in their unsuccessful attempts

to speculate their way to a coherent theory. 'Mohammed' is said to have told Abu-Adass that
he did not possess a mobile phone. 613 According to PLATT, however, Mr.Oneissi is using his
cell phone while 'undertaking an operation around the COLA cells'. 614 PLATT agreed that
this activity appeared to be 'a contradiction in the mission', but he stated that this activity was
'obviously an error' on Mr.Oneissi's part. 615 To dismiss clear incongruities in the Prosecution
case as a mere error is clearly insufficient. In any event, PLATT's explanation is clearly
inconsistent with the Prosecution's position that Mr.Oneissi was a 'trusted operative'; 616 in
the Prosecution's own words, Mr.Oneissi 'is a man who can be relied upon to do his job
properly' .617
233.

The Prosecution also alleges that 'Mohammed' pretended to be an orphan. 618 Despite

this, on multiple occasions Mr.Oneissi is allegedly engaging in calls from family members
while activating the COLA cells. 619 PLATT agreed that this activity was 'contradictory' 620 ,
and 'increased the risk' of compromising the alleged mission. 621 He attempted to justify it,
610
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stating: 'when [Mr.Oneissi] made these calls, he felt that he wasn't m danger of being
exposed'; 622 however, this is pure speculation on his part.
234.

Even setting aside the clear risks of compromising the mission, the fact that a number

of 095 's COLA activations involved what appear to be private conversations with
Mr.Oneissi's family members- with his brother (twice) on 30 December, 623 or his mother
(twice) on 7 Januarl 24

-

is also utterly inconsistent with the Prosecution allegation that

Mr.Oneissi was in the midst of knowingly executing 'crucial part of the plot to assassinate
Hariri'. 625 Indeed, this incongruous telephone activity is repeated on 14 February.

5.

Conclusion: criminal activity cannot be inferred from 095's activations of
COLA

235.

The Chamber cannot find that 095's CDRs are evidence of the Prosecution allegation

that Mr.Oneissi was 'identifying', 'profiling', and 'selecting'
236.

At the outset, the Prosecution is unable to prove Mr.Oneissi's presence at the AUM,

or the neighbourhood ofTariq-el-Jdideh, on the basis of the CDRs of095.
237.

Even if the Chamber finds that it is, the nature of the COLA activations cannot

support the Prosecution allegation. As Judge Braidy stated, 'We must examine each day and
see how long they are static in the same place in order to know if there's any activity
there.' 626 Contrary to PLATT's evidence, 095's activations of COLA are infrequent and
sporadic. On 22 December, 095 activates COLA on only two occasions. On both 29 and 30
December, the COLA activations occur within a period of one minute and six minutes,
respectively. On the next two days - 31 December and 3 January- 095 activates COLA on a
single occasion, each as end cells. The 7 January activity indicates erratic movement north
and south of the Mosque, southwest to the Lebanese coast, movement back and forth from
South Beirut, and possible calls to pick up Mr.Oneissi's mother. On a number of the COLA
activations, 095 appears to be engaged in personal calls with Oneissi family members.

622
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238.

These activations cannot comprise evidence of the criminal acts that the Prosecution

alleges. Yet again, the Prosecution confuses evidence with its own theory. It engages in
unsound and unsafe teleological reasoning - Mr.Oneissi abducted Abu-Adass, so 095 's
activations of COLA are evidence of the identification etc. of Abu-Adass. Such flawed

reasoning must be resisted by the Chamber. Likewise with PLATT - he stated that 095's
evidence is 'consistent with being in the vicinity of the Mosque'. Yet there is no evidence
that the activations can be 'consistent with'; in fact, where there does exist evidence of
'Mohammed's appearance at certain prayer times, 095's COLA activations do not correlate
with it.
B. The untested evidence of PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN

1.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN evidence should never have been
admitted

239.

The Prosecution relies on statements of PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN in

attempting to demonstrate that persons, including but not limited to Mr.Oneissi, lured AbuAdass via the character of 'Mohammed'. This evidence, which goes to the acts and conduct
of Mr.Oneissi, was admitted in breach of his right to examine critical evidence against him.
The Defence requests that the Chamber reconsider the decisions in question. 627
1.

The evidence of PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN goes to the acts and conduct
ofMr.Oneissi

240.

Even at this late stage of the proceedings, the precise role Mr.Oneissi is alleged to

have played is still not defined. The Indictment initially alleged that Mr.Oneissi acted as
'Mohammed' to lure Abu-Adass from his family. 628 The Prosecution Brief contends that one
or more persons, posing as 'Mohammed', were charged with this objective. 629 In other words,
the Prosecution proposes several options to the Chamber: there could have been just one
'Mohammed' and Mr.Oneissi was the only person posing as him; there could have been more
than one 'Mohammed' and Mr.Oneissi could have been one of them; or Mr.Oneissi did not
pose as 'Mohammed' but would have participated in the abduction, in a unidentified role.

627
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241.

With one 'Mohammed' personified by Mr.Oneissi, the supporting evidence goes to

proof of Mr. Oneissi acts and conduct. The Chamber's distinction between the acts and
conduct of'Mohammed', and the acts and conduct ofMr.Oneissi is a false one, given that the
Prosecution has alleged that these two individuals are one and the same. If the Chamber's
interpretation were to be correct, then evidence as to the 'acts and conduct' of an accused can
only be such where the witness is aware of the identity of the accused in relation to which
s/he have given evidence.
242.

The 'acts and conduct' category of evidence, in the context of Rule 158(B), acts as a

safeguard for Mr.Oneissi's fundamental right to examine witnesses against him and should
not be unfairly narrowly construed.
243.

This is supported by Blagojevic and Jakie where 'indirect reference to the acts and

conduct of [the] Accused through other means including, for example, reference to the acts
and conduct of persons who held the positions which [the] Accused are alleged to have
held ' 630 were held to be inadmissible as going to proof of acts and conduct of the accused.
244.

With more than one 'Mohammed' and regardless of whether Mr.Oneissi would have

personified this 'Mohammed' character or 'simply' assisted, he is still alleged to have been
involved in the abduction of Abu-Adass. The Prosecution submits that the precise identity of
'Mohammed' no longer needs to be established. 631 However, without PRH056, PRH636 and
RAMADAN's evidence, the Prosecution cannot demonstrate the 'Mohammed story'. Absent
the 'Mohammed story', the Prosecution cannot infer the reason or reasons of Mr. Oneissi 's
alleged presence around the COLA cell in December 2004 and January 2005. Therefore,
PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN's evidence, which the Prosecution relies on to
demonstrate the 'Mohammed story', goes directly to the proof of Mr.Oneissi 's acts and
conduct.
245.

PRH636, Abu-Adass' father, died on 7 March 2005. PRH056, [REDACTED], and

RAMADAN, his friend, were unwilling or otherwise unfit to take the stand. Despite the
objections the Defence systematically raised, 632 the Chamber found these individuals
'unavailable'. It also found that since PRH056's and RAMADAN's evidence did not identify

630
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'Mohammed', it did not go to the acts and conduct of Mr. Oneissi. 633 As a result of the
Chamber's erroneous interpretation of 'acts and conduct', the additional safeguard provided
by Rule 158(B) was not applied and the evidence of these three witnesses was admitted
untested pursuant to Rule 158. 634
n.

This evidence was admitted in breach of Mr.Oneissi's right to examine critical
evidence against him

246.

The Defence recalls that it requested certification to appeal these two decisions 635 and

sought an Appeals Chamber's ruling as to whether the Chamber erred in considering that the
witnesses' statements did not go directly to the acts and conducts of the accused. Despite the
significant impact of the issue on the fair and expeditious conduct of the proceedings or the
outcome of the trial, both requests were denied. 636
247.

The facts associated to the 'Mohammed story' are indispensable to establish the

crimes and modes of liability charged against Mr.Oneissi. Any evidence supporting them is
pivotal to the Prosecution's case. In Galic, the Appeals Chamber held '[w]here the evidence
is so pivotal to the Prosecution's case and where the person whose acts and conduct the
written statement describes is so proximate to the accused, the Chamber may decide that it
would not be fair to the accused to permit the evidence to be given in written form. ' 637
248.

A minimum and fundamental guarantee of fairness in any criminal trial is the right of

an accused to examine or have examined the witnesses against him and to obtain the
attendance and examination of these witnesses. This guarantee, protected by article 16(4)(f)
of the Statute, demands that no written statements going to the proof of the act and conduct of
the accused be admitted, irrespective of whether the witnesses are deceased. 638
249.

Rule 158(B) refers to Rule 149(D) as a safeguard against the admission of this

particular category of evidence in written form. Rule 149(D) provides that '[a] chamber may
exclude evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the need to ensure a
633
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fair trial.' The Defence submits that the mere fact that these witnesses never appeared in court
to testify viva voce on these key facts for the Prosecution's case' clearly infringes the rights
of Mr.Oneissi.
111.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN never appeared in court and their remote
hearsay evidence will never be tested

250.

The 'Mohammed story' alleged by the Prosecution does not reflect the truth. Had the

Defence been allowed to exercise its right to cross-examine PRH056, PRH636 and
RAMADAN, this would have been demonstrated in court.
251.

For example, the Defence had a list of 493 questions for PRH056. This list would

have necessarily evolved and expanded with the witness cross-examination. 639 PRH056 was
found unavailable, [REDACTED] evidence was admitted pursuant to Rule 158 and the
Defence never had the opportunity to ask [REDACTED] any questions.
252.

These statements are hearsay evidence. PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN merely

reported what Abu-Adass had allegedly told them. Abu-Adass could have lied to cover his
imminent departure to Iraq to his family. RAMADAN and Khaled Taha were Abu-Adass'
most significant friends prior to his disappearance. 640 Both of them were connected with
members of extreme Islamist groups such as Al-Qaeda 13 (the 'AQ13'). 641 It cannot be
excluded that Abu-Adass could have invented the 'Mohammed' story with RAMADAN to
mislead his family, and quietly prepare his Jihadi project. Since Abu-Adass cannot be crossexamined, the veracity of the story he allegedly told his [REDACTED] cannot be established.
253.

The evidence adduced here is deficient on every level; the witnesses did not testify

viva voce in court; instead, their untested written statements were admitted. Such a low
evidentiary threshold is unacceptable in a criminal trial: 642 the Defence is only left with the
option of identifying and arguing significant inconsistencies in statements which were
collected and selected by the Prosecution exclusively to support its theory.

639
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254.

At this final stage of the proceedings, the Defence is in a situation where it has to

critically analyse, in the abstract, evidence which remains unsubstantiated, despite it going to
the heart of the Prosecution case.
1v.

No link can be established between the

'Mohammed story'

and the

telecommunications evidence
255.

In an attempt to circumvent this issue, the Prosecution invites the Chamber to engage

in a 'holistic approach when assessing any of the alleged acts of the Accused related to the
preparation or perpetration of the Attack or the false claim of responsibility. ' 643 Provided that
it considers the evidence in its totality, the Chamber should find that Mr.Oneissi, 'in the
vicinity' of the AUM, perhaps as 'Mohammed', perhaps as 'Mohammed's' support staff,
perhaps met Abu-Adass, perhaps once, perhaps more, or perhaps never met him at all, who
knows?
256.

The Chamber is requested to connect a series of elements inferred from the alleged

behaviour of a telephone, equivalent to hyper-speculation. The Prosecution attempts to
objectify this speculation through written statements presenting untested hearsay evidence
collected by blinkered investigators who failed to fully explore significant aspects of the case.
257.

None of the documents contained in the Lebanese Dossiers d'instruction had been

translated when the Prosecution submitted its indictment for confirmation by the Pre-trial
Judge. This constricted approach to the case is also evident in the Prosecution's approach to
the statement of Abu-Adass' [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] statement provides additional
facts and raises inconsistencies on which at least two Prosecution investigators were crossexamined. 644 Yet the Chamber rejected the admission of the corresponding written statement,
but admitted the statements of PRH056, PRH636, RAMADAN, thus favouring the
Prosecution's theory as it consistently has since the commencement of this trial.
258.

The mere behaviour of a telephone means nothing as such. It certainly cannot be the

source of positive inferences regarding the behaviour of an individual based on statements of
individuals whose evidence was never tested, whether by the Defence or the Chamber. The
Prosecution is distorting the evidence by correlating hypothesises inferred from the behaviour
643
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of a telephone and a 'story' inferred from the hearsay evidence of witnesses whose credibility
the Defence could not test in cross-examination. Contrary to the Prosecution's submissions,
this combination of speculative inferences and untested hearsay evidence is misleading, not
corroborative.
Yet, according to the Prosecution, this construction, considered in its totality,

259.

supposedly demonstrates beyond reasonable doubt Mr.Oneissi's participation in the selection
and abduction of Abu-Adass.
v.

The Chamber should reconsider its Decision to admit PRH056, PRH636 and
RAMADAN's evidence

260.

Should the Chamber consider such an approach in compliance with any evidentiary

standard, the evidence threshold will be placed at the lowest possible level.
261.

If condoned and authorised by the Chamber, this approach would result in an abusive

interpretation of the Rules and in an impermissible infringement of the rights of the Defence
as demonstrated above.
262.

The Defence submits that the Chamber should reconsider its erroneous decision to

admit PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN evidence pursuant to Rule 140 to avoid an
. .

.

InJUStice.

645

2.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN are not credible and their evidence is
unreliable

263.

In any event, the weight of PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN's evidence is

negligible. It is reasonable to believe that the 'Mohammed story' could have been entirely
fabricated either by Abu-Adass or by his [REDACTED] and RAMADAN.
1.

264.

Abu-Adass had an obvious interest in jihad and other extreme religious ideologies
The Prosecution describes Abu-Adass as a young man from a family of Palestinian

refugees with Saudi upbringing; his behaviour and his appearance would have been
considered Salafist or Wahhabi. 646

645
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265.

PRH056, [REDACTED], reported that Abu-Adass had become religiously committed

two years before the events and started wearing the Islamic clothing and let his beard grow. 647
This corresponds to 2003 and the American invasion of Iraq. Abu-Adass' position on Jihad in
Palestine was that 'he should always be ready to defend their home in case anyone attacked
them'. 648 It is not unlikely that Abu-Adass felt the same about Iraq as he did about Palestine
and might have considered it his duty to defend the people of Iraq.
266.

Abu-Adass' father, PRH636, also confirmed that he witnessed a change. 649 According

to his friend, RAMADAN, Abu-Adass was formerly less religiously devoted, but eventually
become very interested in preaching: he invited people to join his religion and even offered
religious classes to students at the university. 650
267.

PRH056 purportedly did not notice that [REDACTED] had adopted any kind of

radical conduct, and insisted that he never spoke about Osama Bin Laden or Abu-Mosaab AlZarqawi, the leader of Al-Qaeda in Iraq. 651 The books and items seized in searches of the
Abu-Adass residence are evidence ofthe contrary.
268.

The type of literature seized clearly demonstrates that Ahmad was influenced by

Salafi ideas and beliefs as well as by Osama Bin Laden. Many documents found were related
to Al-Qaeda or advocated its ideas, including pictures of sheikhs and imams associated with
Al-Qaeda or El-Zarqawi. 652

269.

Audiotapes were also seized in the searches. At least one was recorded by Sulaiman

Abu-Ghaith, formerly one of the highest-ranking Al-Qaeda figures. 653 Another was recorded
by Safar bin Abdul-Rahman Al-Hawali, a Saudi Sheikh famous for his extremist political
views and religious incitement to violence, including support for Al-Qaeda and the Salafist
Jihadist movement. 654

647
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270.

A number of files relating to terrorism and weapons were found in the hard drive of

Abu-Adass's computer, many of them copied from the intemet. 655 This includes copies of
Mu 'askar Al-Battar, an online military magazine published by the Saudi branch of Al-Qaeda.

The copies retrieved discuss the use of various weapons, military planning, combat methods
or telecommunication security. 656 This also includes copies of Al-Haramain Brigades
magazine, also associated with a Saudi branch of Al-Qaeda. One such copy claims
responsibility for an attack conducted in Riyadh in September 2003, 657 attributed to Islamic
extremists as part of a campaign against W estemers and W estemization in Saudi Arabia,
whilst another discusses why and how the Arabian Peninsula should be cleared and 'purified'
. ' tyrants ' .658
of 1ts
271.

It can be unambiguously concluded from the large quantity of articles and recordings

found at his residence or in the hard drive of his computer that Abu-Adass belonged to the
extremist Wahhabi Salafi school of thought, and that he was a follower of 'jihadi
Salafism. ' 659
n.

PRH056 tried to hide Abu-Adass' interest m the Jihad and extreme religious
ideology from the investigation

272.

PRH056 knew that

[REDACTED]

were considered as

Salafi 660 and that

[REDACTED] appearance would render him suspicious. 661 Even Abu-Adass was apparently
aware of the suspicions his appearance raised: on one occasion, he told [REDACTED] that he
knew that, as a suspected Salafi-Jihadist, he was being followed. 662 However, when asked
about the reasons behind [REDACTED] religious commitment, PRH056 declared that

655
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'[REDACTED] stays away from sins and forbidden acts' 663 and described [REDACTED]
conduct as ordinary. 664
273.

The religious practice of both [REDACTED] progressed in parallel towards Salafism

over the years. Photographs of the Abu-Adass family show an evolution in the appearances
and clothing of Abu-Adass and PRH056. Abu-Adass went from clean-shaven with Westernstyle clothing to wearing a long beard and conservative abaya. 665 Abu-Adass' [REDACTED]
went from [REDACTED]. 666
274.

PRH056 presented Abu-Adass as [REDACTED], with whom [REDACTED] would

discuss everything, who would express whatever his thoughts were and would systematically
ask [REDACTED] 'for everything' .667 PRH056 acknowledges that [REDACTED] knew
[REDACTED] computer contained 'verses from the Koran, explanations, religious Hadith
delivered by some of the prophet's companions. ' 668 [REDACTED] also noticed that he was
'almost permanently in his room reading religious books, consulting the computer.' 669
275.

Given the volume of such documents that were found at [REDACTED] house and in

Abu-Adass hard-drive, it is unlikely that PRH056 could not have been unaware of the nature
of [REDACTED] beliefs or the ideologies he supported, particularly after having thoroughly
looked through his belongings after his 'disappearance' in January 2005. 670
276.

However, PRH056 pretends that [REDACTED] did not find anything terrorism-

related,671 and that [REDACTED] did not have access to any weapons. 672 When confronted
with a photograph of a large bag containing firearms ammunition found in [REDACTED]
house, [REDACTED] declared that [REDACTED] never saw such an item in [REDACTED]
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house. 673 [REDACTED] even candidly explained that [REDACTED] 'would have at least
removed them before the Lebanese Authorities came to search [REDACTED] house a month
after Ahmad disappeared' .674 PRH056 stated that the computer was not connected to the
internet, 675 despite the fact that at least four receipts of payment for an internet subscription
dated 2001, 676 2004 677 and 2005 678 were found in the Abu-Adass residence. Even if
[REDACTED] was unaware of the existence of these receipts, [REDACTED] necessarily
realised that [REDACTED]

computer had been connected to the internet when

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] thoroughly searched the content of its hard drive and
found 'Islamic' files. 679
277.

It is obvious from the above that PRH056 concealed important information regarding

[REDACTED], who he was and what he was doing prior to his disappearance. It is natural
that PRH056 sought to [REDACTED], particularly when he turned out to be involved in a
terrorist attack against a prominent political personality.
278.

Since PRH056 was found unavailable, [REDACTED] evidence was admitted

pursuant to Rule 158 and the Defence never had the opportunity to cross-examme
[REDACTED] on [REDACTED] religious beliefs, [REDACTED] relationship with
[REDACTED], or the results of the search [REDACTED] conducted in his room after his
disappearance.
279.

The Defence further notes that the Prosecution representation of Abu-Adass has

evolved, between the Indictment and Pre-Trial Brief to the Prosecution Brief: while AbuAdass is initially portrayed merely as a generous but na"ive man, 680 the Prosecution now
conveniently emphasises his Salafist and Wahhabi tendencies. 681
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280.

The Prosecution allegations changed only after the Defence tendered this evidence.

These aspects of Abu-Adass' profile and personality have now been turned into essential
features to the success of the plot. 682 And yet, the evidence tendered by the Defence was
collected, retained and reviewed by Prosecution investigators. 683 The Prosecution was clearly
already aware of who Abu-Adass truly was and of what [REDACTED] had done to hide
[REDACTED] aspirations.
It appears that the Prosecution has deliberately concealed these aspects of Abu-Adass'

281.

personality and the religious beliefs of [REDACTED] to portray [REDACTED] as easily
manipulated victims as long as it suited their theory of the case. Simply put, Abu-Adass the
Salafist-Jihadist was much more likely to have actually left his house to go to Iraq by his own
will.
Now that this aspect of Abu-Adass has been unveiled, however, the Prosecution is

282.

moulding its theory accordingly.
The Abu-Adass [REDACTED] concealed the circumstances of Abu-Adass'

111.

disappearance to the Police
283.

PRH056

lied about

[REDACTED]

activities.

Information

relevant

to

the

circumstances of his disappearance was concealed from the Lebanese authorities not only by
PRH056 but also by PRH636 (Abu-Adass' father) as evidenced by the report PRH636 gave
to the Tariq-el-Jdideh Police regarding his missing son. 684
284.

Abu-Adass disappeared on 16 January 2005. PRH056 allegedly received two

anonymous calls the next day; in one, [REDACTED] was informed that [REDACTED] had
gone to Iraq. 685 Logically, [REDACTED] would have immediately informed [REDACTED]
of this conversation.
285.

Two days later, on 19 January 2005, PRH636 reported his son's disappearance to the

Tariq-el-Jdideh authorities, despite [REDACTED] [PRH056] reluctance. 686 This report does
682
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not mention any of the phone calls the family allegedly received; nor does it make any
mention of a 'Mohammed' with whom Abu-Adass allegedly had left in the morning of 16
January. 687 Instead, PRH636 simply said: 'I tried to ask about him [Abu-Adass] and search
for him; I wasn't able to find him' .688
286.

It is a particularly serious omission for PRH636 to report his son's disappearance to

the police, yet fail to provide them with details of the 'Mohammed story'- clearly crucial for
the purposes of an investigation.
PRH636 later explained that he never believed that his son had gone to Iraq, 689 while

287.

PRH056 declared to the UNIIIC that [REDACTED] hesitated to report [REDACTED] as a
missing person in case he was in Iraq. 690 Yet these explanations cannot justify why neither
PRH636 nor PRH056 drew the attention of the police to the 'Mohammed story' or to the
mysterious telephone call informing [REDACTED] that [REDACTED] might have gone to
Iraq in the disappearance report.
1v.

The Abu-Adass [REDACTED] had good reasons to cover [REDACTED]
activities and fabricate the 'Mohammed story'

288.

As recalled above, the Abu-Adass were a family of Palestinian refugees who had

spent some years in Saudi Arabia before moving to Tariq-el-Jdideh.
289.

Members of Abu-Adass' entourage and family had been associated with violent

ideologies. Ahmad's former employer, Ahmad El-Saneh, had been arrested in relation to a
bombing attack at the Italian Embassy in September 2004. 691 At least one of his cousins had
previously been arrested, charged with his alleged involvement in the murder of a Lebanese
religious and political leader, Nizar Halabi and detained as a result. 692
290.

While this proves nothing about Abu-Adass' jihadist tendencies per se, the Abu-

Adass family was already identified as connected to Islamist groups. Had they reported the
possible departure of their Salafist-Jihadist son to Iraq, the family connections with
687
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dangerous extremists would have been thoroughly investigated; they would have been placed
under surveillance and possibly detained. 693
291.

PRH636 did not mention any 'Mohammed' when he reported his missing son to the

authorities or even after, in his statements to the Lebanese authorities. Assuming that the
Abu-Adass family realised their son's involvement in the 14 February attack only when the
video came out, it is reasonable to believe that they panicked and that their need for selfprotection became imperative. The fabrication of the 'Mohammed story' was just the next
step which, the Defence submits, PRH056 did not hesitate to take. 694
v.
292.

PRH056 embellished the 'Mohammed story' with time
PRH056 never met or saw 'Mohammed'. 695 [REDACTED] doesn't recall having seen

a 'Mohammed' at their house. 696 [REDACTED] did not see the person with whom
[REDACTED] left on 16 January 2005. 697 In not one of [REDACTED] eleven statements
does [REDACTED] provide a direct account of any meetings or interactions between
[REDACTED] and 'Mohammed'. Everything [REDACTED] reported regarding any meeting
or interaction [REDACTED] had with 'Mohammed' is based exclusively on what
[REDACTED] allegedly told [REDACTED].
293.

However, the information PRH056 'remembered' about 'Mohammed' evolved from

one statement to the other, with each successive statement becoming increasingly detailed.
294.

In one of [REDACTED] first statements, in February 2005, PRH056 is asked about

the circumstances of [REDACTED] disappearance and refers to 'one of his friends called
'Mohammed',

698

with whom [REDACTED] left on 16 January 2005. It is the first time the

'Mohammed' story is raised in the context of Abu-Adass' disappearance. Subsequently, in
the same statement, PRH056 vaguely remembers 'Mohammed' as one of [REDACTED]

693
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friends along with 'Abdessalam' and 'Rabih', whose family names [REDACTED] did not
know. 699 PRH056 never mentioned these names again in [REDACTED] later statements.
295.

At least one other [REDACTED] stated that it had heard from PRH056 that Abu-

Adass had left with Khaled Taha. According to this person's statement, Khaled Taha had
recently converted to Christianity and was the person who had called from Tripoli to let
PRH056 know that their car had broken down. This statement, collected by the Prosecution,
directly contradicts and is inconsistent with the Prosecution theory. Like many other
statements of Abu-Adass' [REDACTED], the Prosecution chose to ignore these elements.
When the Defence sought to have these statements admitted, the Chamber rejected its
request. 700
296.

The Prosecution concentrated its investigative efforts on the witnesses who could

provide evidence fitting with the rest of its theory, i.e. PRH056 and RAMADAN, who both
had good reasons to fabricate the 'Mohammed story' and dissimulate the information they
had in relation to Abu-Adass' disappearance.
v1.

RAMADAN had similar good reasons to conceal the circumstances of AbuAdass' disappearance

297.

RAMADAN and Abu-Adass had met at work. 701 RAMADAN stated that, with the

exception of their common colleagues, he did not know the name any of Abu-Adass
friends. 702 Yet, like PRH056, RAMADAN is able to provide a sophisticated level of hearsay
details with respect to 'Mohammed'.
•
298.

RAMADAN and the 'AQ13 'group
Many members of the 'AQ13' group knew or had heard of RAMADAN under the

pseudonym Abdullah. Khaled Taha had introduced RAMADAN to the 'AQ 13' group 703 as
someone doing technical military research for the Mujahedeen. RAMADAN was involved in

699
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certain money transfers with members of the 'AQ13' group, so that they could buy
components and carry out experiments. 704
299.

A number of elements support that RAMADAN was experimenting with explosives

with Abu-Adass' assistance. A UNIIIC witness stated that during his last visit to Abu-Adass'
house, Abu-Adass had told him that RAMADAN had studied chemistry and that could make
C4 explosives. 705 It seems that Abu-Adass had been collecting information about bombs and
explosives for RAMADAN and apparently intended to approach wealthy acquaintances for
fund-raising to help RAMADAN's project. This same witness even affirmed that Abu-Adass
was performing tests on explosives with RAMADAN. 706 RAMADAN's knowledge about
explosives is also confirmed by the 'AQ 13' group member Hani Al-Shanti.
300.

Like for the evidence connecting RAMADAN and Abu-Adass to Taha, the 'AQ13'

group and possible criminal activities, the Prosecution ignored the supporting material as
irrelevant to its theory of the case and none of it was tendered to be admitted as evidence.
•

301.

RAMADAN's situation with the Lebanese and Syrian authorities

RAMADAN's delicate situation towards the Lebanese and Syrian authorities was

motivation to create a story and agree with PRH056 on a common version. When the AbuAdass family contacted him to enquire what had happened to their son, RAMADAN already
was in an impasse with no possibility to escape and find shelter in either Syria or Lebanon. 707
302.

RAMADAN was a Syrian illegally living in Lebanon, 708 where the atmosphere was

very anti-Syrian. 709 With his father wanted in Syria for reasons associated to his political
beliefs and his membership of the party Hizb Al-Tahrir, 710 he could not return to his home
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country for fear of being arrested. RAMADAN was 'very anxious', 'very concerned', for
which reason he decided not to join any political party or any religious party' .711
303.

When Abu-Adass' parents told him that Abu-Adass had left to Iraq, RAMADAN

knew, like the Abu-Adass family, that the Lebanese authorities would get suspicious and
investigate him and his family.
304.

On 16 February 2005, within two days of the attack, RAMADAN was arrested

without charge by the Lebanese authorities, interrogated, and subsequently released that
night. 712 When asked whether he had noticed anything unusual about Abu-Adass,
RAMADAN responded in the negative, and made no reference to a 'Mohammed' or a
'Mohammed story'. He even denied knowing any of Abu-Adass' friends. 713
305.

The justification RAMADAN gives in a later statement to his silence is revelatory: 'I

did not tell the Lebanese authorities about 'Mohammed' because I was scared that they or
any other group would think that I know the link and they would liquidate me'; 714 'I withheld
that piece of information because I was afraid I would be physically eliminated, in particular
because the Syrians were accused immediately after the explosion.' 715
306.

Notwithstanding the above, the Defence stresses that, like PRH056, none of the seven

statements produced by RAMADAN contain any direct account of him meeting a man
introducing himself as 'Mohammed' or seeing Abu-Adass interacting with him. In all his
statements but the first one, he insists his recollection of the 'Mohammed story' by saying
that it is based on second-hand information. 716
307.

Since the Defence could not cross-examine RAMADAN on his links with the 'AQ 13'

group, the nature ofhis relationship with Abu-Adass, his personal situation, the resulting fear
from the Lebanese and Syrian authorities or even his reasons to refuse any form of cross-
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examination, the credibility of this witness 717 and the reliability of his evidence could never
be tested.
vn.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN evidence should be disregarded as devoid of
weight

308.

It can be reasonably inferred that, when the Abu-Adass family and RAMADAN

found out that Abu-Adass had left to Iraq, given their respective situation as Palestinian
refugees and undocumented Syrian with connections with Islamic groups, they started to fear
for their freedom.
309.

The entire story could have been fabricated by either PRH056 or RAMADAN,

separately or together, between 16 January and 14 February 2005. Indeed, during that period
of time, PRH636, PRH056 and RAMADAN were in contact and shared information
regarding Abu-Adass activities prior to his departure. 718
310.

They had ample time to review, reinterpret and transform this information to adjust to

the circumstances of Abu-Adass' disappearance, in order to keep the Lebanese and Syrian
authorities at bay, shield themselves from surveillance, investigation or possibly arrest.
311.

Alternatively, they could have fabricated the story simply to provide an explanation

for Abu-Adass' initial disappearance and subsequent reappearance in the video claiming
responsibility for the attack.
312.

According to the international criminal jurisprudence, the weight or probative value to

be afforded to remote hearsay evidence will depend upon the 'infinitely variable'
circumstances which surround that evidence; 719 the Defence's inability to cross-examine the
witnesses who have produced that particular evidence, which is pivotal to the Prosecution's
case, has been identified as a significant factor, resulting in a massive disadvantage to the
Accused which, in this case, can only be remedied by the exclusion of the evidence. 720

717
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Alternatively, the Defence submits that this evidence has no probative value and should be
disregarded as devoid of weight.

3.
313.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN evidence is not precise

Even if the Chamber were to give weight to PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN's

evidence, the Defence submits that this evidence does not support any precise findings
regarding the alleged meetings and interactions between Abu-Adass and 'Mohammed'.
1.

314.

PRH056's evidence does not support any precise findings
The Prosecution acknowledges that PRH056's evidence is 'somewhat inconsistent

regarding when Abu-Adass met a 'Mohammed'. 721 Indeed, the Prosecution Final Brief
dedicates an entire paragraph to these inconsistencies between PRH056's eleven statements,
where [REDACTED] tries to recall what [REDACTED] Abu-Adass told [REDACTED]
about where and how many times he would have met this 'Mohammed'. The Prosecution
goes so far as to submit that PRH056's 'imprecise recollection of when Abu-Adass met
'Mohammed' is not surprising given the span of over five years between [REDACTED] first
and last statements'. 722
315.

PRH056's evidence regarding the timing of [REDACTED] alleged meeting(s) with

'Mohammed' varies from 'around December 2004' 723 to 'about the start of January 2005' 724 ;
from 'about three weeks or one month before Ahmad left home' 725 to 'one week before his
disappearance'. 726 In her last statement, PRH056 states that [REDACTED] 'remembers very
well when Ahmad first met 'Mohammed'. They met for the first time at least one month or

one and a half months before Ahmad's disappearance'. 727
316.

PRH056 evidence is similarly inconsistent regarding the number of meetings which

could have occurred between [REDACTED] and 'Mohammed' during that time-frame of one
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to two months: it could have been 'only' twice 728 or more. 729 PRH056 also said 'Mohammed'
would have called 'four or five times'. 730
317.

Whilst PRH056 cannot remember the family name or the activities of any of

[REDACTED] friends, and even though [REDACTED] was so busy and tired at the time of
the events, [REDACTED] does not have any problem to retrieve from [REDACTED]
memory more and more embellishing details on the 'Mohammed story' with each statement.
318.

[REDACTED] first statement only identifies as 'Mohammed' the person with whom

Abu-Adass left on the morning of 16 January. 731
319.

In [REDACTED] second statement, [REDACTED] recollects details about what

[REDACTED] had told [REDACTED] when he met 'Mohammed' for the first time: that he
wanted to teach him religion, or that this 'Mohammed' had grown up in a Christian
orphanage in East Beirut; that he worked in a 'car lot' in the Beirut area where he resided,
and that he had asked [REDACTED] to find him an apartment. 732
320.

In [REDACTED] third statement, [REDACTED] remembers what [REDACTED]

allegedly told [REDACTED] about the precise circumstances of his first meeting with
'Mohammed': how he saw him sitting in a comer and went to him to ask why he was
isolated. 733
321.

In [REDACTED] next statement, PRH056 recollects that [REDACTED] knew from

Ahmad that 'Mohammed' wanted to marry a Muslim gir1 734 or that his parents had died in
1982. 735
322.

Eventually, [REDACTED] recalls more details: the fact that 'Mohammed' had

money, had offered to buy him a car but did not own a cell phone 736 or that he had a
Lebanese accent and was about 24-25 years old. 737
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323.

It was not unusual for Abu-Adass to approach or be approached at the AUM by young

people or students on religious matters: RAMADAN stated that 'Abu-Adass was 'very
interested in preaching and inviting people to join his religion [ ... ] he used to always invite
and try to attract the young people [ ... ] he was also offering some religious classes to the
young students at the university [ ... ] whoever was not close enough to religion he would
always invite them to become more religious'. 738
324.

Even if the Chamber were to find that Abu-Adass had indeed met a 'Mohammed' at

the AUM at some point between December 2004 and early January 2005, 'Mohammed' is
very likely the most common name in Lebanon, if not in the world. It may well be that AbuAdass simply met someone at the Mosque who was genuinely looking for religious guidance,
which he provided. It is reasonable to believe that what PRH056 evidence regarding the
'Mohammed story' is simply referring to [REDACTED] uneventful routine, and that the
Prosecution is stretching these mixed recollections to make sense of the unreliable,
unconvincing and scattered evidence they have been able to collect and present over the last
four years.
RAMADAN's evidence does not support any precise findings

11.

325.

Like PRH056, RAMADAN never saw, met or even spoke with 'Mohammed' 739 and

his only source of information regarding the 'Mohammed story' is Abu-Adass.
326.

Further to the Chamber finding him unavailable, 740 his evidence was also admitted

pursuant to Rule 158 and could never be submitted to cross-examination either. Like
PRH056, RAMADAN does not give any clear and consistent evidence regarding the timing
of this alleged meeting with a person called 'Mohammed'. The filing of a corrected version
of the Final Brief de facto withdrawing, at the last-minute, two sentences analysing this very
aspect ofRAMADAN's evidence perfectly illustrates this obvious flaw. 741

736

P02129,300144;P02132,60147228-60 147229.

737

P02129,300145.

73 R

PO 1776,60005307,60005309.

739

5D00469;5D00470;5D00471 ;5D00472;5D004 73;5D00588;PO 1774;P01775;PO 1776.

°F2901.

74

741

PFTB,CRG,Annex-A,para.520.
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327.

In his first statement, RAMADAN does not mention 'Mohammed' and merely states

that he did not notice anything unusual about Abu-Adass and didn't know any of his
friends. 742
328.

In his second statement, RAMADAN mentions a 'Mohammed', whose description

corresponds to the one stemming from PRH056's evidence, about whom Abu-Adass
allegedly told RAMADAN just four days before his mother called RAMADAN about AbuAdass' disappearance. 743
329.

In his third statement, RAMADAN changes the timing of the alleged meeting to '1 0

days ago' without providing precisions regarding the moment from which that time frame of
10 days was starting. 744 As noted above, references to this aspect of RAMADAN evidence
was expressly removed from paragraph 520 of the Final Brief without any explanation. The
only valid reason for this withdrawal is that this evidence does not prove anything regarding
the timing, number or even existence of these alleged meetings.
330.

In two of his statements, RAMADAN does not provide any information regarding the

timing of Abu-Adass' alleged meeting with 'Mohammed', 745 but simply reports that AbuAdass told him about this young man he had met 'who was sitting all alone in the Mosque
and who did not join the prayers' 746 or who was Christian and whose real name was not
'Mohammed'
331.

747

In a later statement, RAMADAN mentions incidentally 'Mohammed' just to indicate

that he is not surprised of Abu-Adass' encounter with him and why he was giving him all this
attention since he gave religious instructions to students at the Mosque and was always
inviting them to become more religious. 748

742

PO 1774,50008362.

743

5000469,10011894-10011895.

744

5D00470,10011908.

745

5D00473,60001813;P01775,205571-205572.

746

PO 1775,205571-205572.

747

5000473,60001813.

748

P01776,60005309.
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332.

Eventually, in his final statement, RAMADAN provides more details regarding the

information Ahmad would have given him in relation to the circumstances of their meeting or
meetings, none of which specific enough to associate it with an actual calendar date. 749
333.

None of this indirect evidence establishes when exactly the alleged meetings or

interactions between Abu-Adass and 'Mohammed' occurred, if at all.
334.

Even if the Chamber were to find that Abu-Adass met a 'Mohammed', it cannot be

proven that this 'Mohammed' went to Abu-Adass with a view to 'recruiting' him for the
'false claim'. Conversely to what the Prosecution alleges, the evidence may just as well
suggest that it is Ahmad who would have approached 'Mohammed' to express his concern
and offer his religious assistance.
111.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN's imprecise evidence was adduced to support
imprecise allegations

335.

As previously discussed, the Prosecution Brief included a number of last minute

adjustments regarding the 'Mohammed story' and Abu-Adass profile.
336.

Even with these additional amendments, the Final Brief allegations remain vague and

contradictory as regards who posed as 'Mohammed', how often and when this person met
Abu-Adass. It is nevertheless on that vague basis that the Prosecution ventures to submit that
'the preponderance of the evidence,' indicates that Abu-Adass last saw 'Mohammed' at the
AUM in the first week of January, most likely at Friday prayers on 7 January 2005. 750
337.

The Prosecution contends that even if PRH056 recollection is imprecise regarding

when [REDACTED] would have met 'Mohammed', '[REDACTED] statements are
consistent in their narrative'. 751 For the reasons previously discussed, the Prosecution ignored
a number of other elements which would have provided other versions of that particular
story, such as Abu-Adass fabricating the 'Mohammed' story with Khaled Taha and
RAMADAN. It could likewise be inferred from the evidence of PRH056, PRH636 and
RAMADAN's evidence that they fabricated the narrative regarding 'Mohammed'.

749

5D00473,60001814.

750

PFTB,para.519.

751

PFTB,para.523.
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338.

The Prosecution has acknowledged that the evidence did not establish precisely on

which day or days 'Mohammed' met Abu-Adass. 752 However, according to the Prosecution
the evidence does establish that they met 'in the first week of January 2005 and that their first
meeting is likely to have occurred earlier in late December 2004. ' 753 The Prosecution goes as
far as to contend that 'the evidence points firmly to their last, if not their only, meeting taking
place on 7 January, a week before Abu-Adass disappeared' .754 The Chamber cannot attribute
probative value to vague and uncertain evidence adduced to support imprecise allegations.
1v.

No correlation can be established between PRH056, PRH636,

RAMADAN's

evidence and any other evidence regarding the 'Mohammed story'
339.

Even if the Chamber were to find Friday 7 January 2005 as a date for a possible first

meeting between Abu-Adass and 'Mohammed', no correlation could be established between
any of the evidence adduced.
•

No correlation can be established between PRH056 and PRH087

340.

The Prosecution contends that PRH056 evidence is corroborated by PRH087.

341.

According to PRH056 evidence, the first meeting between [REDACTED] and

'Mohammed' would have occurred at the dusk prayer and [REDACTED] was late for
dinner that night as a result. 755 It is worth recalling again that [REDACTED] evidence is
inconsistent as to whether this happened in December 2004 or in early January 2005.
342.

PRH087 testified only to having seen Abu-Adass with someone at the Mosque, who

approached Abu-Adass to be taught how to pray, either the Friday prior to Abu-Adass'
disappearance or the Friday before that, during midday prayer. 756
343.

Again, this evidence does not support any precise findings regarding the timing of the

alleged meetings; the only factual findings it could support would be that Abu-Adass
provided religious support to people at the Mosque.

752

PFTB,para.525.

753

PFTB,para.525.

754

PFTB,para.525.

755

5D00475,50008269;P02128,L0005304;P02129,300144.

756

20150929 _STL-11-01_T_Tl98_ OFF_CONF_EN_15:21-16:20;P00596,60303616-60303617,paras.76,80.
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344.

PRH087 could neither describe 757 nor identify the person he saw with Abu-Adass as

someone he knew or recognised later; 758 he simply indicated that he was a 'young man' .759
The Defence submits that it is neither unusual nor uncommon for young men to sit next to
one another and discuss prayers in a Mosque. In light of the information provided by
RAMADAN regarding Abu-Adass' position and attitude at the Mosque, 760 PRH087's
testimony is solely consistent with the fact that Abu-Adass was involved in religious teaching
activities. Indeed, as explained by RAMADAN, Abu-Adass was 'offering some religious
classes to the young students at the university' .761 Thus, there is nothing surprising about the
fact that PRH087 saw Abu-Adass at the Mosque with a man whom he appeared to be
. 762
teachmg.
345.

PRH087 attributed a Palestinian or Gulf accent to the person he saw that Friday. 763 On

the contrary, according to PRH067, Mr.Oneissi spoke with a Shiite Lebanese Accent. 764 In
fact, PRH087's evidence establishes that this person was not Mr.Oneissi; PRH087 did not
identify Mr.Oneissi as the man he saw talking with Abu-Adass. 765
•

No correlation can be established between PRH056 and the telecommunications
evidence

346.

PLATT testified that 095's CDRs indicate movement away from Tariq-el-Jdideh

immediately prior to the Friday Prayer, 766 i.e. the midday prayer, which would have been
when PRH087 saw the unknown man.
347.

PLATT also testified that the last time 095 activated COLA2 on that day was at

16:47:54, two minutes after the commencement of the dusk prayer at 16:45. The activation

757

20150929 - STL-11-01 T Tl98 - OFF- CONF- EN - 16:21-17:1.

758

P00597 ,60 130452;P00597.1.

759

P00596,60303616.

760

PO 1776,60005307,60005309.

761

PO 1776,60005307.

20150929 _STL-11-0l_T_Tl98_ OFF_CONF_EN 18:23-19:2;P00596,6030361660303617;P00597,60130446;4D00213,L0005358.
762

763

4D00213,L0005358;P00596,60303616-60303617;20150929_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl98_ OFF_CONF_EN 14:5-

13.
764

20150930 - STL-11-01 T Tl99 - OFF- CONF- EN- 49:4-16.

765

P00597 ;P00597 .1.

766

4D00331;20170323 _STL-ll-01_T_T351_ OFF_PUB _EN_68: 13-69:22.
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of MSAYTB four minutes earlier coupled with the activation at 16:47:54 of COLA2 with end
cell OUZAII, which PLATT agreed is situated south of the AUM, 767 clearly shows
southwards movement away from the AUM. 768
348.

In the Prosecution case, the user of 095 had therefore already left the AUM less than

two minutes after the beginning of the dusk prayer. This cannot be correlated with PRH056
statements, who - even though [REDACTED] does not remember whether the alleged
meeting between [REDACTED] and 'Mohammed' would have happened in December 2004
or January 2005 - consistently declared that, as a result of this alleged meeting,
[REDACTED] came 'late at night, contrary to his habit' 769 and was 'late for dinner' .770
349.

Even if this alleged meeting had occurred at the evening prayer, at 18:09 on 7 January

2005, this does not correlate with 095's activity, which activated SFEIR2, 771 in Dahiyeh, at
17:15 and 17:59.
•

350.

No correlation can be established between PRH056 and [REDACTED]

The Prosecution contends that PRH056 's evidence is also corroborated by

[REDACTED]. 772 For the reasons detailed below, [REDACTED].
351.

Even if the Chamber were to give [REDACTED] evidence any weight and found that

[REDACTED], this does not corroborate the alleged encounter between Abu-Adass and a
person, possibly different, also posing as 'Mohammed'. [REDACTED]. 773 [REDACTED].
None of this evidence corroborates the evidence of PRH056, PRH636, PRH087 or
RAMADAN.
352.

In any event, [REDACTED]. Abu-Adass did not provide any evidence. His

[REDACTED] and friend's hearsay evidence does not contain any description of
'Mohammed.' The physical features of the 'Mohammed' Abu-Adass allegedly encountered
cannot be compared [REDACTED].
767

20170323 - STL-11-01 T T351 - OFF- PUB - EN - 90:19-25.

768

4D00339;4D00331.

769

5D00474,500 11577;5D00475,50008269;P02129,300 144.

770

P02128,L0005304-L0005305.

771

4D00331 ,4D00336.

772

[REDACTED]

773

[REDACTED].
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353.

The purpose for which the Prosecution has relied on the evidence of [REDACTED]

has evolved. The Prosecution initially used [REDACTED] 774 and to support the allegation
that Mr.Oneissi was 'Mohammed'. 775 The Prosecution now submits that the Chamber no
longer needs to establish the precise identity of 'Mohammed' whose role in Abu-Adass'
abduction is no longer identified. 776 This is a clear admission that the Prosecution cannot
prove beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi is 'Mohammed'.

4.

Conclusion: PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN should be disregarded as
devoid of weight

354.

PRH056, PRH636 and RAMADAN's written statements, which go to proof of the

acts and conduct of the accused, should never have been admitted as evidence of the
'Mohammed story', let alone as evidence of Mr.Oneissi's alleged involvement in the
disappearance of Abu-Adass.
355.

Their hearsay account, possibly fabricated, could never be tested by the Defence for

its numerous imprecisions and inconsistencies. None of the allegations it purportedly support
regarding the alleged meeting or meetings between Abu-Adass and 'Mohammed' can
possibly be established on the basis of these declarations, which should be disregarded as
devoid of weight.
356.

No correlation or link can be established with the other evidence adduced by the

Prosecution and there is no other additional evidence establishing the 'Mohammed story' or
Mr.Oneissi' s involvement therein.
C. There is no additional evidence establishing the 'Mohammed story' or

Mr.Oneissi's alleged involvement therein
357.

[REDACTED].

358.

[REDACTED]. 777 778

779 780

774

[REDACTED].

775

F2720,para.23 ;PTB,paras.122-123 ;F3587 ,para.12;F3577 ,Annex-B,para.6( d);PFTB,paras.517 -518.

776

F3577,Annex-B,para.6(d);PFTB,paras.517-518.

777

[REDACTED].

778

[REDACTED].
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359.

[REDACTED].
1.
1.

[REDACTED]

[REDACTED]

360.

[REDACTED]. 781

361.

[REDACTED]. 782 783

362.

[REDACTED]. 784

363.

[REDACTED]. 785

364.

[REDACTED]. 786 787 [REDACTED] Ibrahim Al-Masri, the then Deputy Secretary-

General of Jamaa Islamiya a Sunni religious and political movement affiliated to the Muslim
brotherhood. 788 [REDACTED]. 789
365.

[REDACTED].79o 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 8oo

779

[REDACTED].

780

[REDACTED].

781

[REDACTED].

782

[REDACTED].

783

[REDACTED].

784

[REDACTED].

ns [REDACTED].
n 6 [REDACTED].
787

[REDACTED].

788

20150710 STL-11-01 T Tl70 OFF PUB EN 62:8-63:12.

789

[REDACTED].

790

[REDACTED].

791

[REDACTED].

792

[REDACTED].

793

[REDACTED].

794

[REDACTED].

795

[REDACTED].

796

[REDACTED].

797

[REDACTED].

798

[REDACTED].
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366.

[REDACTED].8oi 802 803 804 8os

367.

[REDACTED]. 806 807 808 809 8Io 811 812

368.

[REDACTED].
11.

[REDACTED]

369.

[REDACTED]. 813 814

370.

[REDACTED].81s 816 817

371.

[REDACTED].
111.

[REDACTED]

372.

[REDACTED].

373.

[REDACTED]. 818 819 820 821

799

[REDACTED].

ROO

[REDACTED].

ROI

[REDACTED].

ROl

[REDACTED].

R03

[REDACTED].

R0 4

[REDACTED].

ROS

[REDACTED].

R06

[REDACTED].

807

[REDACTED].

ROR

[REDACTED].

R09

[REDACTED].

RIO

[REDACTED].

811

[REDACTED].

812

[REDACTED].

m [REDACTED].
Rl 4

[REDACTED].

RIS

[REDACTED].

816

[REDACTED].

817

[REDACTED].

818

[REDACTED].

Rl 9

[REDACTED].
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374.

[REDACTED]. 822

375.

[REDACTED]. 823

824 825

376.

[REDACTED]. 826

827 828 829 830

lV.

[REDACTED]

377.

[REDACTED].

378.

[REDACTED]. 831

832 833 834 835 836

379.

[REDACTED]. 837

838 839 840

380.

[REDACTED]. 841

842 843

820

[REDACTED].

821

[REDACTED].

822

[REDACTED].

823

[REDACTED].

824

[REDACTED].

825

[REDACTED].

826

[REDACTED].

827

[REDACTED].

828

[REDACTED].

829

[REDACTED].

830

[REDACTED].

831

[REDACTED].

832

[REDACTED].

833

[REDACTED].

834

[REDACTED].

835

[REDACTED].

836

[REDACTED].

837

[REDACTED].

838

[REDACTED].

839

[REDACTED].

840

[REDACTED].

841

[REDACTED].

842

[REDACTED].

843

[REDACTED].
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381.

[REDACTED]. 844

382.

[REDACTED]. 845

846 847

383 .

[REDACTED]. 848

849 850 851

v.

[REDACTED]

384.

[REDACTED]. 852

385.

In April 2005, Ibrahim Al-Masri was the Deputy Secretary General of Jamaa

Islamiya, while his son, Omar Al-Masri was in charge of Rabitat, the youth movement of
Jamaa Islamiya. 853 [REDACTED]
386.

[REDACTED]. 854

855 856

387.

[REDACTED]. 857

858

[REDACTED]. BEN-JEDDO, familiar with the Jamaa

Islamiya, 859 agreed that Rabitat was its youth movement; 860 [REDACTED]. 861

844

[REDACTED].

845

[REDACTED].

846

[REDACTED].

847

[REDACTED].

R4R

[REDACTED].

R49

[REDACTED].

850

[REDACTED].

851

[REDACTED].

852

[REDACTED].

RS 3

[REDACTED];BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710_STL-11-01_T_Tl70_OFF _PUB_EN_71: 19-72:8.

854

[REDACTED].

855

[REDACTED].

856

[REDACTED].

857 [REDACTED].
RSR

[REDACTED].

R59

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710 STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN- 62:8-63:12.

860

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN - 72:2-8.

861 [REDACTED]
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[REDACTED], 862

388.

863

Jamaa Islamiya is an Islamic movement involved in politics. 864

The Jamaa Islamiya MP, Assad Harmouche, was considered to be relatively close to Hariri's
Future Movement. 865
389.

[REDACTED].
v1.

390.

Jamaa Islamiva's reactions after the claim of responsibility
According to BEN -JEDDO, the responsibility claim for the assassination of Hariri - a

prominent Sunni Muslim -by a fundamentalist Islamic group would have been embarrassing
for Jamaa Islamiya; 866 it was natural for Jamaa Islamiya to doubt that an Islamic group had
killed Hariri. 867 [REDACTED]. 868
391.

[REDACTED] should be seen in light of Jamaa Islamiya 's presence in Tariq-el-

Jdideh where Abu-Adass resided, 869 and its interest in knowing the Islamic environment
prevailing in their domain. 870 [REDACTED]. 871
392.
Vll.

[REDACTED]. 873
[REDACTED]

393.

[REDACTED]. 874

875

394.

[REDACTED]. 876

877 878 879

R62

872

[REDACTED].

R63 [REDACTED].

864

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 -T-Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN - 62:10-11.

865

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN - 29:2-30:2.

866

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN - 34:14-35:19.

R67

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN- 36:1-11.

868

[REDACTED].

869

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF - PUB - EN - 55:19-56:6.

870

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150710- STL-11-01 T Tl70- OFF- PUB - EN - 56:17-57:4.

871

[REDACTED].

Rn [REDACTED].
R73

[REDACTED].

874

[REDACTED].

875

[REDACTED].
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395.
vm.

[REDACTED]. 880
[REDACTED]

396.

[REDACTED].

397.

[REDACTED].

398.

[REDACTED]. 881

882

399.

[REDACTED]. 883

884

400.

[REDACTED]. 885

886 887 888 889 890 891 892

401.

[REDACTED]. 893

894 895 896 897

402.

[REDACTED].

876

[REDACTED].

877

[REDACTED].

878

[REDACTED].

879

[REDACTED].

880

[REDACTED].

881

[REDACTED].

882

[REDACTED].

883

[REDACTED].

884

[REDACTED].

885

[REDACTED].

886

[REDACTED].

887

[REDACTED]

888

[REDACTED].

889

[REDACTED].

890

[REDACTED].

891

[REDACTED].

892

[REDACTED].

893

[REDACTED].

894

[REDACTED].

895

[REDACTED]

896

[REDACTED].

897

[REDACTED].
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1x.

Conclusion

403.

[REDACTED]. 898

404.

[REDACTED]. 899

405.

[REDACTED].

2.

[REDACTED]

406.

[REDACTED]. 900

407.

[REDACTED] 'Mohammed' as being a Muslim orphan raised in a Christian

orphanage in East Beirut, who wished to move to the Tariq-el-Jdideh area. 901
[REDACTED]. 902
408.

[REDACTED].

409.

[REDACTED]. More so, smce Abu-Adass had already seen 'Mohammed'

[REDACTED], 903 was attending the Mosque five times a day, 904 [REDACTED]. 905

3.

No correlation can be established between 095's CDRs [REDACTED]

410.

[REDACTED].

411.

[REDACTED]. 906

412.

The first and second Mondays of January 2005 have respective dates of 3 and 10

January. The Prosecution does not allege that 095 activated COLA or any cells in Tariq-elJdideh on 10 January 2005. On 3 January 2005, 095 activated COLA on a single occasion-

R9R

[REDACTED].

899

[REDACTED].

900

[REDACTED].

901

PFTB,paras.510, [REDACTED].

902

[REDACTED].

903

[REDACTED].

904

PFTB,para.509,fn.1055.

905

[REDACTED].

906

[REDACTED].
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at 14:44. 907 The noon prayer on that day started at 11:43. 908 095's calls immediately before
and after the noon prayer do not activate COLA or any other cell in Tariq-el-Jdideh. 909 In
fact, the call that follows the noon prayer occurs at 12:22 and activates a cell site in Aramoun
-a village over ten kilometres south of Beirut. 910 PLATT himself conceded that there was 'no
correlation' between 095 's CDRs on 3 January 2005 and the relevant evidence in relation to
. 911
the meetmg.
413.

He also conceded, in relation to the sole COLA call, that the CDRs indicated that 095

was travelling at the time of the COLA activation. 912 Indeed, twenty minutes prior, 095 had
activated a cell in South Beirut (MIKAEL2), and within 30 minutes of the COLA activation,
095 was again activating a cell in South Beirut (SFEIR3). 913
414.

[REDACTED]. 914 The relevant Wednesdays have respective dates of 5 and 12

January 2005. 095 does not activate COLA or any cells in Tariq-el-Jdideh on either of those
days.
415.

It simply cannot be said that the CDR's timelines correlate with this [REDACTED].

416.

PLATT's evidence in relation to 095's COLA activations amounts to nothing more

than speculation, given that it does not correlate with, or even correspond to, the evidence of
witnesses in relation to the timing of the presence of 'Mohammed' at the AUM.
417.

[REDACTED].

418.

[REDACTED].

907

PO 1223,D0388885;PLATT/PRH147:4D00332.

908

PLATT/PRH147:4D00332.

909

PLATT/PRH147:4D00332;20170323 _STL-11-01_T_T351_OFF_PUB _EN,85: 14-23.

910

PLATT/PRH147:4D00332;PO 1152,D0471330-D0471331('DOHAT2');PO 1782,para.463.

911

PLATT/PRH147:20170324- STL-11-01 T T352- OFF - PRY- EN- 3:16-21.

912

PLATT/PRH147:20170324- STL-11-01 T T352- OFF - PRY- EN- 3:10-15.

913

PLATT/PRH147:4D00332.

914

[REDACTED].
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D. The Prosecution has failed to establish any link between 'Mohammed' and
Mr.Oneissi
419.

The Defence has consistently challenged the 'identification' related evidence

[REDACTED], 915 and the Chamber 'is aware of the pitfalls of identification evidence,
especially that made some years after the event, and will carefully assess the evidence in this
light' .916
420.

Independently of the Prosecution's backtrackings from the limited weight that it had

allocated to the identification of Mr.Oneissi, the photoboard [REDACTED] 917

918

should be

accorded no weight, as the photoboard was improperly constructed and incorrectly
administered. 919 In any case, [REDACTED]; or that Mr.Oneissi introduced himself as
'Mohammed' to Abu-Adass.
421.

The Defence, when requesting the [REDACTED], presented jurisprudence in relation

to the evaluation of photo board identification evidence, 920 to which the Defence refers the
Chamber.
422.

The ICTY Appeals Chamber has held that 'visual identification evidence is a category

of evidence which is particularly liable to error. Errors may occur even with the most honest,
confident, and apparently impressive witnesses. Wrongful convictions based upon mistaken
eyewitness identifications have been known to result. Therefore, visual identification
evidence is treated with very special care. ' 921
423.

The following

factors

have been considered in evaluating the photoboard

identification of an accused (1) whether the photograph was clear enough and matched the
description of the accused at the time of the events; (2) whether the accused blended with or
stood out among the foils; (3) whether a long time had elapsed between the sighting of the
accused and the photo spread identification; (4) whether the identification was made

915

[REDACTED].

916

F3055,paras.32,40-41.

917

[REDACTED].

91 R

[REDACTED].

919

[REDACTED].

920

[REDACTED];ICTY ,Kupreskic,Al ,paras.34,39.

921

ICTY ,Limaj,Judgement,para.17.
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immediately and with confidence; (5) whether there were opportunities for the witness to
become familiar with the accused prior to his identification, be it in person or through the
media; and (6) whether the procedure may in some way have encouraged the witness to make
a positive identification despite some uncertainty or encouraged the witness to identify the
accused rather than someone else. 922
424.

The Chamber heard Prof SPORER, an expert witness in eyewitness identification. 923

His testimony provided valuable scientific insight on the intricacies of eyewitness
identification procedures and highlighted instances of deficiency in the photoboard's
construction and administration [REDACTED] and their effect on its outcome. 924 When
certain factors from similar studies are present, the identification is more likely correct, while
the majority of factors similar to those used in this case led to inaccurate decisions. 925
1.

425.

The photoboard has been improperly constructed

The Defence when requesting the [REDACTED] set out factual background of the

photoboard construction, 926 to which the Defence refers the Chamber.
426.

Scientifically evidence-based guidelines and 'best-practice solutions' have been

developed over the years in relation to optimising photoboard identifications, with a view to
minimizing errors, while maximising correct identifications. 927 It is unclear whether the
Prosecution ever used or was aware of these guidelines; there is no mention thereof in the
related evidence. 928 In order to obtain good evidence, these guidelines should be followed;
ignoring them reduces the value of evidence. 929

922

ICTY,Limaj,Judgement,para.19;ICTY,Lukic&Lukic,AJ,para.137;ICTY,Popovic,Judgement,para.55.

923 F3629,para.4;SPORER/OH0-001 :20 180514_STL-11-01_T_ T426 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ 21:425 ;4000541 ;4000542.

924

SPORER/OH0-00 1:4000540;4000543.

925

SPORER/OH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 -T-T428 - OFF- CONF - EN- 26:22-27:10.

926 [REOACTEO];LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334658;4000551,10T4-0072-10T40072 _ TS _ U_EN, 10:3-29,15:9,10: 19-21,12:29-31,25:24-26:7;LANZI/PRH662:4000178,6028663960286640;P00507,60309331;PRH539:20160916_STL-11-01_T_T294_OFF_CONF_EN_14:4-14:20,17:720: 12,21:15-22:19.

SPORER/OH0-001 :20180514_STL-11-01_T_T426_OFF_PUB_EN_35:3-5,36:5-23;4000540,10T42243(COR2)-1 OT 4-2244(COR2);4000543, 1OT 4-3428(COR2) .4000289.

927

92 RSPORER/OH0-001

:4000540,1DT4-2311(COR2)-1DT4-2313(COR2);20180514_STL-1101 T T426- OFF- PUB - EN - 36:19-23.
929

SPORER/OH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF- CONF- EN - 75:15-18.
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1.

Problematic Aspects of the Organizational Structure and Experience of the Team
Responsible for the Photoboard Construction

427.

The team responsible for the construction of the photoboard consisted of at least

twelve members 930 that communicated primarily via email, which is 'a large structure of
people who all gave their opinions' .931
428.

The hierarchical organisation and the email communication did not allow all team

members to have the same information and instructions given to some team members were
not known to others. 932 LANZI, who chose the photographs, was never provided with the
person descriptions given by different witnesses, 933 but only with the pool of photographs and
was merely informed of the importance of Messrs Oneissi and Sabra without knowing that all
the photographs were of potential persons-of-interest. 934 LAROCHE reviewed the photos
selected after LANZI had chosen them. 935
429.

WILLIAMS was unaware of or misapplied basic principles of eyewitness

identification. 936 LANZI 'had no experience in drawing up photo-boards'; he required basic
instructions about how to draw one, and would ask that the individual requesting the creation
of one to validate his work. 937 LAROCHE's lack of experience in this area is evident: he did
not 'think there is an international procedure for making photo boards'; 938 he was not aware
'of any scientific publication, best practice manual'; 939 they 'followed what common sense
told [them]'. 940

930 LANZIIPRH662:4D00178,60286636:WILLIAMS-LANZI-LAROCHE;

[REDACTED];60286639:KAMEIBuckley-[REOACTEO]; 60286640: [REOACTEO]TA YLOR;60286641 :BK-Kelly;20161129_ STL-llOl_T_T3ll_OFF_CONF_EN_9:11-25).
931

SPORER/OH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 56:22-24.

932

SPORER/OH0-00 1:4000540, 1DT4-2315(COR2).

933

LANZIIPRH662:20150714- STL-11-01 -T-T172- OFF- PUB - EN- 79:8-11.

934 SPORER/OHO-OO 1:4000540, 1DT4-2314(COR2);LANZI/PRH662:20150715_ STL-11-

01 T Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN - 58:2-7.
935

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000551 ,1DT4-0072-1DT4-0072_ TS _ U_ EN,29:21-22.

936

SPORER/OH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 51:24-52:4.

937

LANZIIPRH662:20150714- STL-11-01 -T-T172- OFF- PUB - EN- 52:13-25.

93 R LAROCHE/DH0-006 :4 D005 51, lDT 4-0072-1 DT 4-0072 _ TS _ U_EN ,27: 13

.

939

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000551, 1DT4-0072-1DT4-0072_ TS _ U_ EN,28:21-22.

940

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000551, 1DT4-0072-1DT4-0072_ TS _ U_ EN,27:23.
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430.

According to Prof SPORER, because of the 'own-ethnicity effect' and LAROCHE,

LANZI and WILLIAMS' lack of facial expertise, a fair photo board could have been
constructed only by someone from that country; i.e. Lebanon. 941
n.
431.

Problematic Aspects of the Pool of Photos Used for the Photoboard Construction
The validity of the photoboard's construction was compromised by the fact that the

pool of photographs from which the fillers were selected was composed entirely of personsof-interest to the investigation, 942 whose documents were scanned with the sole objective to
collect fingerprints and compare them to those found at the crime scene. 943
432.

Out of the 103 passport applications, almost half were of individuals with the same

surnames as four of the accused persons: 16 had the surname 'Ayyash'; 944 14 the surname
'Badreddine'; 945 ten the surname 'Sabra'; 946 while seven bore the surname 'Issa'
(Mr.Oneissi's former surname). 947
433.

At that time, the Prosecution had attributed certain telephone numbers to Messrs

Sabra and Oneissi, 948 and was suspecting that their brothers may have accessed these
telephone numbers. 949 In this sense, Messrs Sabra, Oneissi and their brothers were all
'suspects' and their documents were included in the 103 scans obtained by LAROCHE. 950

941 SPORER/OH0-00 1:4000540, 1DT4-2298(COR2)-1DT4-2303(COR2); 1DT4-2337(COR2)-1DT 4-

2338(COR2);20180515 _STL-11-01_T_T427_OFF _PUB _EN_51: 19-24.
942 LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000551 ,1DT4-0072-1DT4-0072_ TS _ U_EN, 10:15-21 ;PRH539:20 160916_ STL-1101 T T294- OFF- PRY- EN- 18:22-19:3.
943

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF- PRY- EN - 54:15-55:13.

944

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334660-00334661,00334664,00334 729.

945

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334659,00334663-00334664.

946

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334658-00334659.

947

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334658,00334661-00334662,00334731.

94 R LANZIIPRH662:4000178,60286639;5000414.
949

LANZI/PRH662:4000178,60286639.

950

LAROCHE/OH0-006:4000552,00334658.
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111.

434.

The principle of Single-Suspect Photoboard was violated
Prof SPORER analysed the fundamental principle: a photoboard should contain only

a single suspect; all fillers have to be known to be innocent. 951 Placing more than one or only
suspects in a photoboard would render it a multiple-choice test where every answer is correct,
increasing the chances of selecting a suspect by mere guessing. 952 If there are more suspects
for the same criminal act, there should be a different photoboard for each of them. 953 Only a
single suspect photoboard unanimously allows [ ... ] to draw a conclusion about the potential
actorship or identity of suspects and the person identified. 954
435.

The photoboard [REDACTED]

contained the pictures of:

(i) the accused

Mr.Oneissi; 955 (ii) the accused Sabra; 956 (iii) Nemr Sabra- brother of the accused Sabra; 957
and (iv) Ali Sabra- brother of the accused Sabra. 958 Thus, there were at least four suspects in
the photoboard [REDACTED].
436.

Moreover, the photoboard contained the photographs of Mr.Oneissi's brother in

law, 959 the cousin (son of the sister of the father) of Sabra's wife, 960 the son of the accused
Ayyash961 and two nephews of the deceased and now alleged unindicted co-perpetrator
Badreddine. 962

951 SPORER/DH0-001 :20180514_STL-11-01_T_T426_OFF_PUB _EN_39: 11-14;4D00540,1DT4-

2318(COR2)-1DT4-2320(COR2).
952

SPORER/DH0-001:20180514- STL-11-01 T T426 - OFF- PUB - EN - 40:19-22.

953

SPORER/DH0-001 :20180514_STL-11-01_T_T426_OFF_PUB _EN_42:3-9;44:7-13.

954

SPORER/DH0-001:20180514- STL-11-01 T T426- OFF- PUB - EN - 43:5-20

955

LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457386,No.4.

956

LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457384,No.10.

LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457386,No.3;4D00176,59000318-59000319(Translation error of the first name
in the English version);20150715 _STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl73 _OFF _pUB_EN_SO: 10-50:17.
957

95 RLANZIIPRH662:P00508,D0457386,N o .7;4DOO 176,59000304-59000305;20 150715 _ STL-1101_T_Tl73_OFF_PUB_EN_50: 10-50:17;4D00178,60286639.
959 LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457384,No.9;4DOO 176,59002887 -59002888;20150715 _ STL-1101 T Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN - 52:2-52:5.
960 LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457384,No.5;4DOO 176,59003217 -59003218;20150715 _ STL-11-

01 T Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN- 52:6-52:19.
961 LANZIIPRH662:P00508,D0457384,N o .8;4DOO 176,59002797 -59002798;20 150715 _ STL-11-

01 T Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN- 51:18-51:24.
962 LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457384,Nos.4&11 ;4DOO 176,59002831-59002832,59002867-

59002868;20150715 _STL-11-01_T_Tl73 _OFF _PUB _EN_51 :5-51:14.
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437.

While the inclusion in the photoboard of the brothers of Messrs Oneissi and Sabra

was suggested, 963 WILLIAMS having received advice from the Prosecution 'Shield' legal
team, cautioned against this: 'these other persons can NOT be included in the same
photoboard as [ ... ] SABRA and[ ... ] ONEISSI'. 964 WILLIAMS recognized that 'there is a
huge risk if there are multiple' suspects in the same photoboard. 965 However, these personsof-interest, as well as relatives of Messrs Oneissi and Sabra appear in the photoboard.
WILLIAMS, unaware that the pool of photographs uniquely contained persons-of-interest, 966
conceded that if he had known, he would have raised it with the investigative management. 967
438.

LANZI stated that he included these photographs 'by chance'; 968 this cannot be the

case. Drawing fillers from a 'fairly restricted sample' of photographs -as noted by Judge
Braidy-inevitably resulted in the inclusion of solely persons-of-interest, including relatives of
Messrs Oneissi and Sabra. 969
439.

There is no indication that a check was conducted regarding whether the photoboard

contained any other person-of-interest; instead the photoboards were validated the same
day. 970 A superficial check based on the names could have been conducted. 971 WILLIAMS
was not familiar with the surnames of Badreddine and Ayyash, but he knew the surnames of
Oneissi and Sabra. 972
440.

Prof SPORER noted this incident and commented that the creation of the photoboard

was done in a rush, within a day. 973 He explained that the fact that the pool of photographs
was created during a mission to collect fingerprints indicates that these were persons-of-

963

LANZI/PRH662:4DOO 178,60286639.

964

LANZI/PRH662:4DOO 178,60286639.

965

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 -T-T310- OFF- CONF- EN - 35:23-36:2.

966 WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128_STL-11-01_T_T310_OFF_CONF _EN_83: 10-16;20161129_STL-1101 T T311 - OFF- PRY- EN - 17:22-18:5.
967

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161129 - STL-11-01 T T311 - OFF- PRY- EN - 20:6-20:17.

968

LANZI/PRH662:20150715 - STL-11-01 T Tl73 - OFF - PUB - EN - 61:19-22.

969

LANZI/PRH662:20150715 - STL-11-01 T Tl73 - OFF - PUB - EN - 61:23-62:4.

970

LANZIIPRH662:4DOO 178,60286637.

971

LANZIIPRH662:4D00178,60286637,60286642-60286644.

972

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161129 - STL-11-01 -T-T311 - OFF- CONF- EN 19:1-25.

973

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF - PUB - EN - 60:19-61:9.
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interest and the inclusion of their photographs in the photoboard violated the single suspect
principle. 974
441.

The Chamber has already recognised that this is unusual practice that could damage

the Prosecution's own use of the photoboards. 975 Indeed, the photoboard was constructed in
violation of a cardinal principle and, as such, cannot have any probative value.
1v.

The principle of Similarity Matching was misapplied and is on its own insufficient
to guarantee a fair photoboard

442.

There are two main strategies for selecting fillers: (1) the similarity-to-suspect and (b)

the match-to-description strategy. 976
443.

With regards to the similarity-to-suspect strategy, the scope is to include plausible

fillers, so as to avoid quick eliminations based on discrepancies from the witness' memory. 977
Judging the similarity of two faces is a highly subjective process. 978
444.

The only instruction given to LANZI was to 'retrieve, if possible, images of faces of

individuals with similar visual characteristics' .979 LANZI, with no experience in photoboard
construction, or knowledge of the scientific principles of identification, selected the
photographs simply relying on his subjective impression of similarity. 980 This resulted in a
lack of resemblance between Mr.Oneissi and the fillers of the photo board.

•
445.

Heterogeneity in Age
Mr.Oneissi was born m February 1974, 981 and would have been 31 years old in

January 2005. He would have been around 28 years old on the photograph used for the

974

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 57:8-24.

975

[REDACTED].

976

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2322(COR2).

977

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 69:6-13.

978 SPORER/DH0-001 :4D00540,1DT4-2328(COR2);20180515 _STL-11-01_T_T427 _OFF _PUB _EN_73:2574:8.
979

LANZIIPRH662:4D00178,60286636.

no SPORER/DH0-001 :4D00540, 1DT4-2323(COR2).

LANZI/PRH662:20150715 _STL-11-01_T_T 173 _OFF _PUB _EN_35: 19-35:25;4D00176,5900301959003020.

981
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photoboard. 982 Based on the similarity matching principle, the fillers should have been of
similar age to Mr.Oneissi; they were not.
446.

LANZI did not check the ages of the individuals in the photoboard. 983 Consequently,

he included photographs of individuals whose ages varied widely. 984 In one instance, two
individuals could have been grandfather and grandson. 985 WILLIAMS never ensured that the
ages of the fillers were taken into account. 986
447.

The 'variability was so large that many of the lineup members were not really

plausible foils in terms of the requirements of those guidelines'. 987 Seven out of the 11 fillers
of photoboard A -containing the photograph of Mr.Oneissi-, were between 19-24 years
old. 988 The average age of the photographs of the fillers was 23.9 years. 989 The fact that there
were a few people who were much younger than Mr.Oneissi 'simply should not have
happened' .990
448.

The age at the time of the observation (2005) is also of importance. The ages of the

fillers vary between 23 and 40 years.

991

Even if the mean is 31.5 years, statistical calculations

demonstrate that the fillers outside the range 28.82-34.18 years should not have been in the
photoboard; 992 this would amount to five out of the 11 fillers, 993 reducing the plausible foils
to six.

982 WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 _ STL-11-01_T_ T31 0_OFF _PRY_ EN _77: 12-15;78:36;LANZIIPRH662:4DOO 176,590030 19-59003020;SPORER/DHO-OO 1:4D00540, 1DT 4-2325(COR2).

n 3 LANZI/PRH662:20150715_STL-11-01_T_Tl73_0FF _PUB_EN_21:3-21:8;23:5.
984 LANZI/PRH662:20150715 _STL-11-01_T_T 173 _OFF _PUB _EN_62: 14-64:20;65:8-65: 10;74: 13-

74: 15;74:21;4000176.
985 LANZI/PRH662:20150715 _ STL-11-01_T_ T 173 _OFF _PUB_ EN_63: 17-64:2;64: 1264: 17;P00508,D0457384,No.7 ,D0457386,Nos.6&9.
986

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF- PRY- EN - 75:4-76:13.

987

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 57:25-58:9.

988

SPORER/DH0-001 :4000540, 1DT4-2327(COR2),Nos.A02,A03,A05,A07,A08,A1 O,A11.

989

SPORER/OH0-001 :4000540, 1DT4-2327(COR2).

990

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 68:5-8.

991

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT 4-2327(COR2).

992 SPORER/OH0-001 :20180515 _STL-11-01_T_T427 _OFF _PUB _EN_67:9-24;4000540,1DT4-2327(COR2).
993

SPORER/OH0-001 :4000540, 1DT4-2327(COR2),Nos.AO 1,A02,A06,A09,A11.
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•
449.

Dissimilarity in the physical characteristics
In the photograph that was used for the photoboard [REDACTED], Mr.Oneissi

appeared to have olive skin, brown eyes, a distinctive fringe, facial stubble, prominent ears
.
an d a promment
mono brow. 994
450.

The differences in the physical appearances of the photographs in the photo board are

significant and demonstrate that the similarity-to-suspect technique supposedly followed by
LANZI was misapplied.
451.

The Chamber independently pointed out certain of these differences. 995 Despite

having a monobrow as a distinguishing feature, 996 Mr.Oneissi was shown together with
individuals whose eyebrows had a marked separation, except for two individuals who were
evidently much younger. 997 Three individuals had moustaches while Mr.Oneissi had none. 998
Although Mr.Oneissi had a shadow beard, 999 he was shown alongside at least three clean
shaven individuals, 1000 and one with a 'gingery beard' . 1001 While Mr.Oneissi had brown
eyes, 1002 two fillers had blue-green 1003 or green eyes. 1004 Despite Mr.Oneissi having olive
skin, the complexion of one of the fillers was markedly pale. 1005 Only the maternal relative of
the accused Sabra has a fringe similar to Mr.Oneissi 's, albeit more pronounced. 1006 The

994

LANZIIPRH662:P00508,D0457386,No.4.

995

LANZIIPRH662:20150715_STL-11-01_T_Tl73 OFF _PUB_EN_44:3-6;74:4-6.

996

LANZI/PRH662:20150715_STL-11-01_T_Tl73_0FF _PUB_EN_43:10-43:21;P00508,D0457386,No.4.

997 LANZI/PRH662:20150715 _STL-11-01_T_T 173 _OFF _PUB _EN_43:22-44:6;59:3-

11;P00508,D0457386,No.11&D0457385,No.7.
998 LANZI/PRH662:20150715 _STL-11-01_T_T 173 _OFF _PUB _EN_45: 18-45:20;73: 16;P00508,D0457386,Nos.1 ,6&9;4000 177, 1DT4-0381.
999

LANZIIPRH662:20150715 - STL-11-01 T Tl73 - OFF - PUB - EN- 44:7-11.

1000 LANZI/PRH662:20150715

STL-11-01 T Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN - 44:2244:24;P00508,D0457386,Nos.3, 7& 10.
1001 LANZI!PRH662:20150715 STL-11-01 T Tl73 OFF PUB EN 73:23-74:3;P00508,D0457385,No.4;4DOO 177, 1DT4-0382.
1002

LANZIIPRH662:20150715_STL-11-01_T_Tl73_OFF_PUB_EN_73:25;P00508,D0457386,No.4.

1003 LANZI/PRH662:20150715

STL-11-01 -T-Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN - 73:2374:3;P00508,D0457385,No.4,4D00177,1DT4-0382.
1004 LANZIIPRH662:20150715

STL-11-01 -T-Tl73 - OFF- PUB - EN- 76:25;P00508,D0457385,No.3;4D00177, 1DT4-0385.
1005 LANZIIPRH662:20150715 STL-11-01 T Tl73 OFF PUB EN 76:6-7;P00508,D0457385,No.3;4D00177,1DT4-0385.
1006

LANZI/PRH662:P00508,D0457385,No.5,D0457386,No.4.
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remaining fillers had varying hairstyles. 1007 Also, despite Mr.Oneissi not having a mole, one
of the pictures contained a photo ofMr.Oneissi's brother-in-law who had a prominent mole,
which had not been concealed. 1008 Additionally, Mr.Oneissi stood out from the photoboard as
the only individual with a monobrow and prominent ears.
452.

LANZI's subjective judgments of similarity combined with the impact of the own-

ethnicity effect described above led to the construction of a photoboard with high
dissimilarity in physical characteristics and an obvious heterogeneity in age. Noting that the
similarity to suspect strategy was the sole principle taken into consideration for the
construction of the photoboard, not only it is insufficient, but also it was evidently
misapplied.
v.
•

453.

Match-to-Description Strategy
Importance of Person Descriptions for the Selection ofLineup Foils

Prof SPORER further cautioned against the danger of the mere similarity based

strategy as creating a tendency towards the suspect. 1009 Although similarity is an important
aspect of the photoboard fairness, it must not go to the extreme. 1010 The best solution is to
combine the similarity-to-suspect to the descriptions of the suspect and to select individuals
with features stemming from the descriptions, 1011 so as to gear the witness towards his
original observation. 1012 All the photoboard members should share these features. 1013 In this
way the choices are distributed around and the witness can decide whether the person in the
photoboard was the person seen at the original event solely based on his memory. 1014
Empirical evidence demonstrates that the description strategy leads to better results in terms

1007 LANZIIPRH662:P00508,D0457385,Nos.3&11 :significantly shorter hair;P00508,D0457385,No.10-possibly
Nos.3&8: 'widow's peak'.
100R

LANZIIPRH662:20150715_STL-11-01_T_Tl73_OFF_PUB_EN_78: 14-20;P00508,D0457385,No.9.

1009
1010

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 T T427 OFF PUB EN 74:17-19.
SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 36:21-22.

1011

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 37:10-15.

1012

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 74:15-75:6.

1013

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 36:25-37:1.

1014

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 75:9-11.
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of probative value. 1015 When descriptions of multiple witnesses differ from each other, each
witness should be given a different photoboard prepared based on his description. 1016
454.

The photoboard was shown to five witnesses in total: [REDACTED], PRH087, DH0-

003, DH0-004, and DH0-005; all of whom had provided a certain description of a person
that was seen with Abu-Adass at (in or around) the Mosque. 1017 Prof SPORER presented
comparatively the various descriptions [REDACTED] 1018 [REDACTED] of PRH087, DH0003 and DH0-004 in Fig.2.05, 1019 which are not consistent with each other.
455.

It is unclear whether all witnesses saw and described the same person, 1020 in which

case, the investigators should not have used the same photo board for all of them. 1021
456.

Furthermore, LANZI was not provided with any of these descriptions. 1022 When

confronted with the description [REDACTED]: 'thin, he was blond, 1023 he didn't have a
beard or a moustache, he was 20 or so years of age, about 25, his hair were dark and he had
blue eyes', he admitted that the photograph of Mr.Oneissi did not correspond to this
. . 1024
descnptwn.
457.

[REDACTED]. 1025

458.

[REDACTED]. 1026

1027 1028

LANZI was not provided with this sketch which shows a

person with a part in his hair; none of the individuals included in the photoboard share this
feature which should have been considered for the construction of the photoboard. 1029

1015

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 40:16-20.

1016

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 41:8-10.

1017 [REDACTED];PRH087:P00596,60303616;4D00213,L0005358;DH0-003:4D00545,60014902600 14903 ;4D00546,60 174038;DH0-004:4D00547 ,4D00548;DH0-005 :4D00549;4D00550.
1018

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2273(COR2).

1019

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2274(COR2);4D00544.

1020

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 44:4-13.

1021

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 45:7-9.

1022

LANZI/PRH662:20150715 - STL-11-01 T T173 - OFF- PUB - EN - 79:8-11.

1023

[REDACTED].

1024

LANZIIPRH662:20150715 - STL-11-01 T T173 - OFF- PUB - EN- 79:13-23.

1025

[REDACTED].

1026

[REDACTED].

1027

[REDACTED].
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459.

[REDACTED].Io3o 1031 1032

460.

[REDACTED]. 1033 1034

461.

Instead, not only should the descriptions have been provided to LANZI, but also

different photoboards should have been prepared for each witness. None of the descriptions
or the sketch [REDACTED] were used for the construction of the photo board. It follows that
the photographs in the photoboard do not match any description -not even the photograph of
Mr.Oneissi- and render the photoboard an unreliable basis for evidentiary conclusions.

•
462.

Potential Biases of Re-reading Person Descriptions before an Identification
Prof SPORER cautioned about inherent dangers of re-reading one's prior description

before an identification procedure. 1035 There is a risk that a witness identifies someone not
because he relied on his memory, but because this person fits the description that was read to
him. This is problematic when the description contains certain errors, in particular when it
occurs at a later time. 1036 If this information is used before an identification procedure, there
is a risk of misidentification because the wrong description elements prevail in the mind of
the witness. 1037
463.

Similarly, showing a sketch of the target person to the witness before an identification

procedure creates two images in his memory: that of the original observation and that of the
sketch. While these may co-exist, it is also argued that the memory of the sketch might
overwrite the original observation memory. 1038 In this case, all witnesses were reminded of

1028

[REDACTED].

1029

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 53:6-16.

1030

PFTB,para.517;fn.1076.

1031

[REDACTED].

1032

[REDACTED].

1033

[REDACTED].

1034

[REDACTED].

1035

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2347(COR2)-1 DT4-2348(COR2).

1036

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 31:23-33:7.

1037

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 29:23-30:3.

1038

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 52:9-53:5.
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their earlier descriptions. 1039 [REDACTED]. 1040 This practice further demonstrates the
improper administration ofthe photoboard identifications in this case, [REDACTED].
v1.
464.

Combining the Photoboards ofMr.Oneissi and Sabra
Despite the fact that two photoboards were created, they were presented together to all

five witnesses. [REDACTED]; 1041 further violating the single suspect photoboard principle.
465.

[REDACTED]. 1042 If the Prosecution wanted to link both Messrs Oneissi and Sabra to

the crime, two different photoboards should have been prepared and two different
identification procedures conducted. 1043
vn.

Left-Right Arrangement of Photoboards of Mr.Oneissi and Sabra and Focus of
Attention

466.

The photoboard was presented with a specific arrangement [REDACTED]. 1044 This

arrangement worsened the quality of the procedure, as not only were the photoboards
juxtaposed, but also the photographs of Messrs Oneissi and Sabra were both in the middle of
the photo board, where the natural focus of attention is.
467.

According to Prof SPORER, 1045 witnesses more often choose photographs that are in

the centre of a photoboard. 1046 Photoboard 'A' was initially the one containing the
photograph of Sabra, while photoboard 'B' was that of Mr.Oneissi. However, when
combined, their order was exchanged, resulting in a different display 1047 and moving the
suspects to the centre of the attention. 1048

1039 DH0-003 :4D00546,60174042;4D00546.1 ,p.1 ;DH0-004:4D00548,60 173923;DH0-

005 :4D00550,60 130433 ;PRH087 :P00597 ,6013044 7.
1040

[REDACTED].

1041

[REDACTED].

1042

[REDACTED].

1043

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 58:16-20.

1044

[REDACTED];PRH087:P00597 .1;DH0-005:4D00550.1.

1045

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 78:6-10.

SPORER/DHO-OO 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2349(COR2)-1DT 4-2350(COR2),20 180515_ STL-1101 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 81:6-9.
1046

SPORER/DH0-001 :20180515 _STL-11-01_T_T427 _OFF _PUB_EN_78: 11-16;4D00540,1DT42352(COR2).
1047

1048

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 79:3-4.
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468.

Placing the photographs of the suspects in the middle of a photoboard 'increases the

likelihood of false identifications by a factor of 2' .1049 Any identification attempt based on a
photoboard with such an inherent risk for misidentifications is not fair. Its outcome should
not be relied upon.
vn1.
469.

Conclusion
The construction of the photoboard violated many - if not all - of the related

principles derived from scientifically evidence-based guidelines. 1050 The similarity matching
principle is on its own insufficient to guarantee the fairness of a photoboard and was also
manifestly misapplied.
470.

The identification procedures in this case could be used as a case study of what not to

do when constructing a photoboard. 1051 In light of the above it is clear that the photoboard

[REDACTED] was improperly constructed and that the outcome of any identification attempt
using this photoboard bears no reliability whatsoever. On these grounds alone, the
photoboard [REDACTED] 1052

2.
1.
471.

1053

should be accorded no weight at all.

The photoboard was incorrectly administered [REDACTED]

Photoboard Instructions
All witnesses received the 'fear instruction' that the person they have seen may or

may not be in the photoboard, 1054 which encourages them to be cautious about their
choice, 1055 but should have been complemented by a confidence instruction 1056 and the option
to rate the confidence of the choice.

1057

1049

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF - PRY- EN - 80:2-9.

1050

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 55:13-17.

1051

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 59:13-23.

1052

[REDACTED]

1053

[REDACTED].

1054 [REDACTED];PRH087 :P00597 ,60 130450;DH0-003 :4D00546 .1 ;DH0-004:4D00548.1 ;DH0005:4D00550,60130437.
1055

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 -T-T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 10:9-14.

1056

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2363(COR2).

1057

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF - PUB - EN - 81:18-23.
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472.

When an identification attempt is held, the witness, simply by being asked to

participate, assumes that there must be a suspect included in the photoboard; in particular
when the crime is of a certain importance. 1058 In the present case, all witnesses were told that
this photoboard identification procedure was held in the context of the investigation of the
attack against Hariri, 1059 which by itself gives the whole setting a great importance and
responsibility for the witnesses.
473.

They were also instructed to take as much time as they needed. 1060 This is an

invitation to deliberate and to use an eliminative decision strategy. However, the goal is to
have automatic recognition decisions. 1061 [REDACTED]. 1062
11.

474.

1063

Double-blind Administration of Photoboards
An important prerequisite for a photoboard identification interview is double-blind

administration: the person administering the procedure should not know who the suspect
is. 1064 Knowing the suspect allows for non-verbal communication, which can be transmitted
unconsciously by the administrator. It is impossible to ascertain whether the witness picked
up any such signals. Verbal signs (i.e. comments) can also be transmitted. 1065 Failure to
adhere to this principle may increase the likelihood of false identifications. 1066 By being
blind, there is no possibility to influence somebody; when the administrator does not know
the answer, he cannot influence the witness either verbally and consciously or non-verbally
(signs, nods) either consciously or unconsciously. 1067
475.

WILLIAMS/PRH583 confirmed that [REDACTED], he was aware of the identity of

Messrs Oneissi and Sabra, how they fitted into the Prosecution's case theory and the fact that

1058

SPORER/DH0-001 :20180514_STL-11-01_T_T426_OFF _PUB _EN_51 :3-4,14-19.

1059

[REDACTED].

1060

[REDACTED].

1061

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516 STL-11-01 T T428 - PRY- EN - 4:3-17.

1062

[REDACTED].

1063

[REDACTED].

1064

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2358(COR2).

1065

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 58:24-59:9.

1066

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2360(COR2).

1067

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 98:16-99:3.
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PUBLIC

they were potential accused. 1068 He even conveyed the expectation that the right answer was
in the photoboard:

'to establish if the witnesses recognize ISSA or SABRA as

'Mohammed'' . 1069 Prof SPORER explained that this should not have happened. 1070 The
photoboard was his brainchild. 1071 He advised on its approval, 1072 while knowing that he
would be the one administering it. 1073 [REDACTED]. 1074
476.

[REDACTED].1o1s 1076 1on 1078 1079 1o8o 1081

477.

[REDACTED]. 1082 1083

478 .

[REDACTED].I084 1085 1086

479 .

[REDACTED].I087 1088 1089

480.

The principle of double blind administration is not a 'luxury that most investigations

can't afford' as suggested by WILLIAMS, 1090 but an absolute standard. 1091

1068

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF - CONF- EN - 12:9-12:20.

1069

LANZI/PRH662:4D00178,60286639.

1070

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 92:3-10.

1071

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF- CONF - EN - 32:25-33:3.

1072

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF- CONF- EN - 54:5-54:10.

1073

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161128 - STL-11-01 T T310- OFF- CONF - EN - 33:10-33:17.

1074

[REDACTED].

1075

[REDACTED].

1076

[REDACTED].

1077

[REDACTED].

1078

[REDACTED].

1079

[REDACTED].

1080

[REDACTED].

1081

[REDACTED].

1082

[REDACTED].

1083

[REDACTED].

1084

[REDACTED].

1085

[REDACTED].

1086

[REDACTED].

1087

[REDACTED].

1088

[REDACTED].

1089

[REDACTED].
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481.

[REDACTED]. 1092

482.

[REDACTED]. 1094
111.

483.

1093

Investigator-Witness Interactions
All witnesses were instructed not to ask the investigator any questions during the time

they were looking at the photographs because no help or guidance could be given. 1095
[REDACTED] 1096
1v.
484.

1097 1098

Potential Effects of the Appearance-Change Instructions Given to Witnesses
The witnesses were also given the 'appearance-change' warning instruction, 1099 which

has been shown empirically that it leads to a more lenient response criterion: witnesses were
more likely to choose an innocent suspect than when they were not given this instruction with
a ratio of 2: 1. Prof SPORER cautioned against its use. 11 00

3.
485.

Assessment of the outcome [REDACTED]

Identification decisions and their accuracy are affected by the following factors:

encoding, retention interval and retrieval stage. 1101
486.

The accuracy of a later identification is linked to the conditions under which the

encoding occurred, i.e. number of original encounters and estimated time. If there is a long

1090

WILLIAMS/PRH583:20161129- STL-11-01 T T311 - OFF- PRY- EN - 22:11-12.

1091

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 93:3-92:2.

1092

[REDACTED].

1093

[REDACTED].

1094

[REDACTED].

1095

[REDACTED].

1096

[REDACTED].

1097

[REDACTED].

109 R

[REDACTED].

1099

[REDACTED].

1100
1101

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 -T-T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 104:16-105:13.
SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2282(COR2)-1DT4-2283(COR2).
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interaction,

the

performance

at

the

identification

process

would

be

high. 1102

[REDACTED].11o3 11o4 11o5
487.

Moreover, distinctive features of faces are likely to be encoded, particularly in a face-

. d th an 1ess d.1stmct1ve
. . f:aces. 1107 The ob vwus
.
to- f:ace encounter; 1106 an d are b etter recogmse
monobrow of Mr.Oneissi apparent in his photoboard photograph was not mentioned
[REDACTED]. 1108
488.

Personality

and

social

factors

also

influence

identification

decisions. 1109

[REDACTED]. 1110 1111
489.

Prof SPORER explained that delay affects the outcome of identifications. Two

retention intervals must be considered: firstly between the original observation and the first
report (description) and secondly between the original observation and the photo board
identification procedure. Scientific research shows that decline in memory is very rapid; there
is a significant drop-off at the beginning. 1112 In research studies, the longest interval between
observation and photoboard identification is 12 months, while it was known that the
photoboard contained the target. Within a single day performance drops by 40-60%; one
could extrapolate that, after years the accuracy of the identification, may be even worse. 1113
490.

The Chamber should take into account that [REDACTED] 1114 1115 11161117

1102

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 8:18-21.

1103

[REDACTED].

1104

[REDACTED].

1105

[REDACTED].

1106

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 -T-T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 36:9-13.

1107

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540,1DT4-2293(COR2).

1108

[REDACTED].

1109

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN- 9:1-2.

1110

[REDACTED].

1111

[REDACTED].

1112

SPORER/DH0-001:20180514 STL-11-01 T T426- OFF - PUB - EN - 30:11-14.

1113

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515- STL-11-01 T T427- OFF - PUB - EN - 17:7-18.

1114

[REDACTED].

1115

[REDACTED].

1116

[REDACTED].

1117

[REDACTED].
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491.

The effect of the delay is further accentuated by the absence of a rehearsal that would

commit the face of the person encountered more into memory. Without rehearsal, any type of
information, whether verbal, visual or regarding faces is more likely to fade from memory
and therefore more likely to be forgotten. 1118

492.

[REDACTED]. 1119

493.

Creating associations between the information perceived and personal memories can

improve later face recognition. [REDACTED] 1120 1121 1122
1.

Relationship between Pre-Photoboard and Post-Photoboard Confidence and
Identification Accuracy

494.

The confidence of a witness before the photoboard attempt cannot predict whether or

not he would later make a correct decision. 1123 [REDACTED]. 1124 1125

495 .

[REDACTED].1126 1121 1128 1129

496.

[REDACTED]. 1130 1131 However, there is a significant difference between the

explanation

given immediately after the

identification

attempt

and that provided

[REDACTED] later during in-court examination. 1132

1118

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2292(COR2).

1119

[REDACTED].

1120

[REDACTED].

1121

[REDACTED].

1122

[REDACTED].

1123

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2371(COR2).

1124

[REDACTED].

1125

[REDACTED].

1126

[REDACTED].

1127

[REDACTED].

1128

[REDACTED].

1129

[REDACTED].

1130

[REDACTED].

1131

[REDACTED].

1132

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 14:15-17.
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497.

According to Prof SPORER, witnesses who take a decision because the person looks

similarly enough, do not use a strict decision criterion and are more likely to be incorrect, by
a ratio of almost 2:1. 1133
n.

Relationship between Decision-times, Decision Processes and Identification
Accuracy

498.

Decision time affects the accuracy of an identification attempt: accurate responses are

made faster than inaccurate ones. At the same time, faster responses were also given with
more confidence, 1134 while longer decision times demonstrate the witness' insecurity and are
linked to misidentifications. 1135
499.

A quick decision indicates an automatic decision process which is the goal in

identification processes. Slow decisions are assumed to be associated with eliminative
strategies. 1136
500.

The investigators in the present case, [REDACTED], 1137 gave all witnesses the 'take

as much time as you need' instruction: an invitation to deliberate and to use an eliminative
decision strategy. [REDACTED]. 1138 1139 [REDACTED] The average correct decision time
per photograph is seldom longer than 4 seconds. 1140 It is useful to note [REDACTED]
decision times: PRH087:44 seconds; 1141 DH0-004:41

seconds 1142 and DH0-005:215

seconds. 1143
501.

1133
1134

[REDACTED].II44 1145 1146

SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 T T427 - OFF- PUB - EN- 115:2-7.
SPORER/DH0-001:20180515 - STL-11-01 -T-T427 - OFF- PUB - EN - 107:11-13.

1135

SPORER/DH0-001 :20180515 _STL-11-01_T_T427_OFF _PUB _EN_107:24-108:2;20180516_STL-1101 T T428 - OFF- PRY- EN - 12:8-9.
1136

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2376(COR2),1 DT4-2378(COR2).

1137

[REDACTED].

1138

[REDACTED].

1139

SPORER/DH0-001:4D00540,1DT4-2382(COR2).

1140

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2382(COR2).

1141

PRH087:P00597.1,7:26-8:10.

1142

DH0-004:4D00548.2,8: 16-8:57.

1143

DH0-005:4D00550.1,4:40-8:15.

1144

[REDACTED].
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111.

Person Descriptions and their Implications for the Evidentiary Value of
Identifications

502.

There is no association between the number of descriptors in a description prior to the

identification procedure (long or short description) and the accuracy of identification. The
number of the incorrect descriptors correlates with the outcome: if the witness says the target
had 'x' characteristic, but choses a photograph of a person that does not have this
characteristic, there is a negative association. 1147
503.

[REDACTED]. 1148

504.

[REDACTED]. 1149
1v.

505.

Outcomes ofthe Identification Attempts with Multiple Witnesses
The outcomes ofthe identification attempts ofthe five witnesses were: 1150

1151 11521153

11541155

506.

[REDACTED] for the same purpose 'to show witnesses [who met the 'Mohammed'

that AAA was converting] two photoboards containing Assad SABRA and Hussein ISSA to
establish if the witnesses recognize ISSA or SABRA as 'Mohammed" . 1156
507.

If the Chamber finds that, despite all the flaws in the construction that have been

convincingly raised by Prof SPORER and remained unchallenged by the Prosecution, the
photoboard can be used for these five photoboard procedures, it has to examine the outcomes

1145

[REDACTED].

1146

[REDACTED].

1147

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516 STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF- PRY- EN - 15:13-22.

114R

[REDACTED].

1149

[REDACTED].

1150

[REDACTED]

1151

[REDACTED].

1152

[REDACTED].

1153

[REDACTED].

1154

[REDACTED].

1155

[REDACTED].

1156

LANZI/PRH662:4D00178,60286639.
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PUBLIC

of all these identification attempts that were conducted in the same context and for the same
purpose. Prof SPORER has provided useful tools in this regard. 1157
508.

In conclusion, the variables that can be used to assess the outcome of photoboard

identification attempts do not support the accuracy of the procedure applied [REDACTED];
the Chamber should give no weight to the evidence containing this outcome.

4.

[REDACTED]

509.

[REDACTED].11ss 1159

510.

[REDACTED].116o 1161

511.

[REDACTED].

512.

[REDACTED].II62 1163 1164

513.

[REDACTED]1165 1166 1167

514.

[REDACTED]. 1168

515.

[REDACTED].1169 1170 1171

1157

SPORER/DH0-00 1:4D00540, 1DT4-2389(COR2)-1DT4-2382(COR2).

115 R

[REDACTED].

1159

[REDACTED].

1160

[REDACTED].

1161

[REDACTED].

1162

[REDACTED].

1163

[REDACTED].

1164

[REDACTED].

1165

[REDACTED].

1166

[REDACTED].

1167

[REDACTED].

116R

[REDACTED].

1169

[REDACTED].

1170
1171

[REDACTED].
[REDACTED].
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5.
516.

Conclusion

Prof SPORER was adamant: he would never conduct a study by using the methods

employed by the Prosecution in the present case. 1172 If a student under his supervision would
have presented him a project using such methods, he would have fired him. 1173 The outcome
of such procedures 'has absolutely no scientific value' .1174 The photo board was improperly
constructed and incorrectly administered. Therefore, the photoboard [REDACTED] 1175 and
its outcome 1176 should be accorded no weight.
517.

The Chamber should not reward the Prosecutorial negligence in almost all aspects of

its obviously flawed methodology with regards to the photoboard procedures. This case set an
example of how photoboards should not be constructed and administered. This Chamber has
the opportunity to set the correct standards: by according no weight to [REDACTED]
photoboard [REDACTED].

1172

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF - PRY- EN - 68:21-69:2.

1173

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF - PRY- EN- 69:19-21.

1174

SPORER/DH0-001:20180516- STL-11-01 T T428 - OFF - PRY- EN- 69:25-70:1.

1175

[REDACTED].

1176

[REDACTED].
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E. The Prosecution has not proved that Abu-Adass was abducted or lured, or
that he was forced to appear in the alleged 'false claim' video
518.

According to the Prosecution, 'Mohammed' called in the evening of the 15 January

2005 to the Abu-Adass residence to arrange for him to collect Abu-Adass the next
morning. 1177 Abu-Adass departed from his residence in the morning of the 16 January 2005 at
7:00am telling his [REDACTED] he was meeting 'Mohammed' and would return. 1178
519.

The Prosecution further contends that the alleged Purple Phone renewed activity of 17

January 2005 coincided with the two calls Abu-Adass' abductors passed to the Abu-Adass
residence on the same day. 1179 In the first call around 07:30, the caller indicated that their car
had broken down and that Abu-Adass was in Tripoli and would return in the afternoon. In the
second call around 21 :00 the caller stated that Abu-Adass was going to Iraq and would not
return. 1180
520.

The Defence submits that the Prosecution has not demonstrated the existence of any

link between the alleged circumstances of the departure of Abu-Adass and the alleged pattern
of the telecom evidence around the time ofhis disappearance.
521.

The Prosecution has failed to prove the identity of the person or persons who called

the Abu-Adass' residence in the evening of Saturday 15 or twice on Monday 17 January
2005, or whether any of these callers could have been the same person.
1.

The evidence does not establish who called Abu-Adass in the evening of
15 January 2005

522.

The Prosecution submits that, at 21:00 on Saturday 15 January 2005, the Abu-Adass

residence received a call from 'Mohammed' arranging for him to collect Abu-Adass at 7:00
. 1181
am th e next mornmg.
523.

The Prosecution relies on PRH056's evidence to support this allegation. In most of

[REDACTED] statements, PRH056 declares that [REDACTED] had only one interaction
1177
11

PFTB,para.771.

n PFTB,para.775.

1179

PFTB,para.555-556.

1180

PFTB,para.557-558.

1181

PFTB,para.771.
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with the so-called 'Mohammed' on 15 January 2005, one day before [REDACTED]
disappearance: '[t]he only time Mohammed called [REDACTED] house and I answered, was
the day before Ahmad disappeared. On the other previous occasions he called, I did not
answer the phone, but when he did call, I asked Ahmad who called and he told me it was
Mohammed' .1182
524.

However, whilst the Prosecution conveniently mentions only one of the calls Ahmad

received that particular evening, PRH056 evidence suggests that Abu-Adass received two
telephone calls on the evening of 15 January 2005: one from 'Mohammed' and immediately
before 'there was another call which Ahmad answered', which according to PRH056, was
from Khaled Taha. 1183
525.

No other evidence was adduced which would assist in demonstrating the identity of

the person or persons who called in the evening of 15 January 2005, the eve of Abu-Adass'
departure.

2.

The evidence does not establish who called the residence of Abu-Adass
twice on 17 January 2005

526.

The Prosecution submits that the Abu-Adass family received two calls from his

abductors on 17 January 2005. 1184 In the first call around 07:30, the caller indicated that their
car had broken down and that Abu-Adass was in Tripoli and would return in the afternoon. In
the second call around 21:00 the caller stated that Abu-Adass was going to Iraq and would
not return.
527.

PRH056's evidence -if accepted at all- does not assist in identifying the caller or

callers: in some of [REDACTED] statements, [REDACTED] remembers that the two calls
[REDACTED] received on 17 January 2005 were from an anonymous person, possibly the
same; 1185 in other statements, [REDACTED] declares that [REDACTED] was so worried and
tired [REDACTED] could not possibly remember; 1186 In only one of [REDACTED]

1182

PRH056:P02132,60147228.

IIR 3

PRH056:P02131,60034951.

11 R4

PFTB,para.556.

1185

PRH056:P02128,L0005314-L0005315.

1186

PRH056:5D00477,60006276;P02128,L0005306-L0005308.
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statements, [REDACTED] identifies the second caller as 'Mohammed' .1187 PRH056 also
repeatedly said that [REDACTED] could not confirm whether it was the same person who
called and that [REDACTED] would not be able to recognise the person who called to inform
[REDACTED] that Abu-Adass had gone to Iraq. 1188
528.

Similarly, PRH636 -who apparently left it to his [REDACTED] to pick up the phone

- refers to two calls from two unknown people in one of his statements

1189

and states that it

was the same anonymous person who gave the two calls. 1190 RAMADAN adds to the
confusion, by reporting on what Ahmad's parents told him regarding these calls. 1191
529.

It is obvious from the above that the only thing that could be inferred from this

evidence is that the identity of the caller or callers who contacted the Abu-Adass family on 17
January 2005 cannot be determined.

3.

There is no evidence to establish who collected Abu-Adass in the morning
of 16 January 2005

530.

The Prosecution alleges that on the morning of 16 January 2005 at 07:00 am Abu-

Adass left his residence, telling [REDACTED] he was meeting 'Mohammed' and would
return. 1192 The Prosecution did not present any evidence which would assist in establishing
the identity of the person who actually collected Abu-Adass that morning. The reality is that
no evidence was adduced in support of the allegation that Abu-Adass would have been
abducted on that day. It appears that the Prosecution did not even investigate the
circumstances of this alleged abduction or whether Abu-Adass had actually been abducted.
531.

The Prosecution investigation into the 'disappearance' of Abu-Adass was typically

substandard. PLATT's understanding was that there had been no witnesses to the 'abduction'
of Abu-Adass, but he could not recall seeing any reports of any investigations in the area, or
attempts to identify witnesses. 1193 Nor could he recall having seen any photos of the

1187

PRH056:P02129,300145-300146.

1188

PRH056:P02129,300146.

1189

PRH636:5D00515.

1190

PRH636:P00431,50003489.

1191

RAMADAN/PRH103:5D00470,10011912;P01775,205571-205572.

1192

PFTB,para.775.

1193

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 88:22-89:9.
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neighbourhood of Abu-Adass' residence taken in 2005. 1194 He did not analyse phone calls
from 3452367 to the Abu-Adass landline that took place on 16 January- the day of AbuAdass' disappearance -nor did he mention them in his Chronology Report. 1195 This is despite
the fact that, from an investigative standpoint, any calls to the Abu-Adass landline would be
'important calls', as he conceded; 1196 and despite the fact that PRH056 had been asked about
this very number - linked to Bilal Zaaroura, a convicted jihadist terrorist and associate of
Khaled Taha- in a UNIIIIC interview. 1197 Indeed PLATT conceded that, despite his senior
position as Prosecution Communications Evidence Coordinator he did not examine, in the
telecommunications evidence, whether there might be alternative reasons why Abu-Adass
left on 16 January 2005- again, simply because 'no one asked' him to. 1198
532.

Although PRH056 states that the person who called in the evening of the 15 January

told him that he would collect [REDACTED] in the morning of 16 January 2005, 1199 nor
PRH056, 1200 nor PRH636 1201 saw Abu-Adass leaving that morning or who he left with.
533.

The evidence suggests that Ahmad might have known the person with whom he left

and, even though it cannot be established beyond reasonable doubt, would have known that
person.
534.

Following that logic, and in light of the telephone call Abu-Adass had received the

day before, it could also have been Khaled Taha who collected Abu-Adass in the morning of
16 January 2005.
535.

This would be consistent with a potential departure to Iraq. As accepted by TAYLOR,

who was conducting the investigation for the Prosecution until 2013 and punctually

1194

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 88:2-4.

1195 PLATT/PRH147:20170407 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T356_ OFF_CONF _EN_55:10-18;PLATT was shown 4000357
MFI, which the Trial Chamber inexplicably refused to admit on the basis of the Defence's failure to produce a
witness statement in support of its reliability, despite the fact that 4D0034 7 is an extract of a Prosecution CST,
and the fact that the witness statement of the Analyst who created that CST is in evidence (F3432,paras.2-4); in
any event, the phone calls in question appear in 5D00555,1DT5-13354,#118-119.
1196

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- CONF - EN - 58:4-8.

1197

PLATT/PRH147:20170407 - STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- CONF - EN - 59:13-66:6.

119 R

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- CONF - EN- 65:2-8.

1199

PRH056:5D00510,50008356.

1200

PRH056:P02128,L0005306;P02129,300145;P02132,60147229.

1201

PRH636:5D00512,50008250;5D00515.
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afterwards, 'Tahacertainlyhadconnections with the ['AQ13' group]' 1202 and had 'at the very
least, expressed extremist views.' 1203
536.

When asked about the nature of [REDACTED] relationship with Khaled Taha,

PRH056 stated that [REDACTED]first heard of him two years before the assassination of
Hariri. 1204 Interestingly, this corresponds to the period where Abu-Adass became religious
and started to grow his beard. 1205
537.

TAYLOR confirmed in court that at least one other member ofthe Abu-Adass family

were interviewed regarding Khaled Taha and his possible involvement in the alleged
abduction of Abu-Adass. 1206 The Prosecution never sought the admission of any of these
interviews, including the interviews of Abu-Adass' siblings and cousin. The Prosecution
deliberately chose not to conduct any further investigation on Abu-Adass' [REDACTED]
whose statement contradicted his theory. The Chamber would not even have been informed
of the existence of this witness if the Defence had not drawn its attention to [REDACTED].
538.

If the analysis above could support the idea that Khaled Taha was the person who

collected Ahmad in the morning of 16 January 2005, the Defence submits that anyone else
Ahmad knew or had met before could also have been that person. It could also well be that he
genuinely intended to leave his family to go to Iraq but deliberately created the 'Mohammed
story' to conceal this information from them and the associated distress.
539.

It is worth noting in this context that the calls Abu-Adass' family would have received

from his abductors on 17 January 2005 were allegedly made from a coin-operate
payphone. 1207 PRH056 stated that Khaled Taha would 'always [call] from payphones '. 1208 On
the eve of his departure, Abu-Adass would have received calls from Bilal Zaaroura, a
convicted jihadist terrorist, and Khaled Taha, who was close to the 'AQ 13' group. This detail
combined with the extremist material seized at Abu-Adass' house and his cousin reporting
what PRH056 would have told [REDACTED] about Abu-Adass leaving with Khaled
1202

TAYLOR/CH-001:20180625- STL-11-01 T T432- PROV- CONF- EN - 87:11-14.

1203

TAYLOR/CH-001:20180625- STL-11-01 T T432 - PROV- CONF- EN - 19:18-20:1.

1204

PRH056:5D00477,60006277-60006278.

1205

PRH056:5D00474,L0016389.

1206

TAYLOR/CH-001:20180626- STL-11-01 -T-T433 - PROV- CONF- EN- 9:24-11:25.

1207 PRH056:5D004 74,50008251 ;5D0051 0,50008356;60 14 7228-6014 7229.
1208

PRH056:P02131,60034951.
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Taha 1209 should have engaged the Prosecution to investigate. Failure to have done so is a
serious breach to the Prosecution's Rule 55(C) obligation to assist the Tribunal in
establishing the truth.

F. The telecommunications data is not evidence of Mr.Oneissi's involvement in
Abu-Adass's disappearance of the filming of the 'false claim' video
1.

The alleged 'Green and Purple Phone coordination' and 'hierarchical
calls'

540.

The Prosecution submits that Badreddine and Merhi 'converge [ ... ] in Dahiyeh

around the time of the [alleged] abduction' of Abu-Adass on 16 January 2005, thereby
implying Badreddine's direct physical involvement therein. 1210 Yet this directly contradicts
the expert evidence of PLATT, who stated that it was 'doubtful whether Badreddine was
directly involved in the abduction because [ ... ] it was this sterile corridor again to keep him
away from being identified.' 1211 It was PLATT's opinion that 'there is nothing to indicate that
[Badreddine] was in the vicinity of the abductors or the abductee on the 16th of January' . 1212
541.

Similarly, the Prosecution submits that Mr.Oneissi, Sabra and Merhi 'were acting

under [Badreddine 's] direct coordination' .1213 Again, the Prosecution alleges links where
none exist: there is absolutely no evidence of any coordination between Badreddine and
Mr.Oneissi. As stated above, there is not a single instance of contact between Mr.Oneissi and
Badreddine - there is not even evidence that Mr.Oneissi knew of his existence. 1214 To this
end, the Chamber will recall PLATT testifying that the 'Green Network' was structured so as
'to ensure there's a sterile corridor between the attack team [i.e. the Principal Six of the Red
Network] and Badreddine', and that it was unlikely that members of the 'attack team' would
be in a meeting with Badreddine as it would 'potentially expose Badreddine's role in this plot

1209 TAYLOR/CH-001:20180626_STL-11-01_T_T433_PROV_CONF _EN_9:24-11:25;26:832:25.TAYLOR/CH-001 :20180625 _STL-11-01_T_T432_PROV_ CONF_EN_114:4-25;118: 19-120:1.
1210

PFTB,para.773.

1211

PLATT/PRH147:20170214- STL-11-01 T T335 - OFF- PUB - EN- 80:11-14.

1212

PLATT/PRH147:20170214- STL-11-01 T T335 - OFF- PUB - EN- 80:20-24.

1213

PFTB,para.774.

1214

Supra,paras 199-201.
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to the other members of the team' .1215 If the organization strategically sought to hide
Badreddine's role from the 'attack team', the same clearly would apply a fortiori to those
allegedly involved in the 'false claim' operation, given the latter's manifestly subsidiary
roles.
542.

In any event, according to the Prosecution, of the three so-called Green-Purple

'hierarchical calls', 095 is involved in only one, on 14 January 2005. 1216 There is no evidence
of the content of any of these phone calls. Alleging that the calls constitute criminal activity
is mere speculation. Likewise, the Prosecution submission that the calls received by 018
'prompted' Sabra to call 095 is speculation.
543.

Even if the Chamber were to find that this 'cascade' was in fact 'triggered' by the call

between 'Green 071' and 'Green 023 ',there is no evidence that all of the calls were related to
the 'false claim' operation. Indeed, while PLATT and Prosecution Counsel emphasized the
'tight' sequence of calls in this 'cascade', 1217 what is conveniently omitted is the fact that at
20:05:49- i.e. within 30 seconds of the last call in the 'cascade'- 095 calls a phone number
allegedly attributed to his brother, Mounir Hassan Oneissi ('HO Brother 2 '). 1218 On the
Prosecution's logic, this phone call was part of a 'tight' sequence, and was 'prompted' by the
call from 018 - it therefore should be included in the 'cascade', from which criminal
involvement can be inferred. Clearly, such reasoning is unsafe. As we see again and again,
because a certain CDR doesn't fit the Prosecution theory, it is simply ignored.
544.

In a similar vein, the fact that on the Prosecution case, 095 was situated at the end of

the 'cascade' means that it is reasonably possible that the calls involving 095 (at 20:01 and
20:04) were unrelated to the 'cascade' . 1219 There is no continuation of the 'cascade'; it is
therefore reasonably possible that the cascade ended before the calls to 095, and that the calls
from 018 to 095 were unrelated to the 'cascade'. Afortiori, given that 095 is not alleged to be
involved in any of the other 'call cascades' alleged by the Prosecution.
545.

Even if the Chamber were to find that the calls to 095 were part of this 'cascade', i.e.

'triggered' by the preceding call, it does not mean that each of the calls are criminal in nature.
1215

PLATT/PRH147:20170224- STL-11-01 T T341 - OFF- PUB - EN - 93:14-21.

1216

PFTB,para.769.

1217

PLATT/PRH147:20170213 - STL-11-01 T T334- OFF- PUB - EN- 92:2-10.

1218

PLATT/PRH147:P01807,D0511175;P01223,D0388890,#7644;P01949,para.28(n).

1219

PLATT/PRH147:P01807.
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It is reasonably possible - especially at the bottom end of the 'cascade' - that the

conversations are completely unrelated to the activities of the 'covert networks' or the more
peripheral roles. In any event, the Prosecution has not led any evidence as to the extent or
nature of the information that is alleged to have been communicated to Mr.Oneissi from the
various rungs that the Prosecution alleges to have existed above him.

2.
546.

The period of 'inactivity'

The Prosecution alleges that the Chamber can infer, from the 'inactivity' of 095 on

16-17 January 2005, that Mr.Oneissi was involved in the abduction of Abu-Adass. 1220 At the
outset, a day of inactivity on 095 was not particularly 'exceptional' and happened, on
average, once every eight months. 1221 On 15 days, 095 was only used on a single
occasion. 1222 Furthermore, the Prosecution submission that, following the receipt of 'pent-up'
SMS at 07:00, 095 'otherwise remained inactive until the time of the second call to [the AbuAdass landline ]' 1223 is incorrect: 095 is active again around 8:15, which activity the
.
Prosecutwn

547.

~

"1 s to exp1am.
. 1224

1a1

The Prosecution submits that the use of SFEIR3 by 'most' of the 'Purple Phones' is

resonant of a centralised co-ordination and 'consistent with' the phones being turned off and
left in a single location during the operations. 1225 The last use of 095 before the 'inactivity'
activated HARA3, a cell site in South Beirut, roughly two kilometres from SFEIR3. 1226 Given
the Prosecution theory that Mr.Oneissi 's residence is in the area of SFEIR3, while 095
activated SFEIR3 on the morning of 17 January, this would be consistent with Mr.Oneissi
using his mobile, in the morning, from within his residence. 1227
548.

In any event, the Chamber simply cannot find that Mr.Oneissi was involved in the

disappearance of Abu-Adass merely because his mobile was inactive - regardless of how

1220

PFTB,para.776.

1221

19/10/2003&09/04/2004.

1222 PLATT /PRH14 7 :PO 1223,09/01/2003,16/03/2003,25/05/2003,28/05/2003,21/06/2003,21/09/2003,26/09/2003
,28/09/2003,17110/2003,28110/2003,06/03/2004,09/03/2004,11/07/2004,18/07/2004,16/02/2005.
1223

PFTB,para.779.

1224

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#7659-7660.

1225

PFTB,para.553.

1226

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#7653.P01152,D0471440-D0471441.

1227

This is valid only if the Chamber finds that 095 is attributable to Mr.Oneissi.
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'exceptional' the inactivity. Even the physical location of a mobile cannot be ascertained on
the basis of phone inactivity, as PLATT expressly conceded. 1228

3.
549.

The 'false claim' video

The Prosecution has not led evidence as to when, where, or in what circumstances the

Abu-Adass videotape was filmed. The Chamber will recall the Prosecution having expressly
and repeatedly conceded that there is no evidence that Mr.Oneissi was involved in the
making of the 'false claim' video, or the letter found with it. 1229 Despite this, the Prosecution
now submits that the inactivity of 095 is 'consistent with the participation in the creation of
the videotape'. 1230 This submission is manifestly unfounded.
550.

Furthermore, the submission that the video was created during the alleged inactivity

of 16-17 January- the day of Abu-Adass 'disappearance'- is contradicted by the evidence, if
accepted. PRH056 stated that Abu-Adass' face was 'much thinner' than when [REDACTED]
last saw him, i.e. 16 January; that his skin colour was 'unusual'; and that his beard was
visibly thicker and in a 'different style' -all of which would be evidence that the videotape
was filmed after 16-17 January. 1231

4.
551.

The alleged phone calls to the Abu-Adass landline

The Prosecution submits that there were three calls to the Abu-Adass landline: one at

21:00 on 15 January; one 'around' 7:30; and one 'around 21:00' on 17 January. 1232 These
allegations are based uniquely on untested evidence. 1233 There is no trace of any of these
phone calls in the CDRs of the Abu-Adass landline or those of 095. 1234 Nor is there evidence
of the location or phone from which the calls were made. 1235

1228

PLATT/PRH147:20170209- STL-11-01 T T333 - OFF- PRY- EN - 54:12-15.

1229

20180221_STL-11-01_T_T421_OFF_PUB_EN_50:24-25,69:5-7.

1230

PFTB,para.552.

1231

PRH056:P02128,L0005312;P02129,300146;P02131 ,60034945.

1232

PFTB,paras.771,556.

1233

PFTB,paras.771,556.

1234

PLATT/PRH147:20170407 STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 95:20-24.

1235

PLATT/PRH147:20170322- STL-11-01 T T350- OFF- PRY- EN - 24:17-18.
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552.

The Prosecution suggests that Mr.Oneissi was involved in making the 17 January

21:00 phone call on the basis of095's travel to Tariq-el-Jdideh and activation ofCOLA2. 1236
At the outset, the Chamber clearly cannot find that Mr.Oneissi was involved in this call
merely on the basis of the coincidence between the timing of the call and 095 's travel. The
existence of this call has not even been established, let alone the location or phone from
where it was made. Furthermore, the Prosecution does not attempt to address why the 21:00
call would require such movement, a point that was repeatedly raised by the Chamber during
PLATT's evidence. 1237 PLATT initially suggested that Mr.Oneissi made the call from Tariqel-Jdideh because he wanted 'to make the call in a location away from where [he] lived [and]
frequented'. 1238 The Chamber will recall that this position was adopted by the Prosecution
during their Rule 167 submissions. 1239
553.

Not only does this explanation (in PLATT's own words) '[border] on a certain

amount of speculation'; 1240 it is illogical and inconsistent. If the plan was to lead any
investigation away from South Beirut, it is illogical that he and Merhi - who was in South
Beirut - would contact each other three times, on their personal mobile phones, around the
time of the alleged call to the Abu-Adass landline, while Mr.Oneissi was in Tariq-elJdideh.1241 Furthermore, as PLATT conceded, there is no evidence of similar travel to Tariqel-Jdideh in relation to the 07:30 call on 17 January 2005. 1242 On the contrary, according to
PLATT's Chronology Report, from 07:01 to 08:14, the CDRs of095 'placed [Mr.Oneissi] in
south Beirut' - where his alleged residence is located. 1243 PLATT conceded that he could not
explain the alleged 7:30 call, 1244 and expressly stated that he did not allege Mr.Oneissi's
involvement in this call. 1245 Likewise, there is no evidence of such travel in relation to the

1236

PFTB,para.558.

1237

PLATT/PRH147:20170215 STL-11-01 T T336- OFF- PUB - EN - 3:21-6:21.

123 RPLATT/PRH147:20170407 _STL-11-01_T_T356_OFF _PRV _EN_99:

15-16;20170215 STL-11-

01 T T336- OFF- PUB - EN- 4:20-5:4.
1239

20180221 - STL-11-01 T T421 - OFF - PUB - EN- 83:11-17.

1240

PLATT/PRH147:20170215 - STL-11-01 T T336- OFF- PUB - EN- 6:16-18.

1241

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.681,683.

1242

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRV- EN- 94:22-95:1.

1243

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.675.

1244

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRV- EN- 95:15.

1245

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRV- EN- 51:19-22.
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PUBLIC

alleged call- from 'Mohammed' himself- to the Abu-Adass landline at 21:00 on 15 January
2005.1246
554.

PLATT subsequently directly contradicted himself, stating that he didn't believe that

'leaving the trail [in Tariq-el-Jdideh]' had entered the thought process of Mr.Oneissi, because
'they never expected' the Purple Phones to be discovered by investigators. 1247 PLATT's
inability to provide a logical and consistent explanation for the movement of 095 around
21:00 is indicative of the lack of evidence of Mr.Oneissi 's involvement in making the phone
call. As PLATT expressly conceded, it is possible that Mr.Oneissi travelled from south Beirut
to Tariq-el-Jdideh and back to pick someone up and bring them to south Beirut. 1248

5.
55 5.

Conclusion

If the Chamber were to a make a finding in relation to Mr. Oneissi' s acts and conduct

on 16 January 2005, that finding must be the only reasonable conclusion available on the
evidence in relation to his acts and conduct on that day. 1249 This is simply not the case.

G. GENERAL CONCLUSION
556.

The Prosecution has not proved beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi was

involved in the disappearance of Abu-Adass.
557.

The Prosecution is inferring that Mr.Oneissi was in certain places at certain times and

on certain days from December 2004 to January 2005 from unreliable and incomplete
telecommunication data for 095. PLATT conducted this analysis in the abstract under the
supervision and control of the Prosecution. Given the established uncertainty attached to
COLA's theoretical coverage, PLATT's conclusions regarding 095's COLA activations
cannot reliably establish Mr.Oneissi's physical presence around the COLA area beyond
reasonable doubt. Even if 095 were to be found attributable to Mr.Oneissi, the Chamber
cannot infer from Mr.Oneissi's presence in this part of Beirut that he was involved in any
criminal activity or give any weight to any other conclusions resulting from the analysis of
this evidence.

1246

PFTB,para.771.

1247

PLATT/PRH147:20170215 STL-11-01 T T336- OFF- PUB - EN- 6:3-7.

1248

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 98:2-6.

1249

ICTY,Prlic,AJ,para.1994.
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558.

The Prosecution is attempting to convmce the Chamber that 095's alleged call

patterns during the period of Abu-Adass abduction are linked to a story of a 'Mohammed'
who would have been in charge of the selection, recruitment and abduction of Abu-Adass.
The Chamber cannot give any weight to the 'Mohammed' story, reconstructed based on a
combination of the unreliable evidence of a witness with no credibility, the uncertain
identification of Mr.Oneissi as the so-called 'Mohammed' and the untested hearsay evidence
which should not have been admitted. None of this evidence can be used to determine the
precise role of Mr.Oneissi in the alleged 'Mohammed story' or any other allegations relevant
to the disappearance of Abu-Adass. 1250
559.

Even if the Chamber were to give weight to this evidence, and found that Mr.Oneissi

was present around the COLA area at the relevant dates and times, none of the evidence
adduced by the Prosecution can demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt any correlation
between his presence and a 'Mohammed' or any other criminal activity.
560.

Even taking the Prosecution case at its highest - i.e. even if Mr.Oneissi had been

involved in the 'recruitment' of Abu-Adass, and even if Abu-Adass had been kidnapped- it
does not mean that he was involved therein. This is especially the case given that the
Prosecution has now backtracked from its Indictment, and now claims that it does not need to
prove that it was Mr.Oneissi who acted as 'Mohammed' and lured Abu-Adass away from his
family' on 16 January 2005. 1251 This should be read as a clear admission that the Prosecution
has failed to prove the allegation, in its Indictment, that Mr.Oneissi was 'Mohammed' . 1252 By
extension, it is an admission that the Prosecution has failed to prove that it was Mr.Oneissi
who met Abu-Adass on the morning of 16 January 2005, as alleged in the Indictment. 1253 The
Prosecution has essentially accused Mr.Oneissi of a kidnapping on the basis that his phone
was not being used on the day of Abu-Adass' disappearance.

1250

LJC,Judgement,No.3/95,pp.38-39.

1251

PFTB,para.518.

1252

lndictment,para.23.

1253

lndictment,para.23(d).
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V.
561.

THE DELIVERY OF THE 'FALSE CLAIM OF RESPONSIBILITY'
The Prosecution's allegations in relation to Mr.Oneissi and the delivery of the 'false

claim' are based entirely on telecommunications evidence - the CDRs of 095 - and the
Prosecution's

interpretation

of them,

presented through

PLATT,

the

Prosecution

'spokesman'. There is not a single piece of independent evidence that supports these
allegations. As a consequence, the Chamber cannot find these allegations to be proven. The
deficiencies in the telecommunications are fundamental: the Prosecution is simply unable to
establish Mr.Oneissi's location on the basis of 095's CDRs. Further, PLATT's interpretation
of these CDRs is manifestly biased. His interpretation amounts to nothing more that the
Prosecution theory dressed up as evidence, and must be disregarded.
562.

In any event, the alleged 'links' between Mr.Oneissi and the delivery of the 'false

claim' are illusory; at no stage can the Prosecution prove his involvement. None of the
allegations are supported by 095 's CDRs; in fact, some are directly contradicted by them. It
simply cannot be found that Mr.Oneissi was involved in the 'false claim' calls, or the
collection of the videotape from the Tree. Mr.Oneissi was not involved in any alleged
'preparatory activity' or 'planning' in relation to the delivery ofthe 'false claim'.
563.

The Prosecution initially alleged, through their 'spokesman' PLATT, that Mr.Oneissi

was involved in 'unusual activity' on 15 January 2005 in Central/West Beirut, indicative of
preparation for the 'false claim' operation, 1254 on the basis that it was 'very irregular' for 095
to be in that area. 1255 It was subsequently demonstrated that none of the cells activated by 095
on 15 January 2005 were located in the area of any the phone boxes from which the 'false
claim of responsibility' calls were allegedly made to Reuters and Al-Jazeera - a point that
PLATT conceded. 1256 He was also taken to Defence exhibits demonstrating 095's activations
of cell sites in the area in question, and conceded that 095 was active in Central/West Beirut
on a 'fairly frequent basis' . 1257 It now appears as though the Prosecution has dropped this
allegation, presumably because it had been exposed as baseless speculation.

1254

PLATT/PRH147:20170214- STL-11-01 T T335 - OFF- PUB - EN- 20:4-17.

1255

PLATT/PRH147:20170214- STL-11-01 T T335 - OFF- PUB - EN- 15:2-6.

1256

PLATT/PRH147:4D00340;20170324_STL-11-01_T_T352_0FF_PRY_EN 51:15-19.

1257

PLATT/PRH147:4D00341,4D00342;20170324_STL-11-01_T_T352_OFF_PRY_EN_56:7-8.
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564.

The Prosecution now alleges that 'preparatory activity' was undertaken on 25 January

and 4 February 2005. 1258 This too is speculation. In any event, it cannot be found that
Mr.Oneissi was involved. The only cell sites activated by 095 on those days were located in
South Beirut. 1259 While the Prosecution appears to attribute significance to the fact that 231
contacted 095 on 26 January- a day after the alleged 'preparatory activity'- this clearly does
not demonstrate Mr.Oneissi's involvement therein. 1260
565.

Nor has the Prosecution established any link between Mr.Oneissi and 'Telecarte

6162569' (the 'Telecarte'), allegedly used to make four 'false claim' telephone calls on 14
February 2005. 1261 The Telecarte was purchased on 10 February 2005 from the Ministry of
Telecommunications' Al Nahr shop near the Port of Beirut. 1262 There is no evidence that
Mr.Oneissi or Sabra purchased the Telecarte; nor is there evidence that the Telecarte was
transferred to either of them. 1263 None of the Purple Phones activated cell sites in the area of
the Al Nahr shop on 10 February 2005. 1264 Nor is there any contact between the 'Purple
Phones' on this day.
566.

The Prosecution has not brought any witness, or even presented a coherent theory, to

establish that prior to the attack against Hariri, Mr.Oneissi would have received instructions
on the role that he would have had in relation to the 'false claim'. Nor has it been established
that prior to the attack, Mr.Oneissi had been informed that he would participate in the alleged
'false claim'. In this regard, the Prosecution position is a mere supposition that sinks into the
quicksand of the telecommunications evidence, itself as 'reliable' as a Ponzi scheme.

1258

PFTB,paras.931-932.

1259

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,D0388895,D03888902.

1260

PFTB,para.932.

1261

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.1214.

1262

PRH048 :P00563 ,602943 70-60294400,at602943 80-602943 81 ;PRH400: P00954,paras.8,30.

1263

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 43:1-7.

1264

PLATT/PRH147:20170407- STL-11-01 T T356- OFF- PRY- EN - 42:22-25.
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A. Mr.Oneissi was not involved in the 'false claim' phone calls
1.

The CDRs of 095 are not consistent with Mr.Oneissi's alleged
involvement in the 'false claim' calls

1.

567.

095 cannot be situated near any of the Phone Boxes
At the outset, given the countless deficiencies in the Alfa evidence, and the inherent

unreliability of cell site analysis, the Chamber cannot safely rely on CDRs to establish the
physical location of 095. The Chamber must also keep in mind the expert evidence of
PHILIPS, who warned against conflating theoretical coverage and actual coverage, and who
also stated that to physically establish a mobile phone in a given location, one needs to have
'reasonable surety' that the relevant cell site provides actual coverage to that location; clearly
this has not been established by the Prosecution.
568.

For the same reasons, it cannot be found that Mr.Oneissi and SABRA were travelling

together, in any capacity: the mere fact that 095 connected to a cell site that was being used
by Sabra is not evidence of 'co-movement away from the payphone'. 1265 095's activation of
that cell site could be a result of directed-retry, or of a multitude of other factors.

The

evidence of each witness who testified on these issues show that no conclusions can be drawn
in this regard. According to PRH707, the Alfa network would have experienced extraordinary
congestion on 14 February 2005, which would have resulted in an increase in cases of
directed-retry. Indeed, the Chamber has before it direct evidence of cell site analysis
incongruities occurring in the MTC network on 14 February 2005. In any event, this is not
even evidence that Mr.Oneissi and Sabra were together - a fortiori, given that the
Prosecution alleges that Mr.Oneissi and Sabra are in separate locations around the time of the
third 'false claim' call, which occurred less than one hour later. 1266
569.

In any event, even taking into account the Prosecution position, 095 does not activate

any of the cell sites that allegedly provide coverage to Phone Box 1 and Phone Box 2 at the
time of the call to Reuters (14:11) and the first call to Al-Jazeera (14:19). 1267 PLATT

1265

Contra PFTB,para.566.

1266

PFTB,para.569-570.

1267

PLATT/PRH147:20170419 STL-11-01 T T357 OFF PRY EN 34:14-19.
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expressly conceded that he could not situate 095 in the theoretical coverage areas of the two
Phone Boxes. 1268
570.

The last cell sites activated by 095 prior the first 'false claim' call were situated two to

three kilometres south of the first Phone Box. 1269 PLATT conceded that he did not know
where 095 went after this call, at 14:01. 1270 While the Prosecution alleges northward
movement on the basis of the start and end cell, change in start and end cell can also occur
where a mobile has not moved whatsoever. 1271 Furthermore, given the overlapping coverage
ofCBOURJ3 and SABRA3, a mobile could show the same start and end cell (CBOURJ3 and
SABRA3, respectively) on southward or eastward movement. 1272 095's next call activity
takes place at 14:38, nearly twenty minutes after the second 'false claim' call, and activates
GHOBAB, still over a kilometre south of the Phone Boxes. 1273 In other words, the CDRs
indicate that 095 stayed south of the first and second Phone Boxes both prior to and
immediately following the first and second 'false claim' calls.
571.

PLATT suggested that the locations of the cells activated by 095 after the second

'false claim' call are consistent with 095 travelling southward. 1274 However, neither PLATT
nor the Prosecution explain why 095 would be traveling south - i.e. the opposite direction
from Phone Box Three and the Tree. 1275 As is clear from 4D00361, the cell sites activated by
095 between the second and third 'false claim' calls appear to indicate further south-westerly
movement, still in the opposite direction from Phone Box Three and the Tree; 095 eventually
activates cells located on the coast. 1276 Again, this looping south-westerly movement remains
unexplained by both PLATT and the Prosecution.
572.

Similarly, at no point on this day did 095 activate a cell site that provides theoretical

coverage to Phone Box 3. 1277 In any event, according to PLATT, Mr. Oneissi did not make the
1268

PLATT/PRH147:20170419- STL-11-01 -T-T357 - OFF- PRY- EN - 34:20-35:1.

1269

PLATT/PRH147:4D00361(CBOURJ3,SABRA3).

1270

PLATT/PRH147:20170315- STL-11-01 T T348 - OFF- PUB - EN - 37:17-21.

1271

Supra,para.149.

1272

PLATT/PRH147:4D00361.

1273

PLATT/PRH147:4D00361.

1274

PLATT/PRH147:20170315 STL-11-01 T T348 - OFF- PUB - EN- 40:15-25.

1275

PLATT/PRH147:4D00361;P01783,D0530419,Map: 160.

1276

PLATT/PRH147:4D00361.

1277

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,D0530427,Map: 163.
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third 'false claim' call. 1278 Likewise, 095 did not activate any cell site that provides
theoretical coverage to Phone Box 4 at any point on this day. 1279 095's last activity on this
day was at 16:53, involving a cell site in South Beirut (BRAJNE3) that is one of095's top ten

°

frequently activated cell sites between 1 August 2004 and 16 February 2005. 128 Furthermore,
BRAJNE3 is roughly four kilometres away from Phone Box 4. 095 is engaged in multiple
personal phone conversations in the midst of the alleged operation.
573.

If the Prosecution's attribution case is to be believed, Mr.Oneissi is involved in a

phone conversation with his nephew 1281 for nearly two minutes at 13:46. Shortly afterwards,
he received a minute-long international call from an Emirati phone number at 13:59- a mere
twelve minutes before the alleged call to Reuters takes place, from Phone Box 1 (at
14:11). 1282 Between the second and third false claim calls (at 14:19 and 15:27,
respectively), 1283 Mr.Oneissi was on a phone call from a Saudi Arabian phone number (at
14:41 ). 1284 Shortly thereafter, he received a phone call lasting over a minute with his sister-inlaw1285 less than 40 minutes before the alleged call to Al-Jazeera, from Phone Box 3, was to
take place. 1286
574.

This phone activity- i.e. multiple personal phone conversations with relatives and/or

involving international phone numbers, all while executing the culmination of the entire
'false claim' element of the plot - is incongruous with the gravity of the alleged operation.
Indeed, the Chamber will recall that the Prosecution recently emphasised the 'level of
coordination and presence of mind required of those entrusted to deliver [the 'false claim']
given the enormity of the incident to Lebanon and the region' . 1287
575.

PLATT highlighted the fact that the personal phone conversations were incoming

calls, and suggested that there could have been a reason why Oneissi 'needed to keep his
1278

PLATT/PRH147:20170419 STL-11-01 T T357 OFF PRY EN 40:3-6.

1279

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.1245;D0530428,Tab1e: 178.

1280

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.1243;PO 1949,para.41.

1281

DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949,para.28(e);P01223,#8116.

1282

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#8117.

1283

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.1223,1231.

1284

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#8119.

1285

DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949,para.28(h).

1286

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#8120.

1287

F3587,para.31.
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phone switched on'; 1288 yet he could not provide a possible reason why Oneissi would have
needed to keep his phone switched on. On 14 February 2005, 095 was not in contact with
Merhi, who was allegedly coordinating the operation from South Beirut, and in fact had not
been in contact with him since 26 January 2005- over three weeks prior.
576.

In any event, the fact that the calls in question were incoming is irrelevant; it is the

fact of engaging in these apparently personal conversations that is incongruous with the
Prosecution allegation that at the time, Mr.Oneissi was in the midst of executing the 'false
claim' element of the plot which, according to the Prosecution, 'necessarily required inherent
and deep trust that [Mr.Oneissi and Sabra] would perform it successfully' . 1289 PLATT
subsequently agreed that 'of course [it's] feasible' that the reason why 095 was switched on
and was involved in private phone activity was simply because Mr.Oneissi was never at the
location of the Phone Boxes. 1290

2.

The accent and/or level of Arabic of the caller(s) on the first and second
'false claim' calls is inconsistent with that of Mr.Oneissi

577.

The Prosecution submission that the caller in the first 'false claim' call (to Reuters, at

14:ll),'spoke with an exaggerated accent' is a selective portrayal of the evidence. 1291
PRH012, who answered this call, stated that [REDACTED] could not 'determine [ ... ] in
exact terms' the caller's dialect or accent. 1292 [REDACTED] stated that the caller was not
speaking in a Lebanese dialect, and that [REDACTED] felt the caller's accent was similar to
the Palestinian accent, 1293 with which [REDACTED] was familiar. 1294 When asked by
Prosecution Counsel whether the caller was speaking 'unnaturally', [REDACTED] merely
stated that his accent was 'unusual' and 'not familiar' because the caller emphasised certain
letters; 1295 however [REDACTED] stated that 'it could be a natural way' of speaking. 1296
When presented with a statement in which [REDACTED] stated that she 'felt it was a fake
12 RR

PLATT/PRH147:20170419- STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN- 38:8-25.

1289

F3587 ,para.26.

1290

PLATT/PRH147:20170419- STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN - 39:1-6.

1291

PFTB,para.564.

1292

PRH012:20150714 STL-11-01 T T172- OFF- PUB - EN - 24:14-17.

1293

PRH012:20150714 - STL-11-01 T T172 - OFF- PUB - EN- 28:18-22.

1294

PRH012:P00509,50011108;20150714_STL-11-01_T_T172_OFF _PUB_EN_28: 18-22;21 :20-22.

1295

PRH012:20150714_STL-11-01_T_T172_OFF_PUB _EN_18:21;19: 1;21 :8-9;23:1-6;29:20-23;31 :4-9.

1296

PRH012:20150714- STL-11-01 T T172- OFF- PUB - EN - 21:15.
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accent', [REDACTED] repeated, 'I might be mistaken. I might have been mistaken' and that
'Maybe [[REDACTED] previous opinion] is not based in real information' .1297 The witness
stated that [REDACTED] was 'not an expert on dialects of the area', and that it 'could [have
been] a Bedouin accent maybe or [ ... ] an accent from Gulf countries'. 1298
578.

Similarly, BEN-JEDDO stated that the caller on the second 'false claim' call (to Al-

Jazeera at 14:19) could have been from Afganistan or Pakistan, on account of the caller's
poor Arabic. 1299 He had the impression that the caller could have been someone who lived in
a non-Arab country, or someone who did not speak Arabic often. 1300 Likewise, PRH006, who
answered the second 'false claim call', stated that it was 'very clear' that the caller 'was
trying to [ ... ] speak with a Lebanese accent', and that it was also 'very clear that [the caller]
was not Lebanese' . 1301
579.

On the contrary, PRH067 who spoke with Mr.Oneissi 'every time he came to see

him', 1302 stated that Mr.Oneissi had a Shiite Lebanese accent. 1303 PRH067 expressly rejected
the suggestion that Mr.Oneissi had a Palestinian, Pakistani, Gulf or North African accent. 1304
580.

The Prosecution submission that the probative value of BEN-JEDDO's evidence is

low because the quality of the call was poor should be disregarded; 1305 the existence of
background noise on a call is not relevant to the discernment of an accent, or of a speaker's
poor language skills. Likewise with the evidence of PRH006, who repeatedly stated that the
caller 'was speaking loudly', which would negate, or at least minimise, the effect of
background noise. 1306 Furthermore, BEN-JEDDO stated that the 'poor Arabic' was what
'immediately drew [his] attention' when he spoke with the caller, and that this fact was 'quite
normal and obvious' to him. 1307 He has consistently maintained that the caller's Arabic was
1297

PRH012:20150714- STL-11-01 T Tl72- OFF- PUB - EN - 22-23.

1298

PRH012:20150714_STL-11-01_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN_23:23-25,24:1.

1299

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150708 - STL-11-01 T Tl68 - OFF- PUB - EN- 90:5-19.

1300

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150708 - STL-11-01 T Tl68 - OFF- PUB - EN - 95:1-9.

1301

PRH006:20150623 - STL-11-01 T Tl65 - OFF- PUB - EN - 42:3-12.

1302

PRH067:20150930 - STL-11-01 T Tl99- OFF- EN - 51:4-5.

1303

PRH067:20150930 - STL-11-01 T Tl99- OFF- EN - 49:4-16.

1304

PRH067:20150930 - STL-11-01 T Tl99- OFF- EN- 49:4-16.

1305

PFTB,para.565

1306

PRH006:20150623 - STL-11-01 T Tl65 - OFF- PUB - EN 86:15-24.

1307

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150708- STL-11-01 T Tl68 - OFF - PUB - EN - 91:6-9.
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'poor', even after being repeatedly pressed on this point. 1308 He also stated that he 'cannot
forget' the conversation, and that he 'knew' and was 'convinced' that the caller spoke 'very
poor

Arabic'. 1309

Further,

BEN -JEDDO

and

PRH006

reached

their

conclusions

independently- they did not speak to each other about the accent of the caller. 1310
581.

In any event, the suggestion that the caller(s) on the first and second 'false claim' calls

adopted a fake accent is illogical in light of the evidence that the caller(s) on the third and
fourth call spoke with a 'Lebanese' or 'regional' accent, as relied on by the Prosecution. 1311
In other words, it is illogical that this 'strategy' would have been abandoned in the midst of
the operation in such a manner.
582.

The Prosecution is unable to provide any cogent explanation for this inconsistency -

in sum, that there is corroborated, independent, in-court evidence, from three native Arabicspeaking Lebanese media professionals, that the speaker on the first and second 'false claim'
calls was a non-native Arabic speaker with a discernibly foreign accent. It ignores or
selectively portrays the evidence, indirectly alleging that the caller(s) on the first and second
calls pretended to be a non-native Arabic speaker, or even inexplicably pretended to be a nonnative Arabic speaker pretending to be Lebanese, and then for some reason reverted to a
Lebanese accent on the two subsequent calls. This explanation is manifestly unconvincing. It
is clear that this evidence presents a significant and unexplained flaw in the Prosecution
theory that the 'false claim' delivery was executed by Mr.Oneissi and Sabra. The vagueness
of the Prosecution allegations - especially the Prosecution's failure to specify who in fact
made the phone calls - must be considered in this light.
B. The collection of the Videotape from the Tree
583.

At the outset, the Prosecution case does not in fact require that the Tree had been

surveilled: the fact that the videotape was collected could have been confirmed at any point
after the third 'false claim' call was made. Further, contrary to the Prosecution submissions,
the content of the fourth 'false claim' call does not in fact prove that the caller knew the tape
1308 BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:5DOO 166,30 1426;5D00169,p .1;5DOO 170,50011 058;20 150708_ STL-1101_T_Tl68_OFF_PUB _EN_89: 15,93:5,95:7-9;20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PUB _EN_98: 18-25,99:1-

4.

20150708_STL-11-01_T_Tl68_OFF_PUB_EN_89: 14;20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PUB_EN
98:1-5.

1309

1310

20150623 - STL-11-01 T Tl65 - OFF- PUB- EN - 46:3-14.

1311

PFTB,paras.567,574.
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had been collected. 1312 Neither PRH007 nor PRH115, who were sent to collect the videotape,
saw anyone around the Tree. 1313 The Chamber cannot infer that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling
the Tree on the basis of095's activation ofBNPI3 between 15:54 and 16:02.
584.

According to the Prosecution, the Chamber can infer, on the basis of the CDRs -

namely, the 'location, timing, frequency, and duration of calls' - that Mr.Oneissi 'was
watching the Tree' following the third 'false claim' call (at 15:27). 1314
1.

The Prosecution has established neither the actual coverage nor the
theoretical coverage of BNPI3

585.

The Prosecution has not established the actual coverage of BNPI3, and by extension,

whether it provides coverage at or near the Tree. PLATT stated that he did not have access to,
nor did he conduct, any field surveys to establish which cell site(s) provided actual coverage
at the Tree. 1315 He agreed that a field survey may have demonstrated that the actual coverage
of BNPI3 was different from its theoretical coverage. 1316 The Chamber heard expert evidence
that attempting to locate a cell place a mobile phone 'potentially within a particular point'
using unconfirmed theoretical coverage was 'second-guessing' . 1317
586.

Furthermore, the Prosecution has not even established the correct theoretical coverage

ofBNPI3 in 2004-2005. FAHEY was unable to compare BNPI3's EPE theoretical coverage
with its theoretical coverage in 2D00073 (the Alfa theoretical coverage map received in
2005). 1318 Furthermore, he compared the 2005 and 2010 azimuth values for BNPI3 and found
that they differed by 20 degrees. 1319 The 2010 azimuth is oriented closer to the Tree than the
2005 azimuth, which is oriented towards the southwest, away from the Tree; FAHEY

1312

Contra PFTB,para.1032.

1313

20150624- STL-11-01 T T166- OFF- CONF- EN 56:24:57:1.

1314

PFTB,para.1 030.

1315

20170419 - STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF - PRY- EN 16:25-17:3.

1316

20170322- STL-11-01 T T350- OFF- PRY- EN - 70:16-23.

1317

Supra,para.130.

131 R

Supra,para.115.

1319 DONALDSON/PRH230:P01128,p.20;the Defence does not accept that the Prosecution has established the
dates of the azimuth sources.
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selected the 2010 azimuth value for use in the EPE, despite the 2005 azimuth obviously being
more contemporaneous. 1320
587.

The Prosecution submits that the 2005 theoretical coverage (i.e. 2D00073) from

which the 2005 azimuth value is sourced, is reliable. 1321 If the Chamber accepts this, then the
azimuth and theoretical coverage of BNPI3 as depicted in the EPE cannot be correct, because
it depicts the 2010 azimuth, and the 2010 theoretical coverage. In other words: either the
2005 data (i.e. 2D00073) is correct, or the EPE data (i.e. the 2010 data) is correct- it cannot
be both.
588.

PRH707 stated that a difference in azimuth values of 20 degrees or more, i.e. a

'radical change' in azimuth values, would change the coverage of a cell site. 1322 PHILIPS was
taken to BNPI3 's azimuth discrepancy and stated that the 20 degree difference would
represent a shift in the theoretical coverage of BNPI3, causing it to lose coverage in the
north-west -i.e. the part of BNPI3 closest to the Tree. 1323 PLATT also agreed that the 20
degree difference would result in BNPI3 providing coverage that was not the same as that
depicted in the EPE. 1324 According to the EPE theoretical coverage, BNPI3 provides
coverage south-east of the tree: as PLATT conceded, it does not even appear to provide
coverage to the Tree. 1325 Given the Tree is located just outside the north-west border of
BNPI3 's theoretical coverage in the EPE, and that BNPI3 's 2005 azimuth value was oriented
further southwest, away from the Tree: if the Chamber finds the 2005 theoretical coverage
(2D00073) reliable, then it must also find that in 2005, BNPI3 's coverage was even further
away from the Tree than as depicted in the EPE.
589.

Furthermore, the Prosecution asks the Chamber to find that 095 's activations of

BNPI3 are evidence that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the Tree. To do so, however, they must
first establish that it was possible that one could activate BNPI3 while surveilling the Tree; in
other words, that there existed, in 2005, areas or locations that are covered by BNPI3, from
which the Tree could have been surveilled. Yet no evidence to this effect has been led; the
1320

DONALDSON/PRH230:P01128,p,20.

1321

PFTB,para.66.

1322

Supra,paras65,75.

1323

PLATT/PRH147:20170504 STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF_PUB_EN_41:19-42:12;4D00319.

1324

PLATT/PRH147:20170322- STL-11-01 T T350- OFF- PRV- EN- 91:18-24.

1325 PLATT/PRH147:4D00359,'ALF A Coverage near the Tree';20170419_STL-1101 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN - 16:21-24.
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Prosecution failed to call any witnesses who could concretely link BNPI3 to any such areas
or locations, even after 2005. Instead, they simply ask the Chamber to assume that such areas
exist. Obviously, the Chamber cannot accept such an unsafe assumption.

2.

The Prosecution cannot establish the precise location of 095 solely on the
basis of its CDRs, even taken at their highest

590.

The allegation that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the Tree requires Mr.Oneissi to be

within sight of the Tree, which in turn implies a certain proximity to the Tree. In order to
prove this allegation, the Prosecution must also establish his precise location, or at least
establish that he was in a position to be able to survey the Tree.
591.

Even if BNPI3 did in fact provide actual coverage to and around the Tree (which has

not been established), this is simply not possible on the basis of 095 's CDRs. Drawing such a
conclusion on the basis of 095 's BNPI3 activations directly contravene the warnings of
experts PHILIPS and PLATT in relation to the impossibility of precisely locating a mobile
phone through cell site analysis. As PHILIPS stated, cell site analysis does not provide a
'discrete location. It doesn't pinpoint. It's not GPS. It indicates the area the mobile is likely to
be in at the time of the call'. 1326 Contrary to the Prosecution submissions, PLATT expressly
conceded that 'we don't know [ ... ] exactly where Mr.Oneissi was located' when 095
activated BNPI3. 1327 The Chamber simply has not been presented with any evidence that
would allow it to reach those conclusions submitted by the Prosecution.

3.
592.

The ALFA network was disrupted on 14 February 2005

As noted above, PRH707 stated that because the Alfa network was 'over-congested'

after the explosion on 14 February 2005, there would have been more instances of directedretry than usual. 1328 There is evidence that at least one Alfa cell site was directly affected by
the explosion, which problem continued until 21:00 that evening. 1329 Failure of a cell site will
overload neighbouring cells, leading to directed-retry. 1330

1326

PHILIPS/PRH435:20150818- STL-11-01 T Tl79 - OFF - PUB - EN - 48:19-24.

1327

Contra PFTB,para.570;PLATT/PRH147:20170419_STL-11-01_T_T357_OFF _PRV_EN_21:8-14.

132 R

PRH707:20160725 _STL-11-01_T_T281_ OFF_PUB_EN_56:9-12;56:21-57:2.

1329

PRH707:4D00263, 1DT2-0919;20160725_ STL-11-01_T_ T281_OFF_PUB_EN _58:2-20.

1330

Supra,paras.143-144.
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593.

Furthermore, the Chamber saw direct evidence of a cell site analysis incongruity that

occurred- twice- on 14 February 2005, in relation to PRH115 's activations of Bashoura_A
(a cell site 300 metres from the Tree) while standing directly underneath it. 1331 In light of
PRH707's evidence regarding abnormal network congestion as a result of the explosion, it is
reasonable to infer that these incongruities were a result of directed-retry. Likewise, it can be
inferred that the theoretical coverage and the actual coverage do not correspond.
594.

By extension, it is a reasonable possibility that 095 's activations of BNPI3- are also a

direct result of directed-retry, given the proximity of BNPI3 and Bashoura_A. In other words,
it is reasonably possible that, as a result of directed-retry, 095 had been allocated BNPI3, but
was not in fact within the theoretical coverage of BNPI3 at all, and instead was in a different
area, from which surveillance ofthe Tree is impossible.

4.

The lack of sufficient investigation into the area of BNPI3's theoretical
coverage

595.

According to theoretical coverage, BNPI3 provides coverage to a wide area, southeast

of the Tree. PLATT agreed that the southern half of BNPI3 was 'far away from the [T]ree',
and that it would appear from the satellite imagery that from that area, one 'can't actually see
what's going on in the zone of the tree' . 1332 He never visited the southern half of BNPI3, on
the southern side of the expressway that bisects BNPI3 's theoretical coverage, to conduct an
investigation of what might be found in the area. 1333 It therefore results from the evidence
presented that, in reality, the Prosecution's submissions have not been verified and therefore
cannot be verified by the Chamber.

5.
596.

The Prosecution conflates physical presence with surveillance

PLATT alleged that the 'significance' of095's activations ofBNPI3 is that it 'would

be consistent with being able to view the activities around the Tree' .1334 Again, PLATT
utilises the prejudicial terminology of 'consistent with', contary to the UK Forensic Science
Regulator's Codes of Practice and Conduct - this evidence should be disregarded by the
1331

Supra,paras.150-152.

1332

PLATT/PRH147:20170419 STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN- 31:5-12.

1333 PLATT/PRH147:4D00359,' ALF A

Coverage near the Tree';20170419_STL-1101 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN - 16:15-20.
1334

PLATT/PRH147:20170315- STL-11-01 T T348 - OFF- PUB - EN - 47:17-20.
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Chamber. 1335 In any event, 'consistent with' implies that the Prosecution has presented
reliable, independent evidence that a) the Tree was being surveilled, and b) that Mr.Oneissi
was the person surveilling it. PLATT and the Prosecution have confused 'evidence' with the
Prosecution theory; no such evidence exists. As PLATT conceded, the Prosecution does not
have 'any other material' apart from the CDRs to place Mr.Oneissi at the Tree from 15.54 to
16.02.1336
597.

The Prosecution conflates 095's activations of BNPI3 over an eight minute period

with a very specific allegation -that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the Tree - for which there
exists no independent evidence. Even if the Chamber finds that Mr.Oneissi was physically
present within the coverage area of BNPI3 - in other words, if the Chamber were to disregard
all of the fundamental deficiencies in the telecommunications evidence and cell site analysis
outlined above; and the expert warnings that cell site analysis cannot precisely locate a
mobile phone - the Prosecution has not proved that Mr.Oneissi was in fact surveying the
Tree. This allegation is mere speculation. The Chamber must not conflate physical presence
in an area with the specific allegation of surveilling the Tree.

6.

The timing and nature of the CDRs are incongruous with the allegation
that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the Tree

1.

Sabra did not contact Mr.Oneissi to inform him that the third 'false claim' phone
call had been made (at 15:2 7)

598.

According to PLATT, Sabra made the third 'false claim' phone call, at which time

(15:27) Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the tree. 1337 Yet for 25 minutes after this phone call, there
is no activity on either Sabra or Mr.Oneissi's phone. 1338 In other words, Sabra did not contact
Mr.Oneissi to confirm that the 'false claim' phone call had been made to Al-Jazeera, so that
he would be aware that an Al-Jazeera staff member would shortly come to collect the
videotape. PLATT stated that he had no explanation for the lack of contact between Sabra
and Mr.Oneissi following the third 'false claim' phone call. 1339

1335

Supra,paras 181-182.

1336

PLATT/PRH147:20170419 STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN- 21:8-14.

1337

Supra,para.572.

133 R PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.1241,Table: 177.
1339

PLATT/PRH147:20170419- STL-11-01 T T357 - OFF- PRV- EN- 43:15-44:4.
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11.

Mr.Oneissi did not contact Sabra after PRH007 came to the Tree but did not
retrieve the tape

599.

Following the third 'false claim' call (at 15:27), PRH007 was sent to collect the

videotape from the Tree. 1340 [REDACTED] approached the Tree, looked up at it, and saw the
box containing the videotape; however [REDACTED] did not dare to take it, and instead
returned to the Al-Jazeera offices. 1341
600.

According to the Prosecution theory, as outlined by PLATT, at this stage 'Mr. Sabra

can't see what's happening at the tree, and[ ... ] Mr. Merhi can't because he's located on the
usual SFEIR3 cell. So the information that they need about the tape has got to be yielded
from Mr.Oneissi, because he's located in the vicinity of the tree.' 1342 Again, the Chamber
must disregard the misleading suggestion that 095's activations of BNPI3 mean that he was
'in the vicinity' of the Tree. Further, on the Prosecution case, the fact that an Al-Jazeera staff
member failed to collect the tape would potentially represent a major operational setback.
The 'false claim' videotape was the very culmination of the entire 'false claim' operation.
Yet no call was made by 095 to 018. In fact, there is no activity whatsoever on 095 between
the third 'false claim' call (at 15:27) and the collection of the videotape by PRH115 (at
around 15:52-15:53). 1343
111.

601.

Mr.Oneissi did not contact Sabra after the 15 minute deadline had passed
According to BEN-JEDDO, the caller on the third 'false claim' call (at 15:27)

instructed him to collect the videotape within 15 minutes. 1344 On the Prosecution case,
PRH115 did not collect the videotape until around 15:52-15:53 -over 25 minutes after the
third 'false claim' call, and ten minutes past the deadline. Again, this would represent a clear
operational setback- and again, there was no call from Mr.Oneissi to Sabra to inform him
that the deadline had passed without the videotape having been collected.

1340

PRH007:P00491,para.46.

1341

PRH007:P00491,para.48.

1342

PLATT/PRH147:20170315 STL-11-01 T T348 - OFF- PUB - EN- 52:2-7.

1343

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.1232-1234,Tables:175-176.

1344

BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:20150709- STL-11-01 T Tl69 - OFF - PUB - EN - 27:6.
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1v.
602.

Mr.Oneissi did not contact Sabra after the collection of the video-tape by PRH115
On the Prosecution case, the videotape was collected by PRH115 at around 15:52 to

15:53. 1345 Yet again, no call was made from 095 to 018. Instead, on the Prosecution case, in
their first contact after the collection of the videotape, it is Sabra who calls Mr.Oneissi (at
15:54). 1346 In other words, in the time that it took for PRH115 to collect the videotape and
type and send an SMS, no attempt was made by Mr.Oneissi, entrusted with the task of
surveiling this tree, to inform Sabra that the videotape had been collected and that this phase
of the alleged 'false claim' operation has been successfully executed.
C. There is a striking lack of evidence for, and specificity in, the Prosecution's

allegations regarding Mr.Oneissi's 'participation' in the delivery of the 'false
claim'
603.

The Prosecution's failure to lead any cogent evidence in support of the alleged acts

and conduct of Mr.Oneissi on 14 February 2005 is extraordinary. No evidence has been
brought of the circumstances of how Mr.Oneissi came to 'participate' in the 'false claim'
delivery - who it was that informed him of the operation, when and where he was informed,
or what exactly he was informed of. Likewise, there is no link between Mr.Oneissi and the
'preparatory acts': prior to 14 February 2005, he is not linked to the locations of the Phone
Boxes or the Tree; nor is he linked in any way to the Telecarte allegedly used to make the
'false claim' calls. No evidence has been brought of how the Abu-Adass videotape came to
be put in the Tree; when it was put there, and by whom. There are no eyewitnesses of the
alleged acts that took place around any of the Phone Boxes, or around the Tree; nor is there
CCTV evidence.
604.

In the same vem, the lack of any specificity in the Prosecution's allegations is

striking. The Prosecution does not specify whether Mr.Oneissi and Sabra are alleged to have
been travelling together that day - in one vehicle, in separate vehicles; whether they were
traveling together throughout the afternoon, and if not, at what point they are alleged to have
separated.

1345

PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.1232-1234,Tables:175-176.

1346

PLATT/PRH147:P01223,#8121.
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605.

It does not specify whether it was only Mr.Oneissi and SABRA who are alleged to

have participated in the 'false claim' delivery. The Prosecution conveniently fails to mention
of the fact that the primary Prosecution witness for the Al-Jazeera 'false claim' calls - the
only person who spoke on all three Al-Jazeera calls - repeatedly insisted that he had heard
different voices on each call: i.e. three distinct voices. 1347
606.

The Prosecution does not even specify who it was that made the phone calls -just that

Reuters and Al-Jazeera 'received' phone calls. 1348 Indeed, for the fourth 'false claim', the
Prosecution merely submits that 'one of them' (of who?) made the call. It is not even clear
who 'them' refers to. It doesn't specify where the non-caller was when the call was being
made. The lack of specificity is remarkable; the Prosecution cannot be considered to have
met its burden of proof.
607.

Obviously these two issues -the lack of cogent evidence, and the lack of specificity

in the allegations- are inter-related. The Prosecution alleges Mr.Oneissi played a 'prominent
role' -but it does not tell us what he did; the circumstances are frankly Kafkaesque. The fact
that at this stage of these proceedings the allegations against Mr.Oneissi remain unspecified is
clearly contrary to his fair trial rights.

D. Conclusion: The Prosecution has failed to prove Mr.Oneissi's involvement in
the delivery of the 'false claim'
608.

The Prosecution has not proved its allegations in relation to Mr.Oneissi 's participation

in the delivery of the 'false claim' on 14 February 2005. The allegations are based entirely on
circumstantial telecommunications evidence, and PLATT's biased interpretations of them.
The physical location of 095 cannot be established on the basis of the fundamentally deficient
Alfa evidence, and inherently unreliable and imprecise cell site analysis. This evidence
should be summarily disregarded. At the very least, the weight of this evidence is negligible.
609.

There is no evidence of Mr.Oneissi's involvement in making the 'false claim' calls.

Given the deficiencies in the Alfa evidence and cell site analysis, and specifically the
prevalence of directed-retry on 14 February 2005, the Prosecution's attempt to establish the
physical location of 095 are rendered even more unsafe than usual. Even if the CDRs could

1347
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be relied on to usefully establish 095's physical location- which they cannot- they do not
place 095 within a kilometre of any of the four Phones Boxes, either before or after the 'false
claim' calls.
610.

Furthermore, the Chamber heard evidence from multiple witnesses that the caller on

the first and second 'false claim' calls had a non-Lebanese accent, and that he spoke the poor
Arabic of a non-native speaker - more evidence that Mr.Oneissi, a Lebanese who spoke with
a Shia Lebanese accent- was not involved in the calls.
611.

The Prosecution's conspicuous failure to specify exactly who was responsible for

making the 'false claim' phone calls reveals its broader failure to bring any evidence in
relation thereto. The Prosecution will no doubt state that it is unimportant who made the calls;
that, like the identity of 'Mohammed', the Chamber shouldn't 'dwell on it'. This is a clear
sign of the Prosecution's failure to prove the acts that Mr.Oneissi is alleged to have
committed.
612.

Similarly, the Prosecution has not proved that Mr.Oneissi was surveilling the Tree.

Again, the Prosecution has not proved the actual coverage of the Tree - an issue repeatedly
emphasised by the independent cell site analysis expert, PHILIPS. Furthermore, even the
theoretical coverage not just unestablished: it is actually incorrect. The Prosecution is stuck
between two conflicting sources of information in relation to BNPI3, which it submits are
somehow both correct. Simply put: if the 2005 information is valid, the BNPI3 coverage
relied on by PLATT and the Prosecution cannot be.
613.

Further, the Prosecution attempts to use cell site analysis to do something it cannot:

establish a precise location of a mobile phone. The Chamber has heard experts repeatedly
warn against any such attempts to do so. Indeed, such an approach contradicts the
Prosecution's own Brief, in which the Prosecution attempts to reassure the Chamber that cell
site evidence and analysis is reliable, as 'it is not necessary for the Chamber to determine
whether a mobile phone user was within the precise area shown by a coverage map' . 1349 Yet
here, the Prosecution asks the Chamber to infer 095 's location not only within the theoretical
coverage of BNPI3, but within sight of the Tree -essentially submitting that 095 's location
can be inferred with pinpoint precision.
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614.

The Prosecution submits that the 'surge' in inter-Purple calls is evidence that

Mr.Oneissi was surveilling - however upon examination, the calls simply do not fit the
Prosecution allegations, from a logical, objective point of view. Even if the Chamber relies
on the theoretical coverage, it must resist making the same fundamental error as the
Prosecution: it must not confuse evidence with theory. The alleged 'surge' in phone calls is
illusory - it could represent countless other acts or situations. It does not constitute evidence
of a very specific act - that of surveilling the Tree.

VI.

ALLEGED

RELATIONSHIP

WITH

HEZBOLLAH

AND

POLITICAL

CONTEXT
615.

The Prosecution alleges in the Indictment that 'all four Accused, as was Mustafa

Badreddine, are supporters of Hezbollah which is a political and military organization in
Lebanon'; 1350 while now submits that 'though unnecessary for a conviction, a finding that
they were Hezbollah supporters, if not members, allows the court also to draw the inference
as to how they were able to access resources such as the Green network, to carry out the
crime' . 1351
616.

At the outset, the allegation that 'the Green network belonged to Hezbollah' 1352 is

based merely on the untested hearsay evidence of W.AL-HASSAN 1353 and on an untested
political speech of Hassan Nasrallah. 1354 W.AL-HASSAN's evidence has no weight, as it
comprises untested hearsay. 1355 Furthermore, the Chamber has previously expressed 'its
concern that W.AL-HASSAN had an obvious conflict of interest in his dual role' as Hariri's
former chief of security and lead investigator into his assassination, and witness in the
UNIIIC investigation. 1356 W.AL-HASSAN might have tailored his information in 2012 based
on Nasrallah's public speech of 2010. 1357 In any event, the Nasrallah speech does not
corroborate W.AL-HASSAN's evidence that the Green network was a Hezbollah operated
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network for Hariri's surveillance. Nasrallah merely mentioned that [they] were tracking an
Israeli agent and had no information about this agent's relationship to the assassination of
Hariri. 1358
617.

In any event, Mr.Oneissi had no 'access to the use' of any Green phone, was never in

contact with the Green network; indeed, there is no evidence that he was even aware of its
existence. Even if the Chamber accords some weight to this evidence, it cannot be used to
establish that Mr.Oneissi had links with Hezbollah.
618.

Further, the Prosecution has not established that Mr.Oneissi was a 'supporter' of

Hezbollah. The speeches of N asrallah 1359 have no evidentiary weight in this regard; they are
merely political speeches with untested content. 1360 In any event, Mr.Oneissi is not referred to
by name in any of them.
619.

Evidence suggesting that Ahmed Hassan Oneissi and Ali Ahmed Oneissi (younger

brother and nephew of Mr.Oneissi) were declared 'martyrs by Hezbollah' upon their
deaths 1361 clearly does not constitute evidence of links between Mr.Oneissi and
Hezbollah. 1362 The Defence cautions against inferring 'guilt by association': familial links
cannot be used to infer Mr.Oneissi's 'support' of Hezbollah and/or any criminal allegation
against him. The underlying evidence is uncorroborated open source material; 1363 while its
content is political and could have been tainted. 1364 There is no reliable evidence of their
identity and the familial links: there is no 'Ali Ahmed Oneissi' born in 1988 (and dead in
2006) in the Oneissi family civil registry 1365 and the dates of birth and death of Ahmed
Hassan Oneissi are inconsistent. 1366 Nor is there reliable evidence confirming their deaths; let
alone their Hezbollah 'membership'.
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620.

Likewise, it cannot be inferred from Mr.Oneissi's religion and place of residence that

he was a Hezbollah supporter. 1367 Contrary to the Prosecution Brief, Mr.Oneissi was not
'available' during the months prior to the attack,

1368

as it appears that he was working as

accountant for the Al-Nashat carpets company. 1369 In any case, there is no evidence
Mr.Oneissi had no phone contact with any alleged Hezbollah official.
621.

The Defence submits that the Prosecution evidence in relation to the 'membership or

support' of Mr.Oneissi to Hezbollah is weightless, uncorroborated and speculative. Even
considered in its totality, it cannot prove anything in relation to the charges against
Mr.Oneissi as contained in the Indictment.

1370

The Prosecution did not present any evidence

directly linking Mr.Oneissi to Hezbollah. Even if the Chamber finds that Mr.Oneissi is a
Hezbollah 'supporter', the Defence submits that being linked to a political party sitting in the
Parliament is not a crime and in no case is proof of his alleged individual criminal liability.
622.

Contrary to the Prosecution's submission and even if the Chamber finds that there is a

link between the Accused and Hezbollah, this does not relate to the political context in which
the Attack occurred, 1371 nor it does demonstrate that the conspiracy unfolded alongside
political developments and that the assassination was political in nature; 1372 submissions none
of which is contained in the Indictment.
623.

The Prosecution's submission that because the Accused were all supporters of

Hezbollah, which was allegedly aligned with continued Syrian involvement in Lebanon, 1373
they also had a common interest aligned with maintaining the status quo, which Hariri
threatened 1374 is nothing but a hasty generalisation and cannot explain the motivations behind
the Accused's alleged actions. 1375
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624.

The Prosecution waited until its Brief to formulate such accusations linking the

Accused through Hezbollah to the so-called political evidence; the latter was supposed to
provide a 'background', while now it is 'relevant in understanding the timing and motivations
behind the Accused's actions' .1376 Such practice not only is procedurally inappropriate, but it
also demonstrates that the Prosecution was masking such accusations and maintained an
ambiguous position during the trial. The Prosecution, when ordered to clarify the extent of
the evidence it wished to lead regarding the Hezbollah related allegations, 1377 not present any
link between Hezbollah and the political evidence. 1378
625.

The Prosecution called 12 witnesses to testify on the political background; however

all of them are allies and political friends of Hariri, with questionable impartiality and
credibility. JUMBLATT affirmed that his accusations were political. 1379 The Prosecution
chose to present a one-sided view of the situation that is supported solely by this political side
and limited itself in a superficial approach.
626.

The Defence notes that the Prosecution's submissions on the political background are

driven by hindsight and lack of comprehension of the political dynamics in Lebanon and
Syria. 1380 The Prosecution conveniently presents information that appears to suit its
telecommunications theory, which it uses as the starting point of its political analysis and the
only superficially supporting element of the alleged motives.
627.

The Prosecution conveniently presented the frequency and patterns of communication

between Syrian and Hezbollah officials, but did not do so for the contacts between Syrian
officials and Hariri himself, his political party or any other political party.
628.

In a case of this nature the Prosecution is presenting the position of one side as if it is

the judicial and historical truth. However, Rule 55(C) stipulates that the Prosecution has an
obligation to assist the Tribunal in establishing the truth. The Defence called one witness in
this regard, as it is not its role, in a trial in absentia, to produce exhaustive counter evidence
on the Prosecution plan of the political evidence. General EL SAYED's testimony
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demonstrates that there exist contrary narrations of the events included in the partial and
caricatural Prosecution presentation, which should be disregarded by the Chamber.
629.

Contrary to the Prosecution's narration, another approach considers that the Syrian

role in Lebanon was to preserve stability and remain in good terms with both Hariri and his
opponents at the same time, as it was delegated to implement the Taif Accord. 1381
630.

Despite the Prosecution presenting Hariri as devoted to Lebanese national interests

and a symbol of independence from Syria, 1382 evidence shows that Hariri achieved many of
his important successes with the support of the Syrians. 1383 Hariri was not an opponent of
Syria, 1384 but its biggest friend. 1385 Hariri was satisfied of the Syrian arrangement during the
Hrawi presidency that was close to the Syrians and was in favor of amending the constitution
to extend Hrawi's mandate. 1386 Hariri's opposition to Lahoud's extension was not based on
the respect for the constitution, but on preserving his own political and business interests.
Already since 1995, Lahoud was considered by Hariri as 'less flexible', which was the reason
why Hariri pushed for and orchestrated Hrawi's extension. 1387 In 1998, Hariri requested a
third extension for Hrawi. However, the economic situation was bad, people were
complaining about corruption and this is why Lahoud was selected: to put an end to the
corruption. 1388
631.

The Chamber also heard evidence that the dispute was between Hariri and Lahoud

rather than with the Syrians, who were trying to strike a balance between them. 1389 Lahoud
was advised by the Syrians to cooperate with Hariri, 1390 but there were major differences in
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their state-approaches. 1391 There was a disagreement on the formation of government m
1998 1392 and on gaining influence within the Lebanese army. 1393
632.

Hariri remained on talking terms with the Syrians until the last day before his

assassination. Contrary to the Prosecution's narration, during the meeting of 25 August 2004
between Hariri and Al-Assad in Damascus, the alleged threats never occurred; 1394 this
information was circulated only after Hariri's assassination. 1395 Hariri considered the Syrian
. L eb anon ,necessary, 1eg1t1mate
..
presence m
and temporary , . 1396
633.

The Prosecution's rather assertive conclusion that Al-Assad was convinced that Hariri

was the mastermind behind Resolution 1559, backed by the US and France, 1397 is not
supported by any evidence coming from Al-Assad or his entourage. Instead, the Chamber
heard evidence that Al-Assad knew that Hariri could not have pushed or worked on such a
big Resolution. 1398 Not only Hariri was not supporting Resolution 1559, 1399 but also he and
all parties knowledgeable about politics knew that it could not be implemented; 1400 Hariri's
assassination led to its implementation. 1401
634.

Alleged motives based on the alleged connection between Hariri and Resolution 1559

are not supported by evidence. Instead, no one else had an interest in assassinating Hariri
other than those who wanted Resolution 1559 to be implemented. 1402 The fact that Hariri,
after voting for Lahoud's extension, wanted to form the first government under this extended
mandate 1403 and later on when he decided to participate in the parliamentary elections under
Lahoud demonstrated that he was giving legitimacy not only to Lahoud, but more generally
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to the existing framework. If Hariri wanted to be in line with Resolution 1559 he would
boycott these elections on the basis that Lahoud's term was illegal and unconstitutional. 1404
These elections were supposed to be held within the framework of Syria remaining m
Lebanon without an implementation of Resolution 1559 and Hariri was aware of it. 1405
635.

In any case, Hariri never spoke of disarming the Resistance; he was actually

defending it. 1406 His position is also revealed in how until his assassination, there was no need
for Hezbollah to have any ministers in the government as it was protected by the state. 1407
After Hariri's assassination and with the state collapsing, there was a need for Hezbollah to
be included in the govemment. 1408
636.

The Defence submits that even if the Chamber endorses the inherently politically

tainted and one-sided Prosecution narration and since it expressly does not view its role as
establishing who is right and who is wrong in historical interpretations, 1409 it cannot use it to
couple Mr.Oneissi's alleged political affiliations so as to understand his alleged common
interests; which in tum are allegedly relevant to their motivations. 1410 Such a Prosecution
suggestion requires that Mr.Oneissi was aware of the political intricacies at that time as
presented by the Prosecution; there is no evidence to support that this was the case.
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VII.

LEGAL FINDINGS
A. THELAW

1.

Conspiracy to commit a terrorist act

Mr.Oneissi is accused of being a co-conspirator of a terrorist act pursuant to

637.

Articles 188, 270 and 314 of the Lebanese Criminal Code ('LCC'). The Appeals Chambers
summarised the elements of a conspiracy as requiring an agreement between two or more
individuals, aiming at committing crimes against states security. 1411
638.

In the case of a conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act, the Prosecution must

not only demonstrate that an agreement was concluded between the accused but that it
included an agreement on the means and a shared criminal intent. The co-conspirators must
have concluded or joined the agreement prior to the commission of the crime.
1.

Agreement on the means
On the issue of means, the Appeals Chamber clearly ruled that "the agreement would

639.

be incomplete, and the conspiracy would not stand, if the conspirators did not agree on the
means to achieve their aim."

1412

The Appeals Chamber further indicated that even if a precise

determination of the means is not required, "the conspiracy to commit a terrorist act must
include agreement on means meeting the requirements of Article 314, in other words, means
liable to create a public danger." 1413
640.

In light of this interpretation, for Mr.Oneissi to be found guilty of terrorism, the

Prosecution must demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi knew when he joined
the agreement of the means intended to be used i.e. the use of a large explosive device. 1414
n.
641.

Shared criminal intent
As the Appeals Chamber recalled, consp1racy 1s an intentional cnme and the

agreement is the crime itself. 1415 The Appeals Chamber also specified that "the agreement
1411
1412

Applicable-Law Decision,para.202.
LCC,Art.314; Applicable-Law Decision,para.199.

1413
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would be incomplete and the conspiracy would not stand if the conspirators did not agree on
the means to achieve their aim. 1416
642.

The Prosecution therefore must establish that the evidence adduced demonstrates

beyond reasonable doubt that the merger of the conspirators' wills was not limited to the
creation of a public danger but that they all knew and agreed on the means to be used to this
end, i.e. in this case, a large explosive device.
111.

643.

Conclusion
To secure Mr.Oneissi's conviction for the alleged conspiracy, the Prosecution must

demonstrate that Mr. Oneissi knew that the purpose of the conspiracy was to assassinate
Hariri in a public place with a large explosive device; and that he had agreed to this specific
crime being committed. 1417

2.
1.

Complicity

The Chamber cannot apply the "aiding and abetting" international mode of
liability

644.

The Prosecution submits that since Article 3 modes have not been withdrawn, 1418 the

"aiding and abetting" international mode of liability should be applied.
645.

The Prosecution refers to paragraph 40 of the Applicable-Law Decision to argue that

this would be the most appropriate and consistent interpretation with international legal
standards, should the Chamber find that the Lebanese jurisprudence does not delineate with
clarity or precision the knowledge requirement for accomplice liability under Article 219 of
the LCC. 1419
646.

The Appeals Chamber already conducted a detailed comparative analysis of the

notion of complicity in Lebanese and International Criminal Law, including its subjective
elements. It concluded that the LCC' s concept was more protective of the rights of the
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accused than the international notion of aiding and abetting and that, for this reason, it should
be applied. 1420 This is consistent with the principle of favour rei which requires that, where
the law is ambiguous, the Chamber choose an interpretation which is more favourable to the
rights ofMr.Oneissi. 1421
647.

The Applicable-Law Decision is binding. As confirmed by the Appeals Chamber

ruling on the Defence requests for reconsideration, 'obtaining the Appeals' Chamber's view
on the applicable law . . . has the distinct advantage of avoiding unnecessary delays and
providing clarity to the parties in preparing their cases." 1422 The Applicable-Law Decision
clarified the interpretation of the actus reus and mens rea elements of each crime and modes
of liability, for all future proceedings to be held before the Tribunal.
The Chamber should reject the application of "aiding and abetting" international

648.

mode of liability.
11.

Complicity under Article 219(4) and (5) of the LCC requires detailed knowledge
of the particular crime and of the intent of the perpetrator

•

649.

Knowledge prior to perpetration

Complicity under Articles 219(4) and 219(5) reqmres prior knowledge of the

criminal activity of the perpetrator of the crime. 1423
•

650.

Knowledge of the principal crime

The Appeals Chamber clearly found that Lebanese law "requires an accomplice to

know of the crime to be committed, to join with the perpetrator in an understanding, whether

immediate or long standing to commit the crime, and to share in the intent to further that
. 1ar cnme.
.
,1424
partlcu

1420

Applicable-Law Decision,para.228.

1421

Applicable-Law Decision,paras.32,211-212;20180222_STL-11-01_T_T422_OFF _PUB_EN_17: 19-21.

1422

F0327,para.35.

1423

Applicable-Law Decision, para.219.

1424

Applicable-Law Decision,para.228.
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651.

Consistent with the Applicable-Law Decision, 1425 the Chamber found that an

accomplice must have known that the perpetrator intended to commit a particular crime to
satisfy the knowledge requirement under Article 219. 1426
652.

The Chamber ruled that "whilst an accomplice must have known the perpetrator's

intent to commit a particular crime, this does not mean that an accomplice must have known
the precise factual details of the crime". 1427
653.

Referring to this position, the Prosecution submits that it is not necessary to establish

knowledge of any particular details of the offence 1428 or a detailed knowledge of the
perpetrators' intent" 1429 to establish complicity to a criminal project. This is simply wrong.
654.

For the accomplice to be found guilty, Lebanese law requires the Prosecution to prove

that the alleged accomplice knew the nature of the means used by the perpetrator to commit
the crime or that the accomplice facilitated such means on the basis of a prior agreement with
the perpetrator of the crime or with the other accomplices. 1430 This is even more relevant
when the accused is alleged to be an accomplice to a terrorist act, where the required special
intent to spread terror may only be inferred from the means used, and when these are liable to
create a public danger. 1431
•

655.

Knowledge of the perpetrator's intent

Contrary to the Prosecution's submissions, this requirement is not limited to a detailed

knowledge of the principal crime but extends to a detailed knowledge of the perpetrator's
intent: the 2015 Judicial Council Decision cited by the Prosecution, for example, clarified
that only if the defendant knew with certainty that the perpetrators were going to abduct and
kill the victims before these two crimes were committed, and if he knew the information he
provided would help the perpetrator to commit the crime, could he be found guilty of

1425

Applicable-Law Decision,para.228.

1426

R.l67 Decisionp.47: 1-4.

1427

PFTB,para.1146,R.167 Decisionp.44:1-8.

142 R PFTB,para.1147.
1429

PFTB,para.1148.

1430

LCourtCass,Decision,No.S;Applicable-Law Decision,fn.331.

1431

Applicable-Law Decision,para.147, fn.253.
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complicity to these crimes. 1432 Similarly, the 2017 Lebanese Cour de Cassation determined
that the defendants were to be tried for complicity of terrorism because they had helped
individuals to enter Syria, knowing these individuals were going to Syria, knowing why they
were gomg to Syria as well as the activities of the terrorist organisations they were
joining. 1433
656.

In a less recent case, the Lebanese Judicial Council decided that the fact that the

Defendant observed someone booby-trapping two cars, used for an assassination, was an
insufficient basis to infer that he was involved in this crime, particularly as the investigations
had failed to determine whether he knew the purpose of the booby-trapped cars or even
which precise role he had been assigned in the operation, if any. 1434 Interestingly, the
Lebanese Judicial Council also found that the hearsay evidence adduced to support the
alleged facts could not be used to determine the precise role played by the accused in the
operation and the consistency of that role with the actual facts of the situation. 1435
657.

In another case, the Lebanese Judicial Council considered that even if the accused -

who was serving at a military arms depot - knew that the military uniforms and weapons he
had handed over to one of the perpetrators of the crime could be used to carry out a crime,
evidence of this knowledge alone, absent evidence of knowledge of the perpetrator's intent,
was not sufficient to establish complicity since it could not be established beyond reasonable
doubt that the accused actually intended to contribute to the homicide. 1436
658.

This is confirmed by the Applicable-Law Decision where the Appeals Chamber ruled

that Lebanese law 'requires an accomplice to know of the crime to be committed, to join with
the perpetrator in an understanding, whether immediate or long standing, to commit the
crime and to share the intent to further that particular crime.' 1437
659.

Under the Lebanese law on complicity, it must therefore be proven that the

accomplice knew of the crime to be committed, of the means to be used to this end, and of
the perpetrator's intent to commit that particular crime. Regarding the means, it is worth
1432

PFTB,para.ll48,fn.2392:LJC,Judgement,No.2/2008.

1433

PFTB,para.ll48,fn.2392:LCourtCass,Decision,No.l06.

1434

LJC,Judgmenent,No.3/95,pp.38-39.

1435

LJC,Judgmenent,No.3/95,pp.38-39 ..

1436

LJC,Judgement,No.S/1995.

1437

Applicable-Law Decision, para.228.
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noting that - contrary to the factual findings in the Lebanese decisions cited above - there is
no existing allegation against Mr.Oneissi that he was ever using or provided assistance in
using arms, weapons, or explosives.
•

660.

Intent to assist the principal perpetrator in the commission of the crime

The Appeals Chamber recalled that bare knowledge that a crime will be committed or

that its perpetration is being prepared but without any conduct by way of assistance cannot
characterise as complicity. By contrast, the provision of assistance without awareness that
such assistance is designed to help commit the crime cannot amount to complicity either. 1438

3.
661.

Conclusion

To secure Mr.Oneissi's conviction as an accomplice to the felony of committing a

terrorist act, of intentional homicide and attempted intentional homicide, the Prosecution
must have demonstrated that Mr.Oneissi, prior to the attack conducted on 14 February 2005
against Hariri, knew that the perpetrators were going to detonate a large quantity of
explosives in a public place; and that their intent in doing so was to kill Hariri and to create a
state of terror.
662.

The Prosecution must also have demonstrated that knowing this, Mr.Oneissi provided

his material assistance in the preparation and dissemination of a 'false claim' of responsibility
for the attack, and agreed to do so prior to the attack, knowing that it would shield the
perpetrators.
B. APPLICATION OF THE LAW TO THE FACTS

1.

The

Chamber

must

ignore

the

intrinsic

unreliability

of

the

telecommunication evidence, if it is to draw any inferences therefrom
663.

The Prosecution's witnesses

acknowledged the

lack of reliability of the

telecommunications evidence. The Prosecution conceded its weaknesses to a certain degree.
Unless the Chamber deliberately ignores the lack of reliability of this evidence, it cannot find
beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi used 095, or that he was present in Tariq-el-Jdideh
or in the BNPB area for each call relied upon by the Prosecution.

1438

Applicable-Law Decision,para.220.
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664.

In order for the Chamber to make a positive finding regarding the physical location of

Mr.Oneissi on the basis of the CDRs of 095, relying on Alfa cell site information and
principles of cell site analysis, it must be satisfied of a number of elements. Absolute
certitude must exist regarding the indications given by this evidence, and therefore any
conclusion that can be drawn therefrom, on each occasion- i.e. each call/SMS.
665.

It must first be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi, and no one else,

was using 095 on that call/SMS. It must be sure that the person who created the theoretical
coverage maps was professionally qualified to do so, and that they used information and
parameters that were correct and updated as of 2004-2005: the coordinates, antennae height
and type, azimuth and vertical tilt. It must be sure that those parameters were even available
to be used- properly maintained in a database, and regularly updated. It must be sure that the
clutter model relied on reflected the topography of Beirut in 2004-2005. It must be satisfied
that the theoretical coverage of the cell site corresponds with the actual coverage - which can
only be confirmed through a field survey, or through drive tests. It must be sure that the
theoretical coverage was created for analysis- not for marketing- and is complete, clear and
shows signal strength. It must also be sure that the theoretical coverage array is uniform that it accurately reflects the complete 2004-2005 network with uniformity in sources of
information, and not a composite of ten sources 1439 of different data, each from different
years in the decade following the Hariri attack.
666.

It must be satisfied that the principles of cell site analysis are presented by an expert

with full knowledge of the reliability of the evidence with which they worked - not one who
has been systematically blinkered and isolated from the Prosecution case -to ensure that his
evidence is given in its proper context. It must consider whether the mobile is in a building,
or in a car, or above street level - all of which may affect the mobile's best serving cell. It
must consider whether directed-retry has not occurred, as a result of cell site overload, from a
traffic jam, or a football match, or any other large crowd; as a result of a cell failure, or lack
of signal quality, or technical problems with the mobile itself. It must ensure that none of the
phenomena listed above have affected the best serving cell of the mobile, which would result
in an incongruity for cell site analysis.

1439

P00775;P00780;P00778;P00799;P00801;P00800;P01123;P01124;P01125;P01126.
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667.

No evidence has been led that would make this possible. It cannot be found that 'in

general' this evidence is reliable, or relatively reliable, or somewhat reliable - on the
contrary, the opposite has been established.

2.

Mr.Oneissi's alleged use of his personal mobile contradicts the
Prosecution's principal argument

668.

The Prosecution did not provide any valid explanation in its 'theory' - as this case is

nothing more than a 'theory' -

for the incongruous allegation that in an ultra-

compartmentalised organisation, the actors of the 'false claim' communicated over several
successive months with their personal mobile phones.
669.

This inexplicable use of personal mobile phones m this context - i.e. in an

organisation with military discipline and precision, and all the security precautions that would
attach thereto - is another reasonable factor which should lead the Chamber to believe that
095 was in no way connected to the alleged facts.
670.

The Chamber should only conclude that the reality is that the Prosecution still has not

identified the true perpetrators of the 'false claim'. The Prosecution's submission that any
inference on the existence of an agreement involving Mr.Oneissi or any other elements
required by Article 270 of the LCC could be drawn on that basis is meritless.

3.

Mr.Oneissi's alleged participation in Abu-Adass's disappearance has not
been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt

671.

In light of the Defence submissions directly above, the Chamber cannot convict

Mr.Oneissi in relation to the identification, selection and abduction of Abu-Adass based on
095 's telecommunications evidence.
672.

The Prosecution failed to conduct the requisite demonstration for each of the calls

allegedly attributed to 095 during the 'COLA Phase'.
673.

The Prosecution also failed to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that the material

elements required for conspiracy and complicity of the crimes charged were satisfied: even if
the Chamber were to find that 095 was attributable to Mr.Oneissi and that he was using this
particular phone on the days the Prosecution identified as 'relevant', none of the facts alleged
could support an inference regarding the acts and conducts ofMr.Oneissi.
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1.

The alleged presence of Mr.Oneissi in Tariq-el-Jdideh or the AUM for each call the
Prosecution relied upon does not demonstrate anything in itself

674.

Even if the Chamber were to rely on telecommunications evidence, the alleged

presence ofMr.Oneissi 'in the vicinity of the AUM' for each call the Prosecution relied upon
does not demonstrate anything in itself.
675.

The Prosecution conducted no investigation with respect to Mr.Oneissi, his daily

activities, his lifestyle, his acquaintances, his present or past possible involvement in any
political or operational action. No evidence has been adduced in this respect. The Chamber
cannot exclude as a reasonable possibility that the alleged presence of Mr.Oneissi in the
Tariq-el-Jdideh area was unrelated to the alleged criminal acts and conduct attributed to
others in this case,
11.

No material act has been demonstrated with respect to Mr.Oneissi's alleged
participation

676.

Mr.Oneissi's alleged involvement in the conspuacy or as an accomplice 1s

speculative, as no material act establishing his participation has been demonstrated.
677.

The Prosecution could not concretely define or demonstrate the nature of the precise

material acts Mr.Oneissi would have performed during the 'COLA Phase'. Absent any act
materialising his alleged participation, any related positive findings the Chamber would make
would be unsubstantiated and could not be established beyond reasonable doubt; likewise, by
extension, for a conviction for the crimes of conspiracy aiming at committing a terrorist act
(count 1) and of being an accomplice to the felony of committing a terrorist act, of intentional
homicide and attempted intentional homicide (counts 6 to 9).
678.

The Prosecution implicitly admitted it could not be established that Mr.Oneissi had

posed as 'Mohammed.' No other material act attributed to Mr.Oneissi during the 'COLA
Phase' could possibly incur criminal liability. The mere allegation that Mr.Oneissi was
present, based exclusively on the telecommunication evidence, could not support an inference
in relation to his alleged participation in the identification and 'abduction' of Abu-Adass.
These allegations are nothing more than the result of the Prosecution's assumptions.
679.

The Chamber cannot reconstruct or imagine these elements in the abstract. The

Prosecution's position is drawn from a series of hypotheses starting with the supposed
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disappearance of Abu-Adass. From that point onwards, the conclusions associated to the
alleged conduct of 095, presented as logical inferences, are simply extrapolations
unsupported by any established material fact.
111.

Mr.Oneissi's knowledge of the alleged purpose of the 'COLA Phase' was not
demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt

680.

Even if Mr.Oneissi had been there, it is impossible for the Prosecution to establish

what he would have known or done beyond reasonable doubt.
681.

Mr.Oneissi's knowledge of the alleged purpose or purposes of the 'COLA Phase' has

not been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt. The Chamber cannot endorse the
Prosecution's position that Mr.Oneissi's alleged participation in the identification and
abduction of Abu-Adass could demonstrate that he knew anything regarding the ultimate aim
of the operation.
682.

The Chamber cannot find that the knowledge requirement has been satisfied beyond

reasonable doubt merely because the Prosecution alleges that Mr.Oneissi necessarily knew or
should have known. There must be, at the very least, some material element ('commencement
de preuve') presented in relation to, how and why each actor within this particular

organisation was aware of the ultimate aim of the operation.
683.

No testimony or evidence was adduced in support of the operating methods,

hierarchy, reporting or communication structure of the extremely hierarchical and
compartmented organisation the Prosecution purports to have uncovered. Given the lack of
any evidence adduced in that respect, even if Mr.Oneissi had been connected to Sabra and
supervised by Merhi, the Chamber cannot exclude the reasonable possibility that Mr.Oneissi
was in the Tariq-el-Jdideh area on the orders or at the request of unknown others based upon
request but for reasons other than the alleged identification and abduction of a 'scapegoat'
such as Abu-Adass.
684.

No evidence was adduced in that respect, specifically regarding Mr.Oneissi.

685.

The Prosecution's position is even self-contradictory regarding the alleged

circumstances based on which the Chamber is asked to draw inferences regarding
Mr.Oneissi's knowledge. On the one hand, the Prosecution alleges that the organisation which the Prosecution eventually alleged was Hezbollah - was extremely compartmentalised,
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secretive and disciplined. On the other hand, they allege that Mr.Oneissi- who did not have a
covert phone, and is not even alleged to have been aware of the existence of the other
'Networks' - would have or should have known the crime which was to be perpetrated and
that his alleged conduct was to serve its purpose.
686.

The Prosecution's own expert even indicated that it was possible that 'other people

within the organisation did not know or were [not] aware that one part of the organisation
[was] engaged in this attack', and that the practice of not providing information as to the
ultimate aim of an operation was something that 'frequently happens in terrorist
organisations'.

1440

He expressly stated that the structure of the 'Green Network' reflected

intent to create a 'sterile corridor' that was 'important in keeping the two sides of the plot
apart [i.e.] the false claim and the attack side of the plot'. 1441
687.

He further stated, 'I note that[,] certainly with the terrorists[,] that only people would

know within a certain core group [ ... ] what they were going to bomb, where they were going
to bomb, when they were going to bomb, there would have been other people helping them
but they wouldn't have known what they were actually doing.' 1442
688.

Since the Prosecution's own expert evidence can perfectly be used against it, the

Chamber can find that in terrorist operations, such as the one in which Mr.Oneissi is alleged
to have participated, it 'frequently happens' that elements within the organisation are not
aware that other elements are engaged in preparations for a terrorist attack. This is a fact that
is open on the evidence; this is the factual context in which the question of the knowledge,
and therefore the intent, ofMr.Oneissi must be assessed.
689.

In light of the above, it cannot be established beyond reasonable doubt that

Mr.Oneissi had or could have had detailed knowledge of the intended crime or of the intent
of the other alleged perpetrators prior to or during the commission of the crime, as Article
219(4) ofthe LCC requires.

1440

PLATT/PRH147:20170404- STL-11-01 -T-T353 - OFF- PUB - EN- 32:24-33:4.

1441

Supra,para.200.

1442

PLATT/PRH147:20170207- STL-11-01 T T331 - OFF- PUB - EN - 108:10-14.
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1v.

No evidence was adduced to demonstrate that Mr.Oneissi knew the form the 'false'
claim of responsibility would take or how it would materialise

690.

No evidence was led in respect of Mr.Oneissi participating in the production of the

Abu-Adass videotape. No evidence was led in respect of his participation in the drafting of
the text for the video or the letter which accompanied the video.
691.

There Prosecution does not refer to any specific moment or circumstances which

could establish that Mr.Oneissi would have been made aware of the crime that was being
prepared, who told him, or what he was told.
692.

The Prosecution's allegations regarding Mr.Oneissi's knowledge are speculative. The

argument that Mr.Oneissi must have been 'trusted' with the knowledge of the ultimate
objective because he was 'trusted' with the abduction of Abu-Adass is specious at best, not to
mention completely unproven. There is no evidence of any 'trust' placed in Mr.Oneissi as
regards the alleged ultimate aim of the operation. There is no evidence that he was even
aware of the existence of the other 'Networks', let alone their alleged members. In fact,
Mr.Oneissi is the only Accused who is not alleged by the Prosecution to have been in contact
with any of the 'Network' Phones.
693.

In light of the above and the facts of the case, the Chamber cannot conclude beyond

reasonable doubt that Mr.Oneissi could or should have known the purpose or purposes of the
'COLA Phase'.

4.

No evidence has been adduced to demonstrate the participation in
preparatory acts for the 'false claim'

694.

The Prosecution has not adduced any evidence that Mr.Oneissi performed material

acts in relation to the preparatory acts for the claim of responsibility. No evidence has been
adduced that would suggest that he was informed that an attack was being prepared during
that particular period.
695.

The absence of any such material element supports the inference that Mr.Oneissi did

not execute any acts preparatory to this attack or provide aid or assistance with a view to
committing this attack. Further, such material acts are the actus reus for complicity under
Article 219(4) and must be established beyond reasonable doubt.
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5.
1.

Mr.Oneissi's participation in the 'false claim' has not been proven

No evidence has been adduced to establish that Mr.Oneissi would have known prior
to the attack

696.

Complicity under Article 219( 5) of the LCC requires the Prosecution to demonstrate

beyond reasonable doubt that the accomplice had detailed knowledge of the particular crime
and of the intent of the perpetrator prior to the commission of the crime. Article 219(4)
requires the Prosecution to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that the aid or assistance
was provided before or during but not after.
697.

The Prosecution has presented no evidence which supports a finding beyond

reasonable doubt that prior to the attack, Mr.Oneissi would have received prec1se
instructions, the nature of their content or the extent of the information he would have been
aware of in relation to the claim of responsibility.
698.

The argument that the evidence must be assessed 'holistically' is irrelevant and off

topic.
699.

Again, the Chamber cannot find that Mr.Oneissi must necessarily have possessed the

requisite knowledge simply on the basis that the Prosecution has said it was the case.
Knowledge of the intended crime - its means, the timing, materiality, content and level of
details of these instructions - must be established beyond reasonable doubt to satisfy the
requirements for the crimes of conspiracy and complicity under Article 219( 5).
700.

As discussed above, no evidence was adduced regarding Mr.Oneissi's knowledge of

the modalities of the claim for the 14 February 2005 attack; no evidence has established any
participation in the 'preparatory acts' to the claim.
701.

No witness testified to demonstrate that Mr.Oneissi would have been informed, prior

to Hariri' s assassination, that Hariri would be targeted or which specific means would be
used.
702.

It cannot be inferred that on 14 February 2005, prior to 12:55 p.m., at a time and

under circumstances that remain unknown, Mr.Oneissi had necessarily been informed that he
was to participate in a claim for the terrorist attack conducted against Hariri by means of
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explosive, let alone that this claim would be false with a view to shield the perpetrators and
ensure this act's impunity.
Mr.Oneissi's material participation in the dissemination of the 'false claim' has not

11.

been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt
703.

The only evidence cited by the Prosecution in support of the allegations relating to the

phone calls made to Reuters and Al-Jazeera on 14 February 2005 can prove nothing with
respect to the acts or the conduct of Mr.Oneissi, his knowledge of the crimes committed, his
knowledge of the intentions of the perpetrators of the crimes charged or of his intention to be
accomplice to them.
•

704.

Telecommunications evidence

The Chamber cannot infer anything from the telecommunications evidence adduced,

including from the data presented in support of the 14 February 2005 allegations against
Mr.Oneissi.
705.

Like for the 'COLA Phase', the telecommunication evidence cannot support positive

factual findings on the physical presence of Mr.Oneissi in the location alleged by the
Prosecution. The Prosecution has not met its burden of demonstrating, for each particular
call, the presence beyond reasonable doubt of Mr.Oneissi at the locations in question, in light
ofthe innumerable factors and uncertainties attached to the usage of095.
706.

In this regard, and particularly in relation to the activation of BNPI3, it is even more

evident that the data relied on by the Prosecution in support of its allegations were fully
defective. Neither the actual nor the theoretical coverage of BNPI3 can be established with
certainty. This was confirmed by PLATT, FAHEY, PHILIPS and PRH707 when examined in
relation to the difference between the 2005 and 2010 azimuth and their impact. This is further
confirmed given the incongruity demonstrated by the CDRs of PRH115 in relation to SMS's
sent while he was by the Tree. The Prosecution's analysis and conclusions regarding 095's
physical presence at the Tree, exclusively reliant on 095's activation of BNPI3, cannot be
established beyond reasonable doubt. As a result, the Chamber cannot make any finding
beyond reasonable doubt based on such unreliable data.
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•
707.

Witness evidence
The only direct witness evidence the Prosecution adduced regarding the claim of

responsibility cannot support any inference regarding the identity of the callers beyond
reasonable doubt. 1443
708.

On the contrary, the Al-Jazeera and Reuters witnesses who responded to the calls

from the persons who contacted them on 14 February 2005 in connection with the claim of
responsibility provided information supporting the inference that there were several callers.
In any case, the described accents do not match the description of that of Mr.Oneissi. 1444

•

The Prosecution's 'consistent with' approach of the evidence is not an acceptable
standard

709.

The inability of the Prosecution to determine whether the person who claimed

responsibility for the attack on the 'false claim' calls is Sabra or Mr.Oneissi proves that the
certainty of their participation and the circumstances of this participation have not been
established beyond reasonable doubt.
710.

First, the Prosecution did not establish that Mr.Oneissi and Sabra were together for

the first two calls to Reuters and Al-Jazeera. No telecommunication evidence, even reliable which is not the case - can establish this material fact, nor could it allow such inference to be
drawn.
711.

Second, given that the Prosecution has not determined that Mr.Oneissi was one ofthe

persons who called the media, the Chamber cannot infer the nature of his participation.
712.

Since the Prosecution has not determined whether Mr.Oneissi was the person who

called Reuters and/or Al-Jazeera, the Prosecution has not presented any evidence regarding
Mr.Oneissi's alleged acts. Nor did he present any evidence on the material conditions of the
implementation of this claim - besides the unsubstantiated submission that he or Sabra made
the calls.
713.

The method and organisation the callers decided to adopt to make the claim or how

they made that decision is unknown: whether they were in a car, on a motorbike, whether

1443

PRH006;PRH007;PRH115;PRH020;PRH430;PRH012.

1444

PRH067.
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they were in more than one vehicle, whether there was a group charged with the security of
the location or a backup vehicle. In other words, the Chamber is unaware of which role
Mr.Oneissi was supposed to have.
714.

The Chamber cannot draw inferences from facts which have not been established or

even alleged. Since the Prosecution has not established the nature of Mr.Oneissi's
participation, it cannot be concluded beyond reasonable doubt that he had, prior to the
commission of a crime of which he knew the precise character, accepted to participate in its
claim, in order to shield the participants from justice. None of Article 219(4) and 219(5)'s
requirements have been established beyond reasonable doubt.

6.
715.

The Chamber cannot draw general inferences in the abstract

The Prosecution's allegation that the claim required prior knowledge of the act that

was going to be committed is unsupported.
716.

The Prosecution has not adduced any evidence on the structure of the organisation it

purports to have uncovered. Consequently, it cannot be established beyond reasonable doubt
how the instructions were communicated, under which form, at which point in time, etc.
717.

Furthermore, the Prosecution submits that those involved were 'Hezbollah supporters,

if not members' .1445 The suggestion that members of this organisation could not have been
briefed on such a simple operation 'in the hour following the explosion' is clearly without
merit. 1446 If this were the Prosecution's position, it had to adduce evidence in support of the
operational structure of Hezbollah.
718.

Moreover, the Prosecution

IS

even contradicted by its own Expert regarding the

complexity of the 14 February 2005 'false claim' operation, in attempting to establish the
requisite mens rea. He stated that 'the task of delivering a tape [ ... ] was quite simple'. 1447
719.

The Prosecution did not define the role Mr.Oneissi would have had. The Chamber

cannot infer what information he would have been provided to achieve the mission attached
to his role, particularly if it was considered that his role was not direct, but peripheral.

1445

PFTB,para.342.

1446

PFTB,para.1192.

1447

PLATT/PRH147:20170322 STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF _PRY_EN_,42:21-25.
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720.

Since it is not established that Mr.Oneissi called Reuters/Al-Jazeera, it is perfectly

plausible that only those in charge of making the calls had knowledge of the purpose and
content of these calls. It is also unestablished that Mr.Oneissi would have been at their side,
close to them when the 'false claim' calls were made. Nor is it established that those who
allegedly made the claim communicated to Mr.Oneissi the content of the text they had read.

VIII.
721.

RELIEF REQUESTED
It results from the above that the Prosecution has not provided evidence that

Mr.Oneissi entered into an agreement to commit a crime against state security, or that he
knew that a terrorist act was going to be carried out. There is no evidence that Mr.Oneissi
envisaged that other crimes could be committed and willingly run the risk regardless. There
is no evidence that Mr.Oneissi knew in advance of the intention of the conspirators in that
respect, or that he knew of the means and tools that the conspirators intended to use in order
to commit the crime. Nor is there evidence that Mr.Oneissi intended to be an accomplice to
these conspirators.
722.

For the foregoing reasons, the Defence requests the Chamber to acquit Mr. Hussein

Hassan Oneissi of all charges.

VINCENT COURCELLE-LABROUSSE
Lead Counsel for Hussein Hassan Oneissi

